Auto -Battery Polarity Chart-page 70
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ABOUT INDOOR ANTENNAS-page 12
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Sizes
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of IRC

"Skin -Packed" Fuse Resistors
IRC

s

quality

5

ohm

RCA Stock No.

100117
1001178
103824

Sylvania Stock No.
187-0053

fuse resistor

-the

FR5

RCA Part No.

942924-1
942924-2
38-94393-2,-3,-4
Sylvania Part No.
38-94393-2,-3,-4

-

is

a

/

replacement for

Original Value
5.6 ohms

5.0 ohms
4.7 ohms

Original Value
4.7

ohms

This new 5 ohm IRC Fuse
Resistor provides you with
same fine features as IRC's
dependable FR5.6 at 5.6 the
and FR7.5 at 7.5 ohms:
ohms
Sturdy terminal pins --both
attached inside a rugged
ceramic case.
Improved plug-in type for
fast, easy replacement in
newer TV receivers. Terminal
the
pin holes facilitate attaching leads where necessary.
Projections on bottom of
prevent receptacle from ceramic case leave air spaceoverheating.
"Skin -Packed" cards protect
each fuse resistor from
dirt and handling.
Type and range clearly
and "Skin -Packed" card.identified on both fuse resistor
You can depend on the
quality and reliability
"Skin -Packed" Fuse Resistors
of IRC

Dealer Net
$.45 each

GET YOURS SOON

!

INTERNATIONAL RESISTANCE
CO.
Dept. 363, 401 N. Broad
Si., Phila. 8, Pa.
Canada: International

In

Resistance Co., Ltd., Toronto,
Licensee
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The new JFD Satellite -Helix

a Giant step in television antenna
Yesterday we crossed the frontier of the atomic age.
Today, we are entering the era of interplanetary space
travel. There are no visible limits to the "miracles" to
be developed tomorrow.
Great things have been happening at JFD, too.
Nineteen months of intensive research into a virtually
unknown principle of antenna performance has achieved
a major breakthrough in television reception. For the
first time, the science of antenna engineering has overcome the two primary barriers to long-distance pick-up
uneven antenna bandpass and reactive impedance
components.
These significant improvements are made possible by
the development of a spectacular new dipole system. As
a result, the Satellite -Helix dipole system captures up to
35 per cent more signal and intensifies color reception-has less low band ghost pick-up and less back
and side interference, and closer 300 ohm match.

-

Tw

Here are a few of the "extras" the new Satellite -Helix
configuration will give you over other leading types:
Over Reinforcing
Wave Type
*1-2.5 db more
gain
*sharper lowband pattern
*less reactive
impedance

*higher front -toback ratio
*better side

Lens Type

Over Bat
Dipole Type

Over Dipoles
With Phase Reversing Stubs

*flatter bandpass *flatter bandpass *2-4 db more
*2-3.5 db more
gain
*less reactive
impedance
*higher front -toback ratio

*2-3 db more
gain
*less reactive
impedance

*higher front-toback ratio
*better side

gain

flatter bandpass
*higher front -to back ratio
*better side

rejection

rejection

Take a giant step today into the flawless reception of
tomorrow. Install the remarkable Satellite -Helix on your
next "problem" job with our money-back guarantee. See
for yourself its "selling edge" that will keep you out
front in TV antenna profits and customer confidence in
your area in the competitive years ahead. Priced realistically at a non -inflated level, the Satellite -Helix is now
on its way to your JFD distributor.

Pioneers in Electronics since 1929

PF REPORTER

Over Focus-

rejection

JFD ELECTRONICS CORP.
6101 Sixteenth Avenue

science

Brooklyn 4, New York

March, 1958

Edward Finkel
General Sales Manager
1
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Sprague Service -Aids for servicemen:

... versatile

SPRAGUE

CERA -MITE* CERAMIC CAPACITORS

with handy identification tags

.1

.1

MF GMV

500 WVDC
5HK-P1

Stock up today! Ask your distributor about
Sprague CERAMIKITS ... they contain the

ceramic disc capacitors you need most...
they keep them in order.. . ready to use.

Sprague's complete ceramic capacitor line is now individually
tagged for quick, complete identification capacitance, tolerance, voltage, and type. No fumbling, no guessing about
ratings ... you're always. sure with Sprague tagged disc capacitors. Use them all the time. You'll find that they also make
excellent replacements for molded mica, ceramic tubular, and
paper tubular capacitors in many applications

-

'Trademark

...

helpful INFORMATION on what, when, and how
of ceramic capacitors
CERAMICHART
Sprague offers you plenty of service information
the kind you need and use everyday:

...

Sprague CERAMICHART: illustrates various types
of ceramic capacitors and shows where to use
them; details color codes.-FREE
Sprague "ABC's of Ceramic Capacitors": a compact
booklet containing basic facts on all types of

ceramic capacitors.-FREE

Sprague "T-C" Slide Rule: shows at a glance the
values of the N750 and NPO type ceramic capacitors to connect in parallel to equal a capacitor of
desired intermediate temperature coefficient of the

required capacitance; available from your distributor for only 15c.

Be sure you get this useful and valuable information from your Sprague distributor, today!
Or write Sprague Products Co., Distributors'
Division of Sprague Electric Company, l as Marshall Street, North Adams, Mass.

Pioneer in ceramic capacitors

.

.

.

First in ceramic capacitor information

don't be vague... insist on

WSPRAGUE
world's largest capacitor manufacturer

SPRAGUE RESEARCH IS CONSTANTLY PRODUCING NEW AND BETTER

CAPACITORS FOR YO

PF REPORTER
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next month
AGC CIRCUITS FOR '58

Several manufacturers have made design changes in this circuit, so you'll
want to bone up on your theory. This
feature describes the 6BU8 stages used
in the Admiral Chassis 16J1 and Zenith
15A25 and 17A20 chassis. A subsequent
article will deal with other popular make AGC circuits.
HOW TO ALIGN THE IF's

-

Okay we give up. Your requests
have been too numerous to ignore any
longer so in April's picture story,
we'll give you all the "dope" you'll
need to solve your alignment problems.
USING A SCOPE FOR

SIGNAL TRACING

of

66
6

Milton S.
Shop Talk
Improving dipole gain, directivity and
bandwidth with added elements.
What Do You Know About Indoor Antennas?
Outline of basic operating principles plus
descriptions of several popular commercial models.
Signal Tracing RF & IF Circuits
For those who experience troubleshooting

Kiver

10

12

14

Mel Whitmer

16

you

readers have been hungering for information on this subject. And the
more you get, the more you want!
Well, here's another one we're sure
you'll like. Don't miss it!

18

The Troubleshooter
Quicker Servicing

20
22

Calvin C. Young, Jr.

Damping resistor applications; new color tube precaution;
change in focus circuit; color -stripe test jack.
G. M. Carrier
Do-It-Yourselfers are Soldering Now
And woe is you if you don't beware!
Selection and Use of Hand Tools
Part 2-Pliers, cutters, wrenches, wire strippers
and miscellaneous items for the technician.
Les Deane
Notes on Test Equipment
Capacitor analyzer, VOM, pattern -scanning
generator, multi -socket tube -transistor tester.
Using A Scope to Troubleshoot
Robert G. Middleton
Sweep Circuits
Thomas A. Lesh
Servicing New Designs
Admiral "Son -r" remote control;
Rockland battery -powered radio -phono.
Guide to Auto -Battery Polarities

30
34

42

52

60
70

Product Report
Free Catalog & Literature Service
Supplement to SAMS Master Index

1

With good reason, many

CONTENTS

Electronic devices for sensing
mechanical vibrations and flaws.
Dollar & Sense Servicing

MIDWESTERN

WESTERN
Maurice A. Kimball Co.,

This Month's Cover
Letters to the Editor

problems ahead of the detector.
Servicing Industrial Electronics-Part 7

ADVERTISING SALES OFFICES
PF

ARCH, 1.958

VOLUME 8, N9.

77
80
81

SUBJECT REFERENCE INDEX
ANTENNAS
10
Dipole and reflector
Dipole and director
65
67
Folded dipole
Indoor types
12-13
BUSINESS
Color TV home demonstrations ... 18
CIRCUITS
Remote control, Admiral "Son -r" .. 60
Transistorized portable
62
radio -phono

Vibration senser

17

COLOR TV

"Burn -in" of test pattern
Color stripe test jack
Focus control, field change

26
28
26

COMPONENTS AND MATERIALS
Auto batteries,
70
voltage and polarity
26
Contact cleaner "injector"
22
Resistors used for damping
SERVICING
Horizontal sweep,

resistor troubles
Pliers, types and uses
Signal substitution, RF -IF
Sweep circuit waveforms
Tools, miscellaneous
Tuners,
checking RF response
cleaning contacts

USE

22
34
71
52
37

42, 71
26

Wire cutters
Wrenches, adjustable
TEST EQUIPMENT
Capacitor analyzer,
Sprague Model TO -5
Demodulator probe
Flaw detector,
Sperry "Reflectoscope"
Flying -spot scanner,
Uickok Model 760
Oscilloscope,

34
36
42
15
76
47

bandwidth requirements
input attenuators
viewing current waveforms
Sweep generator,
setup for tuner
troubleshooting IF defects
Thickness gauge
Tube -transistor tester,

B & K Model 650
VOM, Simpson Model 260
VTVM, checking RF -IF stages

52
52
56
42
14
74

...

50
45
72

THEORY
Dipole antennas
10
Flaw detection in solids
76
Signal tracing RF -IF stages
14
Thickness measurement
75
Vibration sensing
16
TRANSISTORS
Radio -phono circuit applications .. 63
Recognizing n -p -n and
p -n -p types
18

HANDY CARD AT BACK TO ENTER YOUR SUBSCRIPTION
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antenbudget!
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There's a Winegard Scotchman
Wrth
every
for
otcht
...
justsS
solve
every installation as low as $6.95 list) you can now
man models (priced
into.
reception problem you run
four

t

Afe Worth
Scotch Stamps
Get Free
Money to You!

/.

i/.r////,'. '

other
sets and
Antennas, tool
advertised

valuable

any
a stack of the
you will find that ore or
problems,
reception
In most of your installations,
tough
need. But for those
e
you
all
is
can
antennas
basic
have severe interference, new pl t-inloa to
gain-or
more
need
where you
using tdhe

nationally

h

merchandise.

The

as needed, simply
this at no more cost
a special Scotchman
y ou can
page. And by
opposite
the
on
antennas.
ments shown
for ordinary, less effective
than your competitors charge
the Scotchman! You
are not all you get in
adaptability
and
proud to point out
are
Economy
of quality features you
kind
the
...
too
insulators, special
get quality,
unbreakable TDM styrene
like:
...
customer
your
to
tubing, closed
ends tfeelimifatigue -resisting aluminum
precisioneldie cut d boom

thrifty way

to buy your

merchandise! With every
Scotchman antenna you buy,

you get valuable Scotch

nate windwhistle and vibration,
highest priced antennas
pre usually found only in the
completely factory
Scotchmen are comp
unfold them.
you
And, of course, all Winegard
when
into place automatically
they're wonderfully
assembled. Elements lock
easier or quicker ... and
installs
antenna
no
Absolutely
compact and rugged.
antenna in the only
do this: Try a Scotchman
installation,
next
homes. See for
On your
.. on one of your own customer's
adaptability
really
and
mance
can't be beat for perf
ylace
ourself that the Scotchman
Y
at such low cost!

itcounts

.

Stamps which you can turn in

for useful premiums or for
more antennas! Start saving

JOHN WINEGARD
A NOTE FROM
of gold anodized
to our popular line
As an addition
to announce this
I am pleased
Twilights,
and
Color'ceptors
price range
to give you a complete
series
new Scotchman
You'll find valuantennas.
Winegard
of quality all -channel
which we
each Scotchman carton
able Scotch Stamps in
valuable preother
and
antennas
will redeem for free
for your
saying "thank you"
This is our way of

Scotch Stomps now! Ask

your distributor for
free Scotch Stamp Saver.
This offer is void in

any state (territory
or other jurisdiction)
in which such offers
are prohibited

restricted, licensed,
taxed or otherwise
regulated.

Jlllfl

111

...

' 'Ludtaar;:-..r-.._ -_--i-

miums.
business.

Sincerely,

R.wt.:16.4

This Free Pegboard Tool Set
is yours with Scotch StampsStart Saving Scotch Stamps Now!
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John R. Winegard
Co.
President, Winegord

MODEL 503:

Near fringe and
suburban area, all -channel 5 -element antenna with new improved
Vee driven elements. Can be used
with attachment Kits A, B, C or
D. Ideal for stacking.

$14.95 list

Priced

as low as
MODEL 504:

All -channel.
high performance, 7 -element
fringe area antenna. Exclus ne
impedence-compensated 'le.
driven elements and patented`
Electra -Lens design. Easily converted to 13 element antenne
for tough reception areas wit'
Kit A.

$19.95 list

4

MODEL 502:

4 -element

with

new improved Vee driven element design for city and suburban areas Exceptionally good
reception sn the high channels

MODEL 501:

.
aim sst bi-directional on
low channels. Higher gain and
better ghoul rejection than coni cals. A natural with Kit D.

59.95 list

3 -element antenna recommended for use in
place of conicals. New Vee
driven element design. Smooth

forward response lobes and accurate impedance match on both
high and low bonds. Cuts
ghosts. No finer antenna for
city and suburban areas at this
low price.

$6.95 list

its ifMwr4 l"ti ANÏLNFÈA3 ANU 4 ATT.SGHMENT KITT COMBINE TO MAKE MORE THAN 30
DIFFERENT COMBINATIONS! YOU CAN INCREASE THE GAIN OR FRONT -TO-BACK RATIO OF ANY MODEL

2:bM31%.

KIT A: HI -LO BOOST for high:r
gain ana co -channel suppress on.
Adds two reflectors for extremely
high front to back ratio. Adds
4 -element patented' Electro -Lens
director for increased gain on all
channels. Use with models 5C3
(illus.), 501 and 504. Gives up o
22/ more gain.

KIT C: STACKING BAR KIT coisists of two stacking bars, hea-y
duty suaport bracket and terminal insulator. Stacking two
antennas of the same model increases sensitivity up to 43%.
Can be used with all Scotchman
models 501, 502, 503 (illus.) and
504.

KIT B: HI-BAND BOOST for

peaked gain on channels 7
through 3. Gives anten'la
sharper c irectivity. Reduces
ghosts. Adds 3 high band director elemen s to front of antenra.
Fits all Sotchman models 501,
502, 503 ( Ilus.) and 504.

KIT D: INSTALLATION KIT (pat.
pend.). Ur iversal tripod mount
fits any gable, pitched or flat
roof. All aluminum. Can't stain
roof. No cuy wires. 51/2 ft. tall.
One man can install. Includes,
mount, ma.t, lead-in wire, standoffs and lightning arrestor. Can
be used with rotor. Works well
with all Sotchman models.

Ask your distributor or write for details on the money -making Winegard Scotchman line.

'U

S.

Potent 2,700,105

3000 SCOTTEN BLVD.

BURLINGTON, IOWA

www.americanradiohistory.com

Copyright 1958

NOW TO
PINT

EDITOR
Dear Editor:
I would like to see articles about the
practical uses of the oscilloscope, showing setups using the scope alone and
also with auxiliary test equipment. Include waveforms! Most literature I've
read seems to stress the theory of the
scope's circuit.
V. HARRIS

East Orange, N. J.

CALL BACKS!
-

-

and everybody
The servicemen's dilemma
Costly irritating call backs!
claims a cure. Astron's not shouting any claims, but simply presents the facts on
how Astron designs capacitors to end call backs.

Astron Facts

Callback Causes
1.

2.
3.

4.
5.

6.
7.
8.

9.

Very high leakage due to poor
shelf life.
High leakage due to corrosion
in the tab and risers.
High leakage due to improper
impregnation.
Particles and impurities in
paper, causing breakdown.
Overloading the circuit due to
faulty parts in the circuit.
Improperly hot aged.
Extreme heat build-up within
the capacitor.
Continual power loss throughout the circuit.
Failures due to explosion and
fire.

Astron uses 99.99% pure foil.
2. Proper handling during assembly and close attention to
manufacturing purities in
chemicals and raw materials.
3. An extra long impregnation
1.

4.

cycle.
100% inspection and the use

of only premium quality
paper.
5. Safety margin foil is used and
foil is formed at high voltage
ratings which will stand higher
surges.
6.

A complete heat aging system
is used.

7.

Astron Capacitors have ex-

ceptionally low D. C. leakage
current.
8. Astron Capacitors have low
equivalent series resistance.
9. The use of high purity paper
separators and safety vents.

Today's circuits require top performing capacitors. That's the way we build
them at Astron. Use Astron Capacitors and do away with bothersome and costly
call backs!! Insist on Astron.

AILWIFIRCHMI
CORPORATION
255 GRANT AVENUE

E.

NEWARK, N. J.

You must really read "Coming Next
Month" carefully. This issue contains
the second of a 3 -part series on this
very subject. Part 1, "Regeneration,"
appeared in February, and Part 3,
"Using a Scope in Signal -Tracing Tests"
will show up in April.-Editor
Dear Editor:
In my experience, the serviceman is
constantly approached by his customers
with the question, "How much is my
set worth?" He has little difficulty answering his regular customers because
he is familiar with their sets, but there
always seems to be some new customer
who has just moved into town with an
unfamiliar brand of TV set which is
not sold in the community. Rather than
being completely stymied, the serviceman would like to have statistics that
would help him to give some kind of an
answer in such cases.
CHARLES O. DONALDSON

Ann Arbor, Mich.
Suggest you get a copy of "TV Trade In Blue Book," published by the National Appliance Trade -In Guide Co.,
Madison, Wis. at $5 per copy. -Editor
Dear Editor:
In "The Troubleshooter" in the January issue, an answer is furnished a
gentleman who is concerned about
proper magnetic strengths of various
"ion traps"-a name which both he and
your author seem to insist on applying
to beam bending devices.
Actually, from the very outset of
magnetically deflected CRT's, the "ion
trap" has been built into the gun; it is
an integral part of that assembly. At
the worst, the beam bender might be
called an "ion trap magnet" but certainly it is incorrect to refer to it as the
ion trap.
Just one of those little errors that
become a fixed part of our established
electronic nomenclature. Two others
come to mind: Calling the plural of
antenna by the "no such" term of antennas instead of antennae, and the
consistent failure to distinguish the
property of inductance from the noun
inductor when speaking of a device.
B. H. `BURT" HANSEN

IE
A WMolloownd rubud,or,
of

ASIRON CORPORATION

PECK VILLE.

PENNSYLVANIA

Inglewood, Calif.
Thanks, "Burt," for reminding us of
our position as a "guiding light." We
got to admit we ain't been to karefull

PF REPORTER
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You can do more than ever before with this new portable

AUTOMATIC MONEY-MAKER
TESTS TUBES
AND TRANSISTORS

Automatically
WITH LABORATORY ACCURACY

Saves Servicing Time
Sells More Tubes

Satisfies More Customers

MORE ACCURATE
TEST

c 7J`

á

Tests

Each Section
of
Multiple Tubes
Separately
for Gm, shorts,
Grid Emission and

MODEL V

AUTOMATIC

Life

DYNA-QUIK
DYNAMIC MUTUAL CONDUCTANCE
TUBE & TRANSISTOR TESTER

Tests each
tube for Gas
Content and
Gr d Emission
simultaneously with
Short
check.,

Instaitaneous

Heater Continuity
test.

Shows tube condition on "Good -Bad" scale and in micromhos. _orge
meter has two highly accurcte ranges calibrated 0-6000 and
0-18,000 micromhos. 7 -pin and 9 -pin straighteners are mounted on
panel. Automatic line compensation. Special bridge monitors line voltage continuously. Light weight, easily portable in handsome leathe-ettecovered carrying case. Operates on 105-125 volts 60
cycle a.c. Size: 151/4" x 121/4" x 6". Net wt: 1052 lb. Net,

$16995

CALIBRATOR
See

your B8K Distributor, or write for Bulletin 675-R

B ar K MANUFACTURING
3726 N. Southport Ave. Chicago 13,
Canada: Atlas Rcdio Corp.,

March, 1958

50

Wingold, Toronto

10,

Ont.

SYSTEM

With only
60 heavy-duty,
phenolic Dyna-Cards

test over
you can
500 tube
types.
Dyna-Card automatically
socket connections
sets
for quick,
accurate test.
Each Dyna
Card is identified
dexed, ready
and in to

kept up-to-date use. Always
simply by

41/2"

famous CRT,
DYNA-SCAN,

AUTOMATIC
DYNA-CARD

kepi n9 new
Minimizes

Again, B&K helps servicemen give faster, better
service at less cost and make more money. The new automatic
Model 6T5 makes tube checking quick and easy in the home or
shop. (Tests transistors, too.) Measures true dynamic
mutual conductance. Makes complete tube test in second,
under actual operating conditions of the set. Checks average
set in a Jew minutes. Simple to operate. No multiple
switching. No roll chart. Shows customer the true cond_tion
and life expectancy of tubes in the set, sells more tubes
on -the -spot, saves call-backs. Quickly pays for itself.

Also
makers of

SIMPLIFIED

CO.
I

obso esacenceds.

of CHECKS
e tubes

used
in television s
Plus populr

table

radioobes a

99%
widely

and pórs

ONE EXTRA TU
BE SALE
cals a
for
few
DYna'quik ¡nday
on each of
he

a

TESTS

Transi TRANSISTORS,
or
Junction
Section
barrier
point contactchec ks
transist
niurn and
and
ors'
silica
nium
,

and silicon

es, sele-

rectifiers.

linois

Export: Empire Exporters, 439 Broadway, New York 13, N

PF REPORTER
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about this here thing, but we feel that
slightly relaxing our usage of terms to
those most common to the average technician makes for easier reading. Definitions, after all, are (or will be) based
on common usage.
We must take issue with you, however, on the plural of "antenna." "Antennae" are strictly for insects; those
aluminum things on housetops are
Americanized enough to be formally
classified as "antennas." Webster's Unabridged backs us up if you'd care to
check. Editor

Dear Editor:
In the December PF REPORTER,
John Markus says the Better Business
Bureau warns that any repairman who
charges less than $4 to $7 base fee is
suspect. If the Better Business Bureau
made pamphlets on their §urvey of this
information, please advise where I can
get them. I would like very much to
distribute them among my customers.
JAMES M.IvEY

Bladenboro, N. C.
Two pamphlets on TV service are
available from BBB. "Safeguard" (4 pp.,
50) describes in detail the cost factors
that make it expensive to equip and
maintain a competent service shop. "TV
Without Tears" (12 pp., 100) gives case
histories of service gyps and warns
readers to stick to reputable concerns
and not fall for price lures. By all
means, your customers should read
these pamphlets. This type of material
can only increase their confidence in

you.-Editor
Dear Editor:
I have recently found a method of
unsoldering components from a printed
wiring board which lessens the chance
of breaking the board.
Take an ordinary vacuum cleaner
and reduce the nozzle opening of the
vacuum hose to approximately %". Heat
the solder joint, and vacuum the solder
away as soon as it melts. The component then can be removed very easily.

''THERE'S PISeLUTELY NOTHING, MADAME,
THAT W LL MAKE 1ZOCK'N ROLL
1

SOUND LIKE R\C 4MRNtNOFF."

-

Right but a new Webster cartridge will bring out the
best in any record. Equally important, there's a
Webster replacement cartridge to fit most every model
record player and changer. You'll make money on
them, too. They're priced right they're easy
to install there's never a call-back.

RAY URBAN

-

-

Ray's Electronics
Austin, Texas
Sounds like a dandy idea, Ray. By
the way, have you lost any pocket -sized

radios this way?-Editor

BUY WISELY... BUY WEBSTER!

Dear Editor:
I waited for your January issue to see
if it contained any explanation for the
absence of the annual index in the
December issue. I use your magazine as
a reference quite often and the index
saves a lot of time. PF REPORTER is, to
me, like a set of law books to a lawyer.
Is an index for 1957 available?

-

large print of this Lichty
cartoon suitable for framing.

Free

Write today!

-

V-8 Plug -In Cartridge
Ceramic cartridge and needle
combination installs as a unit
when needles are replaced.
Available with a 1 -mil and
3-mil sapphire point, or a 1 -mil
natural diamond and 3-mil
sapphire point.

ELECTRON ICS DIVISION
WEBSTER
ELECTRIC

FRANK AVILA

Richmond, California

RACINE- WIS

Sorry you didn't see our notice on
page 55 of the January issue, Frank.
Yes, a 4 -page index has been prepared
and a copy has been sent you posthaste. Anybody else want one? It's

Y-12

2

free!-Editor

PF REPORTER
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Mr. Independent Service Dealer:
are you helping to support

your "competitors"?

Not if you buy and use Raytheon Television
and Radio Tubes. Raytheon does not have a facdoes not
tory TV-Radio service organization
compete with you in any way for service business. Raytheon believes that TV-Radio service
is your business and serving you is Raytheon's.
Every time you buy a Raytheon Tube you
buy from the first tube manufacturer to help
independent service dealers. For more than
thirteen years Raytheon, through their Distributors, has offered independent service
dealers the many benefits of the Raytheon

-

Bonded Dealer Program. Support through national advertising, Western Union Operator 25
service and Group Life Insurance are among
other business building dealer helps that
Raytheon has pioneered for "independents".
But most important of all, Raytheon makes
TV and Radio Tubes that are ideal for all replacement work, because they are designed to
provide quality performance in all makes and
models of TV and Radio sets. Use them with
complete confidence that they are best for you
and for your customers, too.

...

RAYTH EON MANUFACTURING COMPANY
Receiving and Cathode Ray Tube Operations
CHICAGO, ILL.
NEWTON 58, MASS.
9501 Grand Ave. (Franklin Park)
55 Chapel Street

Raytheon makes
all these

March, 1958

ATLANTA 6, GA.
1150 Zonolite Rd. N.E.

LOS ANGELES 7, CALIF.
2419 So. Grand Ave.

Receiving and Picture Tubes, Reliable Subminiature and Miniature Tubes,
Semiconductor Diodes and Transistors, Nucleonic Tubes, Microwave Tubes.

PF REPORTER
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MILTON S. KIVER

Author of ...
How to Understand and Use TV Test Instruments
and Analyzing and Tracing TV Circuits

Adding Elements

I

to Change Dipole Response
As we have seen, the simple
dipole possessès a bidirectional or

figure-eight response pattern, making it susceptible to the reception
of signals coming from two directions. Furthermore, since each lobe.
of the pattern is rather broad, we
can move considerably off center
and still obtain fairly appreciable
amounts of signal. This means that
the directivity of this array is only
fair and unwanted signals from
many directions will be received
quite readily.
A simple way to improve dipole
directivity is to position a wire (or
rod) parallel to the dipole and a
quarter wavelength behind it. See
Fig. L This additional wire is
about 5 per cent longer than the
dipole and is not connected to
either the receiver or the dipole.
The name given to this wire is
reflector, and its purpose is to respond to a portion of the arriving
signal and re -radiate it. The direction of the radiation is perpendicular to the rod, so naturally
some of the re-radiated signal
reaches the dipole. Since there is
a time lapse at the dipole between

Fig. 2. Response patterns of dipoles with
and without a reflector.

DIPOLE/

RECTOR

//

Fig. 1. Dipole with reflector.

reception of the directly -received
and re -radiated signals, cancellation will occur in one direction
and reinforcement in the other.
This is illustrated in Fig. 2
where the responses of a single dipole and of a dipole with a reflector are compared. Note that what
we actually have done is to considerably reduce the size of the
lobe which extended in the direction of the reflector. A portion
of this lobe still exists, indicating
that some signal can still be received from this direction, but it
will be considerably weaker than
the same signal approaching the
antenna from the opposite direction. Thus, where the simple dipole was bidirectional, the same
array with the addition of the reflector is now largely unidirectional. Furthermore, the amplitude
of the remaining large lobe is
greater by an average of about 4
to 5 db.
The gain of a dipole and reflector will depend on the distance
between the two wires and the
length of the reflector (assuming
that the dipole is resonant at one
specific frequency) . For the sake
of this discussion, and because it
is generally true, we will assume
that the reflector is 5% longer
than the dipole. Under these conditions, the gain of this combination will vary with reflector spac-

ing in the manner shown in Fig. 3.
For very close spacing, the gain
drops far below that of a simple
dipole alone. As the distance between the two wires increases, the
gain rises sharply, reaching a maximum at about 0.2 of a wavelength
(at the operating frequency). The
gain here is about 5 db; beyond
this point, it slowly drops again.
This behavior can be explained
by first noting the effect of the
reflector element on the dipole
and then by taking into account
the distance between the two. An
oncoming signal, approaching the
dipole, energizes it. At the same
time, some of this signal travels
on to the reflector and excites this
wire. If the two wires are .25
wavelength apart, the reflector interception occurs a quarter of a
cycle later. At the time this happens, the dipole is re -radiating half
of the energy it received* and
some of this signal travels on to
the reflector. This, too, takes a
quarter of a cycle, and by now
the reflector is ready to re-radiate
all the energy it received a half
cycle before. (Essentially all the

energy received is re -radiated because the reflector is not loaded
down by a transmission line.)
Some of this energy travels back
to the dipole where it combines
(in phase) with the signal present
here.
The foregoing, while revealing
only a part of the energy interchange between the dipole and
reflector, does demonstrate how
the two wires interact with each
other. The signal which the reflector re-transmits to the dipole
is dependent on the spacing between the wires plus the length
(i.e., resonant frequency) of the
The other half of the signal received by the
dipole is transferred to the transmission line if
the two are matched.
"

Please turn to page 65
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THERE IS A DIFFERENCE
IN P. A. SPEAKERS
Model 848 for the bigger jobs.
25 watts. 16 ohms. Response, 175
-10,000 cps. crossover at 1000
cps. RETMA sensitivity rating, 52
db. Size, 101/2° x 201/2° x 20.°
Wt., 12 lbs. List
$75.00.

you get a lot more to sell with

gieCereeZ
CDPTSPEAKERS
Yes, Electro -Voice gives you more to sell and more
help in selling P. A. speakers. Hard-hitting, sales pulling ads pre-sell architects, buyers in schools, universities, colleges, industry and all your prime P. A.

...

and
prospects. They are told the CDP story
what a terrific story it is. To tell it is to sell them!

Model 847 CDP for smaller areas.
12 watts. 16 ohms. Response, 250
-10,000 cps, crossover at 1500
cps. RETMA sensitivity rating, 51
db. Size, 113/4° x 73/a" x l Ofn
Wt., 61/2 lbs. List
$46.33.

HERE'S WHY CDP SPEAKERS ARE SO SUPERIOR, SO MUCH EASIER
TO SELL THAN CONVENTIONAL P. A. HORNS . . .

High frequencies require one throat size and one horn
taper rate; low frequencies require a different throat size
and a different taper rate. The Electro-Voice CDP gives
you a large horn (A), for lows and a second, smaller horn
(B), coaxially mounted, for highs working from both sides
of a single diaphragm (C). The Electro-Voice CDP gives
you 23i more octaves of sound reproduction ... frequencies up to 10,000 cps. These 23i octaves are indispensable
for highest intelligibility. See the curve, compare response
and efficiency. In addition, Electro -Voice CDP speaker
disperses sound through a solid 120° angle for the widest

1

2

3

Conventional reentrant horns using single throat (D) and
single horn (E) transmit highs along the same circuitous
path (F) as required for lows. As a result, the highs become attenuated, sharply decreasing intelligibility. Electro-Voice gives you P. A. speakers with a large horn for
lows and a second, smaller horn, coaxially mounted,
for highs. There is a difference and you can hear it.

ELECTRO -VOICE, INC., BUCHANAN, MICHIGAN

EXPORT: 13 East 40th Street, New York 16,
U. S. A. CABLES: ARLAB.

4

a CDP.

3

This is the frequency response curve of a conventional

You can hear the difference.

-0

This is the frequency response curve of

coverage available in P. A. speakers.

OIC

This is a COP Speaker with
its two coaxially mounted diffraction horns.

P. A.

horn.

This is a conventional reentrant -type P. A. horn.

CDP speakers are weather-proof, blast -proof and splash proof, virtually indestructible. They're molded of fiberglass for better acoustical properties and extra strength.

...

the speakers that sell because
they are clearly superior. See your Electro -Voice Distributor TODAY. Get the facts and start selling the
most revolutionary speakers in P. A. history . . . the
Electro -Voice CDP.
Sell CDP Speakers

Send for bulletin 195- R83
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Basically, all indoor antennas operate
on the simple dipole principle. This
means that in order to be useful on all
channels, the dipole arms must be adjustable from approximately 25" to 103"
which are the lengths necessary to
resonate at the lowest frequencies of
channels 13 and 2, respectively. To fo
a dipole, the arms of the antenna
be extended to the correct length
placed in a horizontal plane; how
since a perfect picture may not al
}fie received (using the antenna in

guration), it may be necessar
ine the arms of the dipole in
e "V" shape. In this position
nna is no longer a strict dipole
stead something between a di
a tuning stub. Raising the arm
antenna shortens them electrica
you may find it necessary to physy lengthen them to achieve maxi signal pickup.
he lead-in wire is almost always
-ohm twin -lead because it matches
receiver input impedance, a must
standing waves are to be avoided.
wever, there is an automatic 4 -to -1
atch at the dipole, which is essen y a 72 -ohm device. This mismatch
uses a loss of signal, but this usually
isn't serious except in weak or noisy
signal areas.
Matching or phasing stubs that
IIswitched in and out of the di
uit in several combinations
n added

to

the indoor

what do

INDOO R
<RMS Model SV -A3 features

3 -section
aluminum arms which stem from a
round, plastic housing and extend from
16" to 39" in length along axes from
the vertical extreme to within a few
degrees of horizontal.

imenim

antenn

rove its reception ability. The s
y have anywhere from 5 to 12
s and is generally adjusted to
position that gives best reception
a "trial -and -error" method. This s
tuning is used in conjunction
1ting the antenna and lengtheni
the dipole arms to obs'
best possible reception. In add
(or instead of) a switch for conn
the phasing or matching stubs,
irtening
gns include variable -value indu
capacitors which can be adjust
change the electrical length of the
pole elements; thus, the dipole
can be physically shorter than V4 w
length each and yet be the elect
equivalent. Also, antenna tuning is
susceptible to the hand capacity e
encountered when trying to length
shorten the dipole.
Normally you think of an antenna
IIbeing properly oriented when the
dside of the dipole faces the staThis does not always hold true
indoor antennas, since there are
ally many reflections within any
n room. Thus, best reception on
e stations is often obtained with the
nna pointed at some odd angle and
reorientation is usually required when
switching to other stations.

Radion Model 9005 is designed for

rear mounting with

3 -section arms
which extend from 12" to 302" and
swivel on adjustable -friction ball-andsocket joints, permitting 40° forward
or rear arc and 180° side arc from a
straight -up to straight -down position
(latter when not in use).

ti.

< Radiart

Model CT -231 uses 2 -section
dipole arms which will pivot on their
axes more than 180° and extend from
20" to 371/2". The plastic, tear -shaped
base has recessed screw -mounting facilities and a slotted thumb screw for adjusting pivot friction.

.

TV
Channel No.
2
3

4
5

6
7
8
9

10
11

12
13

Approximate
Length
103"
92"
84"
73"
67"
31"
30"
29"
28"
27"
26"
25"

HALF -WAVE DIPOLE
LENGTHS FOR TV CHANNELS

Channel Master Super Showman which,
for all VHF channels as well as FM, has
switch indexing that varies the inductors in series with the dipole arms.
These internally -mounted inductors,
combined with the inductive, end loaded "hats" and extendable dipole
arms, permit an accurate electrical dipole length to be obtained over a range
of 54 *to 216 mc. A parasitic reflector,
physically spiralled at the center to increase its electrical length, provides a
front -to -back ratio of up to 5:1, and
a transformer matches antenna to receiver impedances. The housing swivels
360° on its tripod base.

)

PF REPORTER
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you Knote about

Nr NA 6t ?
<

Brach Model 5609 has extendable
(total 38") 4 -section arms that telescope
into a rear -mounted plastic housing
when not in use and that swivel in any
direction to a maximum of 55° from
vertical on ball-and-socket joints held
in place by spring tension.

JFD Magic Genie is designed for rear set mounting, which can be accomplished with the use of a special solvent
(making the rubber mounting surface
adhesive), bolts and nuts or wood
screws (all hardware and solvent supplied). The 4 -section, turret -mounted
arms (maximum length 38".) can be
swiveled in practically any direction
within the upper spherical area and
can therefore assume a horizontal "V"
position if desired. An inductive printed circuit stub can be switched into the
dipole circuit in series and parallel
combinations to provide optimum performance on each channel.

A Dynamic Model DB500 has two phasing elements oriented 90° from each
other and connected in various configurations to the dipole (adjustable from
18" to 34") through a 12 -position switch.
A high-pass filter in the twin -lead
serves to minimize low -frequency noise
interference. The dipole arms can be

positioned individually at any point
from vertical to horizontal.

<

Amphenol Vi -Fi Model features 5 section, ball-and-socket mounted, 27"
arms which can be folded down and
hidden with a hinged cover. The electrical length of the arms is extended
through the use of variable -value inductors contained within the housing,
which also conceals a separate UHF
folded dipole having its own 300-ohrn
lead-in. The VHF 4 -conductor lead-in
is wired and connected to act as a
matching transformer between the 72 ohm antenna and 300 -ohm set im-

pedances.

111111111---mmfflffl111

d

Snyder Imperial Model 10D has only
one visible dipole arm, a 4 -section uni pole which can be extended to 48" and
collapses to 7". This unit takes advantage of the vertically -polarized signal
components developed within a room by
reflection. A 12 -position switch connects
a concealed dipole arm and a 300 -ohm
matching stub in and out of the circuit
for improved reception at various frequencies. >

March, 1958

are
and
6 -section dipolé rods which are extendable to 29", 37" and 44", respectively,
and which can be stored within the
housing when not in use. Ball-andsocket joints permit each arm to be
swiveled approximately 55° from vertical in any direction.

A G -C Telco Models 8146,

7

rear -mounting units having

and

8
4, 5,

13
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SIGNAL TRACING RF & IF CIRCUITS
Using a Scope and Signal Generator to Localize Troubles
Unfortunately, signal tracing in
itself seldom will correct a fault
in a receiver-yet without some
expedient means of trouble localization, the technician may find
himself making needless timeconsuming measurements and
parts substitutions. Signal tracing is of tremendous value in
overcoming the first and seemingly ominous barrier-namely,
that of isolating the trouble to
one particular stage or section.
Why place such an emphasis on
trouble localization? Because it
not only represents the major time
spent on most shop repairs, but is
also a real test of the technician's
servicing skill. Actually, the mechanics of pin-pointing a defect
and making necessary corrections
are only secondary factors in successful servicing.
Due to a lack of knowledge of
either circuit functions or the application of test equipment (or
the lack of necessary equipment) ,
many technicians feel a little lost
when probing ahead of the video
detector circuit. This article should
clear up some of the uncertainties
connected with RF and IF signal
tracing besides presenting several
logical methods of approach.
Aside from a complete loss of
signal, there are many other trouble symptoms that may result

by Les Deane
from a fault in the RF or IF circuits. Some of these are: picture
and sync distortion caused by hum
modulation or interference, weak
or snowy pictures, ringing caused
by regeneration, smeared picture
or loss of detail and last but not
least, intermittent picture and
sound. When confronted with any
one of the symptoms just mentioned, we often come to the realization that the trouble is originating somewhere ahead of the video
detector. Sometimes we can further isolate the trouble, however,
by carefully analyzing all of the
symptoms involved. For example,
with loss of video, we should also
check for the presence of sound

and/or snow.
Practically all modern receivers
employ an intercarrier sound system; therefore, a missing picture
with the presence of sound normally indicates that the fault is
beyond the sound take-off point.
On the other hand, if the sound
is also affected, we should direct
our search to those stages designed
to pass both picture and sound. In
a few cases, however, sufficient
sound energy may be passed by a
defective stage which is apparently
blocking picture information. Actually, some picture carrier energy
must get through to the detector
in order for the heterodyne action

14

which produces the 4.5 -mc sound
signal to take place. It is conceivable, however, that the video frequencies may be too low in amplitude to reproduce a noticeable
picture.
Snow in a raster is also a key
clue in the isolating procedure,
since it is the result of thermal
agitation within the converter
tube. Its absence usually indicates
that the trouble is beyond the
mixer stage. When snow does appear, however, the signal is being
lost ahead of this stage and may
be due to a faulty antenna system.
We should never lose sight of the
fact that our trouble may be resulting from only a poor antenna
connection, from more than one
defective tube, or from a simple
misadjustment of an AGC or sensitivity control. In the same vein,
we must remember that proper
operation of the tuner and IF strip
depends not only on received signal strength, but also on AGC and
B+ voltages. A quick check of
these may save precious time
when trouble is apparently affecting RF or IF operation.
When loss of signal is encountered, the first step the technician
usually takes, after tube substitutions, is a few quick voltages measurements with a VTVM. Checking
all plate, grid, and cathode points

PF REPORTER
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along the IF strip requires little
time and will often locate the defective stage immediately, but
what happens in those all-too often instances when the voltages
appear to be within tolerance?
At this point, the average technician might wonder if the tuner
is delivering a signal, if the crystal
detector is bad, or even if the
transmitter is on the air. Undoubtedly the only way to be sure
is to adopt a signal tracing procedure of some sort.

The RF Probe
The oscilloscope is very useful as a signal tracer in practically
all circuits of a television receiver.
This also holds true for the RF/IF
stages, but because even a wide band TV service scope will not

FROM

RECEIVER

CRYSTAL
DIODE

ÿ

TSOCOPE

SCOPE

---SHUNT
J_CAPACITANCE

Fig. 2. Use of this simple detector circuit demodulates RF or IF signal.

CRYSTAL
DIODE
FROM

RECEIVER

220

.001

Fig. 3. Demodulator

circuit often used in

TV alignment work.

respond to frequencies much over
3 to 4 megacycles, one cannot observe signals in these sections
using an ordinary direct probe.
To overcome this problem, the
technician need only use a demodulator probe, which, in actuality,
serves as a mobile video detector
circuit and converts the modulation to frequencies which will be
readily passed by the scope's amplifier circuits.
The schematic of Fig. 2 represents a simple detector probe suitable for signal tracing with an
oscilloscope. A crystal diode, such
as a 1N34 germanium type, rectifies the modulated RF or IF frequency, and the output developed
March, 1958

o
AMPLIFIED

AMPLIFIED IF SIGNAL

o

RF

4

RECEIVER
ANTENNA

o

I
I

I
I

RF

TUNER

AMPLIFIER.

VIDEO IF STRIP

MIXER

o

VIDEO
DETECTOR

TJNER

0>C.
OSC

o

SIGNA

DETECTED IF SIGNAL

Fig. 1. Block diagram of RF and IF sections and signals present at various points.

across the input shunt capacitance
of the scope varies in accordance
with the peak amplitude of the
input signal. A somewhat more
elaborate probe circuit, designed
primarily for TV alignment work,
is shown in Fig. 3. The capacitor
and resistor at the input of the
probe are used for isolation purposes, while a conventional germanium crystal diode serves as
the rectifier. The 10K -ohm resistor
acts as a diode load and the 220 ohm resistor, together with a pair
of .001 mfd capacitors, forms an
RF filter network.
Scoping the TV Signal

I

.001

SIGNAL AT
INTERMEDIATE FREQUENCY

Several signal tracing methods
may be used, but the one chosen
by the technician is usually determined by the nature of the
trouble, the test instruments available and how well acquainted he
is with the circuitry involved.
Generally, a signal tracing procedure will require less time than

is necessary to tell about it.
A completely dead stage in an

IF strip can sometimes be located
by merely touching a metal-tipped
probe to the grids and plates of
the amplifier tubes and noting
whether or not there are clicks
in the sound or flashes on the
screen. When encountering the inoperative stage, one will usually
find that he can obtain a click or
flash by contacting the plate connection, but not when touching
the grid of the same stage. Sometimes this simple approach may
work for the experienced screw-

driver mechanic, but it's far from
fool -proof and is of little value
when rinning down troubles other
than a completely dead stage.
A more reliable and systematic
approach is to use a detector probe
and an oscilloscope. Using a probe
to demodulate the TV signal of a
local station, the technician can
Plzase turn to page 71

6BQ7A
RF AMP

6DE6

6DE6

1ST VIDEO

2ND VIDEO

bCB6
3RD VIDEO IF

MIXER-OSC
ANTENNA

TERMINALS

VIDE O
ET

3

1N60
DET.
LOAD

Fig. 4. Test points used in RF/IF signal tracing a typical receiver.
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part 7

Servicing Industrial Electronics

VIBRATION SENSERS
by Melvin Whitmer

(Courtesy Consolidated Electrodynamics Corp.)
Fig. 1. Measurement of machine vibration aids
in producing quality products.

Undesirable vibrations which
develop during industrial processing can be the result of any number of causes, among which are
liquid hammer, valve singing,
shaft movement and cutting-tool
chatter. The consequences 4 vibration are noise, disccmfort,
wear, malfunction, or destructive
failure which must be limited to
acceptable levels. Machine tool
operations are often hampered by
minute vibrations whick produce
rough, inaccurate finishes and result in damage to cutting tools.
The machines used h our daily
living, transportation vehicles on
land, sea, and air and our complete mechanical environment exhibit vibratory motion; therefore,
in research, production and usage,
CONDUCTIVE
ELECTRODES

OL TP UT

POSTS

NSULA'I NG
SUPP(XTS
I

vibration must be sensed, measured and controlled.
The vibration sensers of today
make the smooth -running, highpowered automobile engine a reality instead of. an engineer's dream.
The forge plant controls the quality of each casting by ultrasonic
flaw detection. The castings are
milled on machines which are
checked for vibrations originating
from their cutting and rotating
members. Drilling and boring
machines must be free of vibrations to assure accurately -machined pieces. The shape, weight
and composition of each engine
part must not contribute to harmful resonant frequencies. Finally,
the completed engine is tested for
vibration, and the hoped for result is a quiet engine with a soft,
even purr.
Vibration is a recurrent physical
movement which has three qualities: amplitude or displacement,
frequency and velocity of motion.
These three are related very simply by the formula F = 2D; where
F = cycles per second, V = inches
per second, and D = peak -to -peak
displacement in inches. Thus,
when any two vibration characteristics are known, the third can be
easily determined. To illustrate
the use of this formula, let's see
how it was applied in an actual
case.
A production line was halted
because a turret lathe had developed the trouble symptom of
abnormally short tool life. A microscopic view of the cutting edge
indicated very little wear; however, severe chipping and fracturing had obviously taken place, a

condition which could be the result of an abnormal vibratory
action. The first step toward localizing the problem was to de-

Fig. 2. Carbon granule vibration pickup

termine the values of two of the
vibration characteristics. This was
done with the use of the vibration
pickup instrument shown in Fig.
1. The unit was bolted to the tool
post and connected to the meter
which indicated that the vibration
was most excessive at 600 cps and
that the amplitude (displacement)
was .0003". Knowing this, the foregoing equation was applied and
the velocity was determined to be
.36 inches per second. The combination of data indicated that the
trouble was isolated to the tool
supports or was the result of improper cutting speed.
Tightening the tool post and
changing cutting speeds did not
correct the trouble. The complete
tool mount and base were then
disassembled, and the trouble was
found to be the result of improper
seating of the tool post to the base.
Regrinding and lapping the post
and seat eliminated the vibration.
The production line was stopped only 20 minutes by this problem. Vibration tracers reduced the
down -time of this production line
from 3 or 4 hours to a short 20
minutes for problem analysis and
corrective measures. Since the importance of such test units is obvious, we shall now examine the
workings of some typical instruments.
Resistive and
Capacitive Sensers
Vibration sensers generate an
electronic signal by sensing at
least two of the three variables,
usually frequency and displacement as in the foregoing example.
The carbon -granule pickup shown
in Fig. 2 is very much like the
carbon mike used in audio work
and functions as a resistive senser.
The compression of the carbon reduces its resistance in proportion

PF REPORTER
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to the degree of pressure; thus,
displacement is determined by the
change in resistance, and frequency is indicated by the number of compressions per second.
The capacitive senser of Fig. 3
resembles the capacity mike in

both construction and operation;
i.e., the diaphragm serves as the
movable plate of a capacitor connected across the output terminals. Displacement is thus determined by the amount of change in
capacity value, and the rate of
change indicates the frequency.
The plates are heavier than those
used in the standard microphone
since these sensers must be capable of rather severe shock measurements in addition to dynamic
vibrations.

Magnetic Sensers
Another common type of vibration senser involves the use of an
induction coil and two basic principles of magnetism. The amount
of voltage generated across a coil
by a magnetic field cutting its
windings is a function of the rate
of field movement. When the magnet moves slowly, the voltage
across the coil will be small regardless of the total movement.
Also, reversing the direction of
movement will reverse the generated voltage polarity; thus, velocity and frequency are the two
vibration characteristics which can
be measured by this unit.
A magnetic sensing unit is
shown schematically in Fig. 4. As
vibration moves the magnet, the
coil generates a voltage which is
applied to an RC -coupled, wideband amplifier consisting of several stages. After the signal is
amplified, it is applied simultaneously to the two sections of a dual
diode Vl. VIA couples only the
REAR PLATE

INSULATION

Fig. 3. Capacitive vibration senser.
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AMPLIFIERS

PROBE

B+

T

8+

e
FREQUENCY

AMPL TUDE

q
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Fig. 4. Diagram of vibration instrument which measures frequency and velocity.

negative portion of the signal to
V2, a cathode coupled multivibrator with its input grid resistor
R3 returned directly to cathode
rather than ground.
This circuit is similar to the
vertical sweep oscillator in many
television sets, the only difference
being that fixed bias on the input
section is always zero and V2B
therefore cannot bias V2A into
cutoff via the cathode resistor R4.
The voltage developed across R4
during V2A conduction will bias
V2B beyond cutoff, however, V2A
conducts until a negative pulse is
applied to its grid; and as conduction decreases, so does the voltage
across R4, until it reaches a level
which will permit V2B to conduct.
Capacitor C3 will then couple a
negative pulse back to the grid of
V2A, and V2A will stay cut off
until C3 discharges. When this
happens, V2A comes back into
conduction and remains in this
stage until the next input pulse
reaches its grid.
Since this circuit goes through
one complete cycle for every input pulse, it is called a one stable
state (V2A conducting) multivibrator. The primary reason for
using this type of pulse generator
Is the constant amplitude, constant
duration pulse it forms. The input
pulse may be of varying shapes
and amplitudes, but the output
will always be the same (changing

PF REPORTER

in frequency, of course, in accord-

ance with the input signal)
V2A generates a positive pulse
which is coupled through a small
value capacitor to a clipping circuit. Diode V3A passes the negative spike to ground and diode
V3B couples the positive pulse to
capacitor C5. Resistor R7 completes the conduction path for the
diode. The voltage across C5 is
proportional to the average voltage of the pulses applied to V3B,
and since the amplitude and duration of the applied pulses are constant, the average voltage depends
only upon their repetition rate.
Thus, the voltage across C5 is
actually a measure of the frequency of vibration. The VTVM
circuit of V4 is used to determine
what that voltage is.
.

Fig. 5. Ultrason'c pickup device
wave action of air molecules.

and
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Chip In. We salute the technicians of Western Electronics Assn.,
Cheyenne, Wyo., who banded together to take care of member Joe
Delhaute's service calls during his
illness. They donated their time
and presented all servicing receipts to Mr. Delhaute. When an
ad was placed in the local newspapers to inform the public of the
situation, calls to the Delhaute
shop increased.
The good will generated by this
incident should last for a long
time. We know that most TV servicemen are honest human beings,
but it makes us feel good to see
somebody demonstrating this fact
to the world.

"No School Today; The TV
Blew a Tube!" The next generation of youngsters may be pin-

ning their fondest hopes on "tough
dog" sets to provide a good ex-.
cuse for getting out of schoolwork.
About 200 schools are already using closed-circuit classroom TV in
some way, and a tremendous
boom could develop in this field
as electronic teaching techniques
become better developed. The
largest single installation is in the
Hagerstown, Md., area, where a
5 -year investigation of school TV's
possibilities is being backed by
EIA and the Ford Foundation. All
schools in an entire county are
being connected by cable, and a
variety of courses are being
taught from central studios.
Here's another opportunity for
the alert service shop to create
new business. How about letting
school boards know that competent service will be promptly
available for any TV equipment
they decide to buy?

made for the demonstration will
be the final adjustments.
When helping a customer plan
a receiver location, consider the
following points: Will bright light
fall directly on the screen at any
time of day? Does the heating system in the room make a "hot spot"
near the set? Will it be awkward
to run a lead-in from an outdoor
antenna? If the answer to any of
these questions is "Yes," suggest
a different place in the room.

$&"
Transistor TV. Motorola unveiled a fully transistorized 14"
portable recently, but doesn't plan
to market it commercially until
the price of transistors comes
down. (The set requires 31 of
them.) Far from being a miniaturized unit, it's fairly hefty -32 lbs.
But it's a true cordless portable,
powered by two nickel -cadmium
batteries which are recharged
after each 6 hours of operation by
plugging the set into an AC line
for 2 hours. Longer playing time
for any battery -operated TV won't
be practical until someone figures
out a way of drastically reducing
sweep -power requirements.

$&C
Stay Put. How can dealers afford to give home demonstrations
of color TV sets, in view of the
high labor cost involved? The answer is that dealers who successfully follow this practice sell an
extremely high percentage (up to
90%) of the receivers they bring
into prospects' homes. They also
try their best to avoid unnecessary expense in providing demonstrations. A smart installer's first
move is to establish a set location
which the customer will accept as
permanent. Then the purity and
convergence touch-up adjustments

Test Your Tact. Success in making home service calls depends on
a lot of little things, such as your
ability to keep a straight face
while making sensible replies to
customers' comments. No matter
how wacky or downright ignorant
such comments may sound to you,
they are usually spoken in all

earnestness.
One time we answered a call
from an old lady whose complaint
was intermittent flashing and
streaking in the picture. We were
unable to induce these symptoms
in the set, and told her, "The

trouble may be in the transmitter."
"Oh, but it couldn't be," she
declared. "I'm sure we had that
replaced the last time the set was
fixed."
Could you have maintained your
professional dignity after that one?
Better try; for all you know, she
might own the station!

Sample of Pay TV. Subscription
television may get its first real
on -the -air test soon. Sometime
after the first of this month, the
FCC plans to act on station applications which it began accepting
last December. The first request
for toll operation was filed by a
Philadelphia firm seeking to try
out pay TV on UHF Channel 29.
The proposed station would furnish to subscribers a combination
decoder and UHF converter, and
would supply a program of major
sports events for a flat yearly fee
-$30 for homes and $100 for commercial establishments. Special
events such as stage shows would
also be put on periodically, with
an extra fee collected for these.

$&c
Transistor Tip. When circuit
tracing in transistorized equipment, do you have trouble telling
a p -n -p transistor from an n -p -n?
If so, check the collector voltage.
If this is negative with respect to
the emitter voltage, the transistor
is of the p -n -p class; if positive,
the transistor is n -p -n.
Understanding this point will
also help you remember how to
connect a battery to a transistor
circuit-provided that you know
which class of transistor you are
working with. The middle letter
of the class designation (p -n -p or
n -p -n) always indicates whether
the positive or negative terminal
of the battery should be returned
to the collector circuit.

PF REPORTER
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You can rely on BUSS FUSES

to operate as intended.

Here's why- With BUSS fuses,
dependable electrical protection isn't
left to chance. BUSS fuses are tested in
a sensitive electronic device. Any fuse
not correctly calibrated, properly constructed and right in all physical dimensions is automatically rejected.
The result,-BUSS fuses provide
maximum protection against damage
due to electrical faults. And just as
important, they eliminate useless shutdowns caused by faulty fuses blowing
needlessly.

With a complete line of fuses available, it is just good business to standardize on BUSS. Their "trouble -free"
performance helps to safeguard your
reputation for quality and service and
BUSS fuses help servicemen avoid
costly, unnecessary call-backs.

...

BUSS

fuses have ready custo-

mer acceptance

..

Over the past 42 years, millions upon
millions of BUSS fuses have been used
in homes, industries and on farms. As a
result, BUSS is the known brand of

BUSS fuses are made to protect

- not

fuses-accepted by the trade and consumer as the finest available. This
means sales are easier to make because
BUSS quality is never questioned.
For more information on BUSS and
Fusetron small dimension fuses and
fuseholders
Write for Bulletin SFB,
Bussmann Mfg. Division, McGraw Edison Co., University at Jefferson, St.
Louis 7, Mo.

...

Makers of a complete

to blow, needlessly

line of fuses for home,
TRUSTWORTHY NAMES IN
ELECTRICAL PROTECTION

farm,
commercial,
electronic, automotive
and industrial use.

BUSS

March, 1958
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tke

also have to check the individual channel slugs to obtain a really good job of

Tmlawm,7M!
answers to
readers'
service
problems

Poor Vertical Sync
A Philco Model A -T1818 has always
had poor vertical hold. By changing R95
(sync separator grid resistor) to 510K,
vertical hold was made perfect, but
then the lower half of the picture
tended to weave back and forth horizontally at a rapid random rate. Is some
change in the sync separator still necessary to compensate for this condition?
CARL

the sync and video circuits to find the
cause of this condition. One possibility
is a decrease in value of a coupling capacitor such as C92.
P. A. Interference Pickup
In our place of business, we have an
adding machine that "sounds off" in our
P. A. system. Using an isolated AC line
circuit and grounding the machine has
not cured the trouble.

H. MILLER

B. W. PREMO

N. Wildwodo, N. J.

Arroyo Grande, Calif.

The best approach would be to restore
good horizontal sync by restoring R95
to its original value, and then to search
for the real cause of the poor vertical
sync. Changing R95 reduced the ability
of the sync separator to produce clean
horizontal sync pulses in its output.
Check the waveform at the grid of
the phase inverter V15A, using a scope
sweep frequency of 30 cps. Are the vertical and horizontal pulses of equal
height and normal appearance? If so,
look beyond the grid of V15A for your
trouble. The vertical integrator circuit
may not be operating properly because
of a defective capacitor or some other
cause. Instead of replacing individual
components, you might be able to install a modern "packaged -circuit" type
of integrator.
If the vertical pulses at the grid of
VISA are lower in amplitude than the
horizontal pulses, check back through

You have eliminated direct pickup
from the power line as a possible cause,
and so we can only assume that radiation is feeding into the P. A. system
either from the machine itself or from
the power line to which it is connected.
By any chance, do the P. A. system
wires run parallel to the power line
wiring for any distance? If so, shielding
of the audio cables may help.

PLATE OF
1st VIDEO AMP.

V7

B1/26U8

SYNC SEP

®A

1/212AU7

SYNC PHASE INV

68K

6

Tm7mf

47K

2.7Meg.

150K

125V

Sweep Generator Output
In all the articles I have read on the
subject, it is advised that a sweep generator with a perfectly flat output be
used to avoid misleading results. I have
a sweep generator which I believe to be
of a good make, but I have some doubt
as to whether the output is absolutely
flat. Assuming that some slight variations occur in the output, is it possible
to align a TV tuner with any degree of
accuracy?
RoY A. HIGH

Oakland, Calif.
The outputs of most generators used
for TV servicing are not perfectly fiat.
There may be considerable variation
over the entire range of the unit, but
you should be concerned only with amplitude changes over the portion of the
range being used. A variation of as much
as ±2 db can be tolerated for alignment of tuners-except those used in
color receivers.
Many makes of sweep generators on
the market have reasonably fiat outputs
over a given sweep range (±1 db or
better). Even if output varies considerably, a technician can use a generator with success if he knows what
variations to expect and takes these
into account when inspecting response
curves.

Oscillator Adjustments

Slight Vertical Trouble

In some TV sets, the oscillator adjustment slugs for individual channels are
not accessible without removing the
chassis. I understand there is often a
general oscillator adjustment which is
located on top of the tuner. Sometimes
there are two adjustments, one for low
channels and one for high. How can I
identify these adjustments on the chassis
and on the schematic?

On a Motorola Chassis TS -52, the
vertical hold just barely locks in. If the
height control is adjusted for an undersized raster, hold is improved; but if

ANTHONY C. JULIANO

Findlay, Ohio

.0047

alignment.
The Channel 6 and 13 screws located
on the top and side of certain RCA
tuners, as described on page 56 of the
October, 1957 issue, are entirely conventional single -channel adjustments
except for their physical location. Since
they are in a switch -type tuner, they
do have some effect upon oscillator frequency on lower channels; nevertheless,
they are not meant to be used as "general" adjustments.

The trend is away from general oscillator adjustments of the type you describe. In most late -model sets, individual channel slugs and the fine tuning
control provide the only means of
changing oscillator frequency. However,
some tuners-particularly the older
RCA and Standard Coil types-do have
a coarse oscillator frequency adjustment
on top of the chassis. On a schematic, it
is shown in parallel with the fine tuning
control. Check its location before turning any screws! This adjustment may
improve over-all oscillator alignment
in some cases, but probably you will

the raster is made even slightly oversized, all hold is lost and the picture
rolls slowly. The blanking bar appears
normal. Tubes have been checked and
substitutions made in the sync and vertical stages, and voltage checks have
also been tried.
CHARLES ANDREWS

Rochester, N. Y.
We assume that the vertical hold control will barely lock in the picture at
one extreme of its rotation. This behavior indicates that the free -running
frequency of the oscillator is too far
from the normal value of 60 cps, with
the result that the range of the hold
control is insufficient to bring the circuit to the correct frequency. The vertical oscillator in this chassis is a multivibrator, so its natural frequency is determined by RC time constants and a
check of resistor and capacitor values
in the circuit is in order.
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CBS tubes are mechanically transferred from the aging conveyor (left) to the automated tester
(right) where they undergo up to 27 characteristics tests controlled by adjustable plug-in units.

Quality is Automatic with CBS
LET IT CUT YOUR CALL- BACKS AUTOMATICALLY
These automated test stations are part of a plan that makes quality
automatic with CBS. They check CBS tubes and semiconductors
more precisely, more completely. And they eliminate human error.
To you, this advanced engineering means quality you can depend
automatically. Start using CBS
upon to cut your call-backs
tubes and semiconductors. Prove to yourself that automation does

...

make a difference.

IN SEMICONDUCTORS, TOO! Matched
to CBS mechanized dicde production,
this meterless test station double-checks
automatically the quality built in by CBS
automation,.

Reliable products
through Advanced-Engineering

tubes semiconductors
CBS-HYTRON,

FOR THE BEST IN ENTERTAINMENT TUNE TO CBS

March, 1958

Danvers, Massachusetts
Broadcasting System, Inc.
of
Columbia
Division
A
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DAMPER TUBE

1

I

QUICKER
SERVICING

Do you know the purpose and
function of each resistor in the

horizontal output and high voltage circuit? Through a more complete knowledge of these components, discussed below, you will be
better able to deal with any problems that arise. Fig. 1. shows the
five resistors associated with the
horizontal output tube. Two 47 ohm, 1/2 -watt resistors are used
as parasitic suppressors to prevent
oscillations which would otherwise be sustained by the lead
inductance and stray capacitance
associated with the respective
tube elements. The values of
these components are not critical
and can vary between 47 and 150
ohms. A substantial increase in
the resistance of the grid -circuit
unit, however, could cause distortion of the driving signal and
a resultant nonlinear horizontal
sweep. Should the 47 -ohm unit
in the screen grid increase by
any appreciable amount, there
would be a reduction of the
screen potential and a corresponding reduction of horizontal
sweep width.
The 1-meg, 1/2 -watt resistor in
the control grid circuit serves as
a load for the drive signal. Any
increase or decrease in the value
of this unit will result in improper input impedance to the
horizontal output stage and also
change the loading on the hori47n

MEG

1/2

W

280VDC

Fig. 1. Resistors associated with the hori-

zontal output stage.

OUTPUT

by Calvin C. Young, Jr.

Special Resistor Applications

1

TO VERT

zontal oscillator stage. This can
cause width or linearity troubles
in addition to possible oscillator
instability.
The 100-ohm, 2 -watt resistor in
the cathode circuit provides a
self-bias voltage so that the tube
will operate on the linear portion of its curve and, in addition, act as a protector for the
tube should there be a loss of
grid -drive signal.
The 8,200 -ohm, 4 -watt resistor
in the screen grid circuit reduces
screen voltage to the desired level
and limits screen current to the
specified value. Any material increase in the value of this resistor would reduce the screen voltage and cause a reduction of
width, while a decrease in resistance would increase screen voltage and thus screen current to
the point where it could damage
the tube.
In Fig. 2, the 6.8K -ohm, 2 -watt
resistor is used to decouple the
vertical and horizontal sweep sections. There is a filter capacitor
(not shown) on the vertical end
of this resistor to shunt all vertical signals to chassis ground. Any
decrease in the value of this resistor will reduce the isolation between the two circuits and cause
interaction, while any significant
increase will lower the voltage
applied to the vertical section and
possibly cause insufficient vertical sweep.
Fig. 3 features a horizontal
yoke circuit. The placement of
the 1,000 -ohm resistor is familiar to most technicians, and the
fact that it helps to prevent
yoke ringing is also general
knowledge. Just how this is accomplished is not well understood. The capacitor is included
to lower the resonant frequency
of the winding and reduces its
susceptibility to oscillate when
pulsed. The resistor lowers cir-

B+

Fig. 2. Decoupling resistor used between
vertical and horizontal sweep stages.

cuit Q and further reduces the
tendency of the yoke to ring.
Omission of this resistor (when
it is specified) will result in severe ringing. The voltage across
the top half of the yoke coil divides between the resistor and
the capacitor in the ratio of their
impedances and makes it possible to use a capacitor having a
lower voltage rating.
The 470 -ohm, 1/2 -watt unit
shown in parallel with the .22
mfd, 400 -volt yoke return capacitor is included for centering
purposes. Since the yoke is connected across the flyback transformer and the plate current of
the horizontal output tube flows
through the transformer, a portion of this DC current, limited
principally by the resistor, flows
through the yoke. This sets up
a reference magnetic field and
helps to center the raster. The
.22-mfd capacitor is included to
prevent pulses from developing
across the resistor and lowers
its wattage requirements.
In the circuit configuration of
Fig. 4, the 1,000 -ohm resistor is
the only component installed to
prevent yoke ringing; however,
it also is important to raster
centering since it provides a
DC path to the yoke. This, in
addition to the fact that it is
subject to a small amount of
pulse voltage, is the reason for

.22-400V

Fig. 3. Resistors used in yoke
control ringing and centering.
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Super "8"
It's brand new! Extra heavy. The King-size
"8" Ball, for today's king-size market ... but
at a regular price! Popular proved ball mount ...
adjusts up to 35°. Sleek and modern for today's cars.
Triple chrome plated. 4 sections extend to 57". 54" lead
cable. Outside, one-man irstallation. Boost your
profits with his King of new antennas.
Order the Model TCF-4 Super "8" today!

WARD
PRODUCTS
CORP.

1148 Eu=lid Avenue, Cleveland 15, Ohio
Division o' The Gabriel Corr pony
In Canada: Atlas Radio Corp., Ltd.,
50 Wingcld Ave., Toronto, Ontario

March, 1958
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WILL YOUR REPLACEMENT,

òäó=.Qóähi4ó'
BURN OUT AGAIN?'
Not if you useThe NEW SENCORE

HIGH
VOLT

220K

2W

'FUSE -SAFE";

CIRCUIT TESTER I

I
I
I

Save costly call backs
by testing the circuit

before replacing

I

fuse, fuse resistor or

I
I

circuit breaker.

I

I

Individual scale for
each value fuse reno intersistor
pretation, just read
in red or green area.
Measures line current
and up to 1100 watts of
power at 115 volts using
line cord and socket.
Two convenient current
ranges
0 to 2 amps and
0 to 10 amps. Test leads
clip in place of fuse or fuse

-

I

I

*
*

-

resistor.

*

8DEALER

MODEL
AC -DC or

needed

NET

FS -3

os
foboth
fuss

Circuits
cuits

-

ohm, 10 watt resistor prevents TV
damage and simulates operating conditions.
5

circuit'

As Recommended by Leading Manufacturers
ISEHc\

apsI

ls.ss

Mfg

SERVICE

by
INSTRUMENTS

171

CORP.

OFFICIAL RD., ADDISON, ILL.

Cut out this ad now for further information

Z

Zee..

,es

OFFICIAL
ORDER BOOK
for every TV-Radio
service call

Triplicate forms serve
as order form, invoice
and office record with
spaces for complete
information on every
job. Separate listings
for receiving tubes, OFFICIAL ORDER BOOK
pix tube, parts, serial
numbers, labor and tax charges, signatures,
etc. 75c a book, $6.50 for dust -proof box
of 10.
. . and for customer's prices on every
replacement part, Dave Rice's
.

I

I

Fig. 4. Resistor used fo prevent yoke
ringing also provides DC current path.

its 2 -watt power rating. The
presence of ringing in the picture or a failure for the raster
to center normally would indicate that this resistor may be
defective.
The circuit shown in Fig. 5
is only the portion of the flyback transformer to which the
width coil connects. The sharply
resonant circuit of the .001 capacitor, width coil and transformer winding could generate
spurious oscillations which might
introduce ringing in the picture,
overheating of the width coil or
damage to the flyback. The 4.7K ohm, 1 -watt resistor acts as a
damper by reducing the Q of
the circuit, thereby limiting or
eliminating the undesirable oscillations.
The resistors in Fig. 6 are
usually incorporated in the high
voltage circuit when a simple
half -wave rectifier is employed.
The 3.3 -ohm unit will vary in
value from less than one ohm
up to 6 or 7 ohms depending
on circuit requirements, and will
either be of a special wirewound or composition construction. The primary purpose of
this resistor is to limit rectifier
filament current, but in so doing,
it also reduces the load presented
to the transformer by the filament circuit.
The first use needs no explanation, but since the latter may
not be so universally understood,
let's consider it for a moment.
You can readily see that the total
impedance of a single turn of
large wire (such as the high
voltage filament wire) and the

OFFICIAL PRICING DIGEST
listing over 60,000 items. $2.50
In stock at your distributor,

or write

.001
3000 V

4.7K

1W

North Wacker Drive

Chicago 6, Illinois

Fig. 5. Resistor across resonant width
circuit serves to dampen oscillations.

rectifier tube filament is extremely low, and the lower this
impedance, the greater is the load
it presents to the transformer.
The addition of a small resistor
increases the total impedance and
reduces the load placed on the
transformer. The net result is an
increase of high voltage and a
reduction of heat loss in the
transformer.
This doesn't mean that you
can add a resistor to a circuit
not designed for it and improve
or increase the high voltage, because in actual practice this will
cause the rectifier to operate at
too low a filament temperature
and result in filament "suck out"
and short tube life.
The 220K -ohm resistors in this
same circuit may be of different
values in other receivers, but the
function will remain the sameserving as the resistive element
in a pi -section RC filter (Fig. 7)
where the second capacitor (not
shown in Fig. 6) is the capacity
between the inner and outer coatings of the picture tube. Resistors having ratings of from 1 to
2 watts will be found in this applieation; however, when replacing them, it is best to use a unit
having as high a wattage as possible. Physical size should be the
controlling factor and either a
carbon or composition unit may
be used.
Tuner and Control Cleaner
An idea developed by Injectorall Co. of Brooklyn, N. Y. is
the needle -spray applicator incorporated with their tuner and control cleaner (see Fig. 8.). The applicator makes it possible to inject

500 MMF
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TUBEZ

CAPACITY

Fig. 7. Pi -network
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limits fila-

ment current, while those in anode lead
are part of pi filter.

J'
ó
o WIDTH

ELECTRONIC PUBLISHING CO. INC.
180

Fig. 6. Small -value resistor

filter circuit.
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Use Delco Radio
Service Parts!

Part No. 7270804-output transformer
used in the new Delco Portable Car Radio.

Your Delco Radio Electronic Parts Distributor carries
the complete line, giving you fast, dependable service on the items
you'll need for Delco Radio and other radio service work. Delco Radio also
provides:
Wide selection of special application parts'

Complete technical training program

Effective warranty program
Dealer identification signs

Get the facts today on this truly profitable dealer setup, and grow with General
Motors!

Available everywhere through
Electronic Distributors
associated with ...

f

cMl

U -M

LLRIIEO

S

IPRRIS1

1SAIISI

DELCO RADIO

MOTORS SYSTEM

DIVISION OF GENERAL MOTORS, KOKOMO, INDIANA

IRON CORES

TUBES

RESISTORS
TUNER PARTS

COILS

...r«;2e
CAPACITORS

SPEAKERS

TRANSISTORS
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VIBRATORS
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the wax -free lubricant and cleaner
into small and otherwise inaccessible areas and thus not only permits the technician to do a better
job more quickly, but saves on
the use of the fluid itself. Incidentally, actual trial uses of the
fluid prove that it does a good job
in eliminating noisy operation due
to dirty tuner contacts or control
elements.
Color CRT "Burn -In"

A recent Sylvania service manual gives the following warning
on set-up and convergence pro-

cedures. "Caution: Before performing the set-up and convergence procedures on a new color
receiver or a color receiver with
a new picture tube, the receiver
should be operated for at least
four hours under normal station
reception conditions to prevent
burning the color lines or dots
into the unaged phosphor of the
picture tube."
Since a color bar pattern was
recently burned into a receiver
of another make during a troubleshooting procedure in our labs,
it is our suggestion that this pre -

AT HODE
tEJUVENATOR

TESTER

New C40 Adapter for
110° Tubes and (7Ior Tubes

CRT 400 PROVES REAL MONEY-MAKER
Thousands of servicemen today make money
and keep customer good -will by checking and
correcting b&w picture tube troubles with the
famous B&K CRT 400, right in the home without
removing tube from set. Restores emission and
brightness. Repairs inter -element shorts and open
circuits. Checks leakage. Indicates picture quality
customer can expect. Life Test checks gas content
and predicts remaining useful life of picture tube.
Makes new picture tube replacement sales easier!
Model 400 (without adapter)
Net, $5995

Fig. 8. Injectorall cleaner -lubricant.

caution be observed for all color
receivers. In our own case, we
found that the "burned -in" bar
pattern could be erased by tuning in a station and adjusting the
vertical hold control to produce a
slow rolling of the picture. Several hours of operation cured the
"burn -in" condition, but the preventive measure rather than the
cure should be employed if possible.

Change in RCA Focus Circuit
The resistive element of the
200K -ohm focus control used in
many RCA color chassis (Fig. 9.)
may become charred or burned
at the setting where best focus
is obtained due to focus-rectifier
current. To eliminate this condition, RCA specifies that a 56K ohm, 1-watt resistor be installed
between the variable arm of the
control and the 1V2 plate. The
leads in this resistor should be
insulated with vinyl spaghetti and
dressed away from all other components as much as possible. The
RCA part number of the focus
control in question is 102150 and
the recommended replacement is
102150-B, the B indicating that
the 56 -ohm resistor is included.
Make the addition of the resistor
on the next service call and
prevent subsequent focus -control
failure.

NEW MODEL C40 ADAPTER DOUBLES VALUE OF B&K CRT

Designed for use with all B&K Models 400 and
350 CRT's. Makes it easy to test and rejuvenate TV
color picture tubes and 110° picture tubes. Isolates
and detects difficult color troubles. Tests and
rejuvenates each gun of the color picture tube
separately the same way as a black & white tube.
Model C40 Adapter
Net, $995
See your UK distributor, or write for Bulletin AP10-R

1V2
56K 1W

HORIZ.

FOCUS RECT.

OUTPUT

9

TRANS.

5

Makers of CRT, DYNA-OUIK, DYNA-SCAN and CALIBRATOR

4

HORIZ.

B s K MANUFACTURING CO.
3726 N. Southport Ave. Chicago 13, Illinois

CENT

Fig. 9. Focus-circuit change in late -model
RCA color television receivers.
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MONT

g
PS171\ll.
CIUMealliv
Chases gas to make
Du Mont picture tubes
sharper and to assure
longer life

Another positive fact about Du Mont positive quality

...

Du Mont picture tubes are 400% better when it comes to gas, and
the less gas, the better the tube.

A gassy picture tube produces a "soft" picture, lacking the snap
and sparkle customers like. Furthermore, gas in a tube greatly
reduces its life.

for the sake of your service and profits-make that next picture
tube a Du Mont!
So,

OUR HERO!

%

___

The famous Du Mont Electron Gun, heart of
the picture gun, crowned with the most ad-

"getter" in the industry. la the production of the tube, the "getter" is flashed
to coat the inside of the envelope with materials that absorb gases in the tube. The Du
Mont "getter" is unsurpassed or efficiency
in this operation.

vanced

*Based

on Quality Control figures

MONT®
TELEVISION TUBE DIVISION, ALLEN
March, 1958

B.

DU

MONT

11E

tubes

LABORATORIES, INC.,

CLIFTON, N.J.
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HORIZ. SYNC

COLOR STRIPE TEST
AC
RECEPTACLE

When a Serviceman Needs a Friend

HORIZ. DRIVE

Fig. 10. Color -stripe test jack on rear
panel of new Admiral color receivers.

Admiral Color -Stripe Test Jack
The test point (Fig. 10) on the
rear of the Admiral 29Z1 series
color chassis is provided so that
color reception may be tested
using the stripe signal transmitted during black and white

He

naturally turns to Pyramid.

electrolitic capacitors he has
the advantages of flexibility ... where one TM type may be
safely interchanged with others. The result? You save servicing time and give your customers faster service with a
minimum investment.
For in Pyramid twist -mount

Write today for Pyramid's new TM Interchangeability Guide
and see how you can simplify repairs with Pyramid Twist mounts.
And remember, a serviceman always has
and his Pyramid distributor.

a

broadcasts. This signal consists
of a few cycles of 3.58 me at
burst phase and is added to
the standard transmitted signal
immediately before and after
horizontal blanking. Since, in
the receiver, a small amount of
overscan is normally employed,
the color stripes may not be
visible during normal reception.
As shown in Fig. 11, the color
stripe test point is one end of
a .001-mfd capacitor which is
coupled to the sync inverter
grid. Grounding the test point
changes horizontal sync -pulse
phase and causes the raster to
shift to the left so that the
color stripe on the right side
of the picture will move into
view. All conditions being normal, the stripe will be a
greenish -yellow.
This test point eliminates the
need for shifting horizontal centering to view the stripe-a most
desirable feature since beam convergence changes with a change
of centering.
GROUND THIS POINT
TO VIEW COLOR STRIPE

6CS6

6CG7

SYNC SEP

SYNC INVERTER

friend in Pyramid,
005

CAPACITORS-RECTIFIERS
FOR

PYRAMID

ORIGINAL EQUIPMENT-AND REPLACEMENT
-

330K

ELECTRIC COMPANY
North Bergen, New Jersey

4.7 MEG

Fig. 11. Schematic of sync circuit showing circuit connection from test jack.
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FREE! from HOWARD W. SAMS ...
these valuable all -steel file cabinets with your purchase of

PHOTOFACT the world's

finest TV-Radio Service Data

NOW-FOR PHOTOFAC
get these
SUBSCRIBERS

File

UTELY FREE from
Howard W. Sams if you are

a

regular

subscriber to PHOTOFACT and buy each
Set as issued monthly...

NOW-FOR PHOTOFACT LIBRARY
PURCHASERS
you complete your

PHOTOFACT Library. What's more,
you can own the PHOTOFACT Library

the NEW EASY -BUY WAY:

There's no interest. There's no
carrying charge. And Howard W. Sams
will give you ABSOLUTELY FREE
all the steel file cabinets you'll need

for your Library.
Take advantage of this money -saving

opportunity. See your Sams Distributor
today, or write to Howard W. Sams

for full details...

HOWARD W. SAMS & CO., INC.
2201 E. 46th St., Indianapolis 5, Indiana

FREE

file cabine

E

Send me full details on your FREE File cabinet offer and
EASY -BUY Plan.

E

I'm

a

My

Distributor

Service Technician:

E

part time

Zone

State

full time;

is

Shop Name

NEW

easy -buy

Attn
Address.
City
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Eek

DO-IT-YOURSELFERS
ARE
SOLDERING NOW

"Unusual Symptoms?
ybe your customer
s a

soldering gun."

by G. M. Carrier

At one time or another, you've
probably had do-it-yourselfers
bring in sets with tubes missing,
in the wrong sockets, etc. But,
boy! This past week, I had it;
not one but two-and they both
owned soldering irons!
The symptoms on the first set
seemed simple enough; the horizontal blanking bar appeared at
the center of the screen-the left
half of the picture was on the
right side and the right half on the
left side. The set was brought to
the shop by the customer, who left
after explaining that the picture
could not be straightened out by
adjustment of the usual controls.
I made the usual attempts,
without success, to correct the
trouble by adjustment of the service controls. I tried new tubes, of
course, and after being satisfied
that a little scope-snooping was
called for, relegated the set to the
"Ham Shack" for further study.
Perhaps I'm peculiar, but I like
this TV service work and often
take the tough ones home to the
basement workshop where the
amateur radio station adds diversion in the evening hours. I "hang
around" on 3910 kc, where the
Indiana Fone Net meets, and
breeze with the gang after net
time for many happy hours.
The first evening with this

troubled TV found me devoting
most of my attention to the sounds
from the short wave receiveronly half consciously probing at
the test points, reading scope patterns, etc., until it finally became
obvious that this job was not going to be so easy. Everything
seemed to check good, but the
trouble still existed!
I listened less and less attentively to the banterings on the air,
even began talking to myself a
little, and when someone suddently passed the frequency to me,
I'm afraid I might have transmitted something like this, "This
is . . . why doesn't that pattern
stay steady? ... W9PQZ ... what
is that slight oscillation? ... Sorry
gang, I'm afraid I wasn't listening
this thing should line up
ok
Say fellows, sign me out.
I've got an idea. W9PQZ clear."
Well, that idea didn't work, and
neither did any other I could
come up with. A glance at the
clock sent me reluctantly off to
bed with that divided picture night-marishly entering my
dreams for the night.
The press of business kept my
mind off that freakish set the ensuing day, but at dinner the wife
sensed my impatience to fly off
to the basement "shack." Normally I'm an easy-going guy and
enjoy those evenings when fellow
"hams" or would-be novices drop
in through the convenient outside
door to spend time with me in the
shack. But I was probably a little
curt when an unexpected license
aspirant came bounding in with
a cheery greeting. While I planned
to devote all my attention to that
180° phase shift problem, I succumbed and turned on the rig,
but carried almost no part of the
conversation with the hams nor
with my guest. I checked and re-

...
...

checked every portion of that circuitry, but the only thing I could
find that was even a little off-base
was the 6AL5 AFC detector.
No bad parts could be found,
and even substitutions made no
changes in the symptoms. There
was a slight oscillation of the
voltmeter needle when measuring
on the feedback side of the tube;
but man, believe me, there were
no bad parts in that TV set! Another wasted evening, another
sleepless night, and my regular
business found me growing tired
and often flashing back mentally
to that two -eyed monster in the
basement.
We live in a typical small town,
so it was not unusual that I should
happen to meet the owner of this
set on the town square. When he
inquired as to the progress on his
set, I could only confess that I
was nowhere and that it looked
as if the road ahead led to the
same place. After paying him
pleasant respects I started to
hurry away, but his parting remark brought me back with a
suddenness which to him must
have been startling. "Did you say
it has been like this ever since
YOU replaced the high-voltage
transformer? Is that what you
said?"
"Yeah!" There was pride in his
voice. "Everything worked swell
right off the bat, all but for that
durn line."
I gulped my food, skipped the
coffee and sneaked down to the
basement full of new hope, and
as you may have guessed by now,
I quickly traced out and corrected the customer's wiring job
and had the set humming like a
top. He had done a beautiful bit
of workmanship, each joint faultlessly connected and carefully
soldered, but the leads tothe AFC
coil had been reversed; hence the
180° phase shift.
The next evening found me, as
usual, with another set that had
been a little too much to finish
during the day. This set had an
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NEWEST

Jensen's New True 3 -Way
High Fidelity Loudspeaker
... With Superb Performance!
Only $129.50
Jensen, the only maker of true 3 -way unitary loudspeakers (with 3
separate radiar_ ng systems, each independently driven), now brings you
the G-600 TRIAX* at half the cost of the famous G -610A! Now you
solid bass, full
can enjoy the advantages of a true 3 -way speaker
middles and sndexothly extended highs out to the limits of audibility,
with ultra low distortion, ultra high listening quality
... at this new low cost.
Lows from 33 to 900 cps are handled by the heavy duty 15" 31/2 lb.
magnet ge-damped woofer. Midchannel is a compression driver
horn-loadec thru-bore unit for 900-4,000 cps. New compression horn
supertweeter with phase balancing covers the range from 4,000 cps to
limits of audibility (very high indeed by our standards).
Power rating i; 35 watts. Separate network with MF and HF Controls
is included. Write for free Catalog 165-B

...

THE FAMOUS TRIAX AL...JENSEN G-61 OA. Easily rated the world's most wanted speaker,
the G -610A is ' t>ps" in a unitary 3 -way speaker assembly. It has the advantages of higher
eeciency, higher power rating (40 watts) . Desirable very low first crossover of 600 cycles is
achieved 3r using the entire woofer cone as the final section of the midchannei horn.

*TRIAXIAL and TRIAX

are registered
trademarks of Jensen Mfg. Co.
In Canada: J. R. Longstoffe Co., Ld., Toronto
In Mexico: Radios Y Television, S. A., Mexico D.F

PF REPORTER
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Priced at $252.75, complete with crossover network and controls.

JENSEN MANUFACTURING COMPANY
5501 South Laramie Avenue, Chicago 38, Illinois

March, 1958

Division of

The

Muter Company
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the specs are the proof..
the BEST BUYS are
for COLOR 8 Monochrome

TV

servicing

NEWCOLOR
and Monochrome
to 5 MC LAB & TV

DC

5"

OSCILLOSCOPE

460
Factory -wired
and tested

ett

$12950
$7995

Also available as kit

Features

Amplifiers!

DC

Flat from DC -4.5 mc, usable to 10 mc. VERT.
AMPL.: sens. 25 rms my/in; input Z 3 megs;
direct -coupled & push-pull thruout; K -follower
coupling bet. stages; 4 -step freq-compensated attenuator up to 1000:1. SWEEP: perfectly linear
10 cps -100 kc (ext. cap. for range to 1 cps);
pre-set TV V & H positions (30 & 7875 cps); auto.
sync. ampl. & lim. PLUS: direct or cap. coupling;
bal. or unbal. inputs; edge -lit engraved lucite
graph screen; dimmer; filter; bezel fits std photo
equipt. High intensity trace CRT. 0.06 usec rise
time. Push-pull hor. amps., flat to 400 kc, sens.
0.6 rms my/in. Built-in volt. calib. Z-axis mod.
Sawtooth & 60 cps outputs. Astig. control. Retrace

blanking. Phasing control.

NEW

TV -FM

SWEEP GENERATOR

& MARKER

r 368

Factory-wired 111995
and tested
Also available
as kit

$6995

Entirely electronic sweep circuit (no mechanical
devices) with -accurately-biased inereduetor for
excellent linearity. Extremely flat RF output: new
AGC circuit automatically adjusts osc. for max.
output on each band with min. amps. variations.
Exceptional accuracy: edge -lit hairlines elim.
parallax . Swept Ose. Range 3-216 mc in 5 fund.
bands. Variable Marker Range 2-75 mc in 3 fund.
bands; 60-225 mc on harmonic band. 4.5 me Xtl
Marker Ose., xtal supplied. Ext. Marker provision.
Sweep Width 0-3 mc lowest max. deviation to 0-30
mc highest max. dev. 2 -way blanking. Narrow
range phasing. Attenuators: Marker Size, RF Fine,
RF Coarse (4 -step decade). Cables: output, 'scope
horiz., 'scope vertical.

'

Y

IVEW DYNAMIC

*

CONDUCTANCE

.e

e..

e ttfettttt'

Tube &

Transistor Tester
r 666
Factory -wired
and tested

$10995

Also available

$6995

as kit

with steel cover and handle.
unexcelled accuracy
SPEED, ease,
and
thoroughness. Tests all receiving tubes ( and
picture tubes with adapter ). Composite indication of Gm, Gp & peak emission. Simultaneous
sel of any of 4 combinations of 3 plate voltages,
3 screen voltages. 3 ranges of continuously variable
grid voltage (with 5% accurate pot). New series string voltages: for 600, 450, 300 ma types. Sensitive 200 na meter. 5 ranges meter sensitivity
(1% shunts & 5% pot). 10 SIX-position lever
switches: free -point connection of each tube pin.
10 pushbuttons: rapid insert of any tube element
in leakage teat circuit & speedy sel. of individual
sections of multi -section tubes in merit tests.
Dbreet.reading of inter-element leakage in ohms.
New gear -driven rollchart. Cheeks n -p -n
p -n -p
transistors: separate meter readings of collector
leakage current & Beta using internal dc power
supply. CRA Adapter $450
COMPLETE

1

i

interesting history. It was a splitchassis Philco. The customer came
in carrying the sweep chassis and
asked for a new 6BQ6 horizontal
output tube, also informing me
that the fuse was blown. I replaced the tube, which was obviously bad because the plate cap
had been torn off, and bridged
across the fuse with a snap -on
double -ended fuse holder, casually
remarking that I was putting in a
1.6 -amp fuse. The customer was
interested in the neat little device
that bridges pigtail fuses, and
volunteered that the fuse which
had blown was actually a 2 -amp
fuse instead of the specified 1.6 amp rating. I thought very little
of his comment at the time because I, too, have been guilty of
going to the next highest fuse
when necessary, especially out in
the field where an exact replacement would require a round trip
back to the shop.
Since he had not brought the
picture tube, yoke, speaker with
field -coil choke, and RF chassis,
all I could do was take a quick
look for obvious problems, and,
seeing none, send him on his way.
But he didn't stay away long. He
returned soon with the whole set
and announced that it had barely
started to warm up when the fuse
blew again. Being busy, I had him
leave the set for further attention,
and had already resolved to take
this one to the shack for my evening's entertainment.
Another would-be novice dropped into the shack on this eventful
evening. Since he was building a
power supply on which he wanted
some advice, I pushed aside the
ailing TV, which by this time had
already defied my systematic
search for the short which was
blowing fuses, and turned my attention to the novice's problems.
He was trying for an ambitious
voltage -doubler circuit, one well
beyond his knowledge, and I was
hard put to describe its principles
and explain his errors. So I took
him to the ailing Philco to show
him how the selenium rectifiers
and filter capacitors worked together to develop the AC input
voltage to a higher usable DC
value.
At the risk of losing another
fuse (which I did), I fired up the
set, intending to show him the
250 volts of output from the sec_

See the 50 EICO models IN

STOCK at your neighborhood distributor. Write for
FREE Catalog PF -3

E/CO, BROOKLYN

Prices 5%
higher on

West Coast

11, N. Y.

ond selenium. I placed the meter
probe on the rectifier, fired up the
set with the "suicide" cord,
watched the needle climb to a
sizzling 80 volts, and quickly fade
to nothing as the fuse blew! Being
a blow -hard know-it-all, I started
to explain to him that whatever
was shorting out and causing the
fuse to blow was drawing such a
large amount of current that the
voltage was being affected drastically. But I knew I was wrong
even as the words were rushing
out! I had already used the ohmmeter enough to know that no
such drastic short could possibly
exist in this set. In fact, as I
studied over what I had said to
the poor unsuspecting chap, I realized that for the second set in
a row, I was stuck by a do-ityourselfer! I had already used the
capacitor checker on the filters,
had killed the horizontal oscillator and determined that it wasn't
development of boosted B+ that
was doing it and, in fact, after
3 hours on the set I was no further along than I had been at the
beginning. In short, I was stuck!
With a shrug and a promise to
get back to it the next night, I
turned full attention to the problems of the would-be ham and
suggested that he should not only
make the corrections required in
his power supply but should also.
provide fusing to protect his
equipment. To demonstrate this
principle of fusing, what could be
better than to let him again examine the ailing Philco to note
first hand how fusing should be
installed and how a relatively inexpensive little fuse could save
extensive damage. Thus, the
Philco came in for study under
the unpracticed eye of the novice
(bless him). He, of course, had to
follow the entrance of the house
current into the filament transformer, through the fuse, to the
selenium rectifiers and thence to
the filters-but he couldn't get
there. He said there was a "dead
end!"
By now I was tired of looking
at that Philco, and as a matter of
fact, I was getting tired of looking
at the novice too. Let's face it,
I was just plain tired and wanted
to go to bed, but my mother
taught me to be a gentleman at all
costs, so I propped open my eyelids and with a sigh of resigna -
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M3

0

(R114

250V
C3

80

TAMED
MFD

120

MFD
SW ON

120

VOLUME

MFD

CONTROL

SPKR

X

IIIFIELD

6.7VAC

bies

as ERSYasThis

TO INSTALL A
MASTER TV SYSTEM

M4

WITH

Fig. 1. Customer's hookup placed 110
VAC across filament transformer secondary, speaker field and filter C2 in series.

tion once again approached the
ailing circuit which had no bad
components.
I looked to where the novice
was pointing, and, sure enough,
that's what it was-a "dead end!"
A wire from somewhere just came
over to a solder lug next to the
one to which the fuse connected, and there it stopped; not
grounded, no hidden parts, just
a dead end! It only took a minute
to trace that wire on to the logical
conclusion of its other end, which
was, after a short trip through a
5 -ohm resistor, the selenium rectifier. And then the remark of the
customer drove home! "That's a
2 -amp fuse in there." How did he
know it was a 2 -amp fuse? Logically enough, he must have
known because he must have installed it! The schematic in Fig. 1
shows where he had connected
the fuse. Moving the pigtail of
the fuse over one solder lug, a
distance of 3/8", cleared up another
puzzler and sent me to bed with a
song in my heart.
So if any of you boys want to
become hams, come over any time
you wish, ask all the fool questions you want to, and stay as late
as you like.
And as for do-it-yourselfers,
they are still very good customers,
especially when you charge by
the hour for finding their mistakes. But from now on, each
customer who brings in his set instead of having us pick it up will
be shocked by my questions. "Do
you have a brace & bit, saw, or
hammer around your home? And
does your work shop include a
soldering iron?"
March, 1958

utettote
UNITS
OConnect the antenna line to the

INPUT

of your Masterline MLA Line Amplifier.
The signal is now amplified 37db (70
times).

UNE SPLITTER

OConnect a line splitter or line coupler
to the OUTPUT of the MLA. You now have
2 or more branch lines for feeding to
TV receivers.

line is run out-ofdoors, connect a Masterline MTO-11
(outdoor tap -off) wherever a TV set feed
line is required.

43 Wherethe branch

()Where

the branch line serves as a
riser inside a building, connect a Master line TO1-75 or TOl -300 (wall -plate tap -off) wherever an antenna outlet is

required.

of a Master TV
flexibility of Blonder -

This is only one example

System, to show the

Tongue distribution equipment. There
are many more, all covered in the new
B -T INSTALLATION MANUAL.

101-75

Write for your Free copy to Dept.

PF 3

BLONDER -TONGUE LABORATORIES,

INC.

9

Ailing Street

Newark 2, New Jersey

Manufacturers of TV Cameras, TV Amplifiers, Boosters, Converters, Accessories
and Originators of the Masterline and 'Add -A -Unit' Master TV Systems.
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KLEIN
CURVED
LONG -NOSE

XCELITE

the selection and use of

XCELITE

TV PLIERS WITH

NEEDLE -NOSE

TIP CUTTER

VACO-STANDARD
LONG -NOSE

Fig.
XCELITE

KRAEUTER
HEAVY DUTY

KLEIN

WITH
INSULATED HANDLES

SHEARING BLADE

1.

SPRING -LOADED WITH

by Calvin

Assorted wiring pliers for TV.
VACO

TRANSVERSE

KLEIN
SHEAR

CUTTERS

ACTION

r-.i

CUTTERS

cä

4

1/2"

DYKES

KLEIN

VACO
4

END

NIPPERS

VACO
XCELITE

#a#ett ho/A part 2

6

1/4"

DYKES

KRAEUTER
7

1/2"

DYKES

II.
DYKES

DYKES

Fig. 2. Assorted styles, sizes of cutters.

The previous article on hand
tools (January, 1958) dealt with
the_ various hand drivers used in
radio and TV servicing. This concluding installment covers the remainder of the common hand tools
such as wiring pliers, cutters, adjustable wrenches, adjustable pliers, hex and spline wrenches, wire
strippers, bolt cutters, wire and
cable tackers, tube aids and miscellaneous tools.
Wiring Pliers
In the broad category of wiring
pliers, we find everything from a
standard long -nose plier to a special TV plier with a tip cutter.
Let's have a look at each type
and see how they differ in characteristics and usage. The standard long-nose plier is the most
common type and, as shown at
lower left in Fig. 1, may incorporate a cutting surface along its
jaws. The long jaws that protrude from the pivot point are
tapered to facilitate the making
of connections in confined spaces
and have serrations or teeth at
the tip to provide a gripping
surface.
Even though this tool can be
used to grasp a nut or bolt hav-

ing a head size of 13/4" or smaller,
it is not designed for removing or
installing bolts and nuts because
the gripping surfaces of the jaws,
when opened, are not parallel to
each other, and are therefore,
prone to slippage when used in
this application. The only time a
bolt or nut should be gripped
with any wiring plier is when
you are inserting the bolt in a
recessed space or starting a nut
on a bolt that cannot be reached
with the fingers. Because of their
slenderness, the jaws of long-nose
pliers can be broken by the normal stress required to remove or
tighten a nut or bolt.
Fig. 1 shows a number of variations in long-nose pliers, and
each has a particular usefulness.
The plier with insulated handles
(lower center) is particularly designed for work involving heavy

wire and large surfaces and is
very useful in working on "hot"
circuits (where utmost caution
should always be observed).
The removable cutter blade on
the spring -loaded pliers is easily
replaced should it become nicked
or dulled in usage. This cutter
has a shearing action (like scissors) instead of the pinching action of most cutters, and may be
used for both very soft and very
hard wire as well as regular
hookup types. The spring-loaded
jaws open automatically when the
handles are released so that they
are always ready to grasp the
next connection.
The curved -nose pliers shown
at the upper left in Fig. 1 are
very helpful in getting into corners and other places in which
a straight plier cannot readily be
used. The special plier developed
especially for TV wiring (upper
center in Fig. 1) features a gripping surface at its extreme tip
(narrow tip on small slender
jaws) and a cutter only 1/4" from
the tip. This special construction
makes much simpler the job of

34
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Young, Jr.
connecting wire and component
leads to terminals, tube -socket
lugs and other confined spaces.
The small tip cutter permits excess lead length to be removed
after soldering, even in very compact units. The needle -nose pliers
(upper right) are most useful
when working with small wire
in extremely confined spaces. Due
to the long, tapered jaws, heavy
wire should not be handled (bent
or twisted) with these pliers. To
do so will result in damage to
the pliers.
Cutters
The most familiar wire cutters
are the standard 61/4" diagonal
cutters commonly referred to as
"dykes." The jaws of this cutter
are small enough to fit into many
places. in a TV or radio chassis
and large enough to cut the largest sizes of wire normally used
in TV and radio work. This plier
may also be used to cut the
smaller sizes of guy wire if the
extreme inner portion of the jaws
is employed. However, this use, if
extensive may make the "dykes"
unsuitable for cutting copper wire.
There are a variety of other
sizes and styles of cutters (Fig. 2)
which are intended for use in the
TV and radio service trades. The
heavy 71/2" type is just the thing
for cutting larger sizes of copper
wire and guy wire of the sizes
normally used in antenna work.
The plastic coating on the handles
provides voltage insulation and
also a very comfortable hand grip.
The head of this cutter features
heavy jaws and a large, heavyduty pivot to prevent springing
during the cutting action.
The smaller 51/2" style with
spring-loaded jaws features both
a smaller handle and a smaller
head than the standard 61/4" size,
and is suitable for cutting all
copper wire, aluminum wire and
copper braid used in TV and
radio receivers. The spring -loaded
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SOUNDLY ENGINEERED BY

cLARosTAT

These new controls handle up to 4 -watts audio and are
small enough to fit standard electrical wall boxes. Ideal

for remote control of speakers,

in the home, office, stockroom, sound truck, or studio monitor speakers. All units
have attenuation range of 0 to 30 db over 90% rotation
and 60 db in remaining 10%. Insertion loss less than
0.5 db. Miniaturized Sound System Controls.

Diameter. 1%2" depth from mounting surface.
Impedance values from 4 ohm to 500 ohm.
L -Pad. 1'/a"

CI143

T -Pad. 11/2" Diameter. 13/" depth from

mounting surface.
Impedance values from 4 ohm to 500 ohm.

CIT43

BridgedT-Pad. 11/2" Diameter. 11/2" depth from mounting
surface. Impedance values from 4 ohm to 500 ohm.

CIBT43

NO

Hardware Note: All shafts and bushings insulated from
circuit elements. %-32 x iá" long bushing, 1/4" dia. shaft,
round, 11" long. Complete with bar knob and dial plates.

ASK YOUR CLAROSTAT DISTRIBUTOR FOR DETAILS

80

100

t

CLAROSTAT

Á

March, 1958

reelected
CLAROSTAT MFG.

eetze ,e'edt,eva
CO., INC., DOVER,

NEW HAMPSHIRE

In Canada: Canadian Marconi Co., Ltd., Toronto, Ontario
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feature makes cutting jobs easier
since the cutters will automatically open when the handle is
released. The smaller, thinner

RADIO AND TV

:

SERVICEMEN

:

make more money with this

jaws and smaller pivot point
make this cutter a poor bet for
antenna work, but these same
features make it excellent for
TV bench use.
The 41/4" design features both
a very small, narrow head and
closely -matched cutting surfaces.
Cutters of this size are meant
only for use on small size hookup
wire and component leads. Using
them to cut anything larger or
harder will cause damage to the
jaws or the pivot.
The 51/2" unit has a replaceable blade which operates on a
shearing action to cut extremely
soft or hard wires and also features spring -loaded jaws. Even
though the cutter blade is replaceable if it becomes dulled,

Model 107
411,
TUBE TESTER
3

complete tests in one handy instrument

Here's the tube tester every serviceman
has been asking for! Designed for outstanding performance and accuracyprovides 3 important tests: Dynamic
Mutual Conductance Test of all popular radio and TV amplifier tubesCathode Emission Test for all tubes
by free point selector system-nationally accepted Grid Circuit Test devel oped and patented by Seco. Saves you
valuable time-quickly pays for itself
by justifiably culling and selling more
tubes for you!
Completely self-contained in cornpact portable carrying case. Furnished
with handy flip -chart for
50
fast, easy tube set-up data. A139et

t

\f;

Write today for free literature
MANUFACTURING CO.

.

" 5015

Penn Ave. So., Mpls., Minn.

,

.\-"»,

.,

AT LAST!
Workman TV, Teaneck, N. J., an
electronic parts manufacturer well
known to the TV service industry
as a source for many hard -to -find
replacement parts, has now introduced a rather complete line of
CANDOHM metal -clad wire wound
resistors. These are exact replacement resistors for use in Admiral,
CBS Columbia, Dumont, Emerson,
G. E., Magnavox, Philco, R. C. A.,
Teletone, USL (Dewald), Warwick
(Sears), Westinghouse and Zenith
television receivers and for some
equipment manufactured by Talk A -Phone and Webcor.
Previously very difficult to procure, these CANDOHM resistors will
very shortly be available at all leading electronic parts jobbers. They
will be featured on an attractive
rotating peg -board counter display.
Each CANDOHM resistor is individually "skin packaged" and is clearly
marked with all necessary information such as make of set, value
of resistance, etc., for easy selection. Dealers may obtain copies of
the #CS 40 replacement guide on
CANDOHM resistors, free of charge,
by writing to Workman T,V, Inc.
Box 85, Teaneck, N. J.
At last, Workman TV, Inc. has provided the service dealer with a single
source for procuring CANDOHM resistors! Look for the display of Workman CANDOHM resistors at your
favorite jobber.

Fig. 3. Slip -joint and adjustable pliers.

wire of too large a size should
not be cut since this could loosen
the pivot and ruin the pliers.
They will cut standard guy wire
and aluminum ground wire with
equal ease.
The small -size 4" end nippers
and 51/2" transverse cutters are
most valuable for working on
printed wiring boards. The transverse cutters with their longer,
slimmer jaws will reach into confined spaces for flush cut-off of
wires and component leads, while
the end cutters with heavier and
wider jaws will permit cutting
old terminals from filter capacitors, potentiometers, etc. Larger
end cutters, 51/2" and 71/2", are
also available for heavier -duty
flush cut-off work.

Fig. 4. Adjustable (Crescent) wrenches.

man loose with a pair of pliers
and he will "goof up" every bolt
and nut in sight. Pliers have a
very useful place in the service
kit, providing they are correctly
employed.
Both the slip -joint and the adjustable plier are intended for use
in holding irregularly -shaped objects for which no wrench is available. They are designed with machined teeth that bite into the
object being held-a necessity if
the object is to be held firmly.
This causes a certain amount of
marring to the surface of the object; therefore, a good rule to
follow is never to use pliers if
the resultant damage to the object will interfere with its subsequent use or appearance.
If you find it necessary to employ a pair of pliers to remove a
bolt or nut, grip the head of the
bolt with the pliers and then remove the nut with a wrench. If a
bolt or nut does become damaged
APPLY
TORQUE

IN DIRECTICN,
OF ARROW

Adjustable and
Slip -Joint Pliers
These tools (Fig. 3) are probably the most misused of any

ever invented. Turn the average
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Fig. 5. Using adjustable wrench correctly.

Fig. 6. Clearance between gear teeth and
adjusting wheel on adjustable wrench.

in the process, replace it rather
than have chewed -up screw heads

class you as a novice or sloppy

workman.
Adjustable Wrenches
The 4", 6" and 8" versions (Fig.
4) have jaw openings of 1/2", ?s"
and 1" respectively, and are a
very handy assortment of tools
to have on hand. A word herejust because these tools offer extreme versatility in the sizes of
their jaw openings, don't depend
on them for your entire wrench
requirements, since they do have
certain limitations. The adjustable
wrench is not as strong as a onepiece wrench, and should not be
used to tighten or loosen bolts or
nuts under high torque levels.
It is far better to use them as
they were intended-as a second
wrench or to fit bolts and nuts
of sizes not commonly encountered in your work.
In order to provide a reasonable measure of strength, and at
the same time be adjustable, these
wrenches have rather large heads
for their span; this precludes them
from use in confined areas. In line

Built to

last...

a type for every

radio

The C -D brand name on a vibrator is your guarantee of dependable
performance, long trouble -free service. Because C -D vibrators are
built to last, you can usé them with full confidence. That's why it
pays to reach for a C-D when a replacement is called for.
Remember, too, that there's a C -D vibrator type for every make and
model car on the road. And the C -D VIBRATOR REPLACEMENT GUIDE
makes it quick and easy for you to select the exact type required.
Ask your local C -D distributor for a free copy of VIB-3, or write to
Cornell-Dubilier Electric Corp., South Plainfield, N. J. Dept.PR 38

Fig. 7. General -Cement tube aids.

CORNELL-DUBI,LIER
VIBRATORS

Old Hands at Dependability
www.americanradiohistory.com

CRIMPING

WIRE

JAWS

CUTTERS

WIRE
STRIPP_

BOLT
CUTTERS

PLASTIC
COATED

HANDLES

Fig. 8. Combination bolt cutter, terminal
crimper, wire stripper and cutter.

with the inherent strength of the
adjustable wrench, it is weakest
when opened to its maximum
limit. Furthérmore, there is a
right and a wrong way to apply torque with an adjustable
wrench. Fig. 5 illustrates the correct way. The force on the movable jaw should always be into
the head, not away from it. This
places minimum strain on the
wrench and prevents springing of
the movable jaw.
If you closely examine an adjustable wrench, you will see that
there is a certain amount of play
between the fixed and movable
jaws. This is due to normal clearance between the gear teeth on
the movable jaw and the threads
on the adjusting wheel (see Fig.
6) For this reason, always tighten
the wrench to take up all the
slack after slipping it around the
bolt head or nut.
.

Name the great new
CDR TR -16 Rotor
Your name can win the Plymouth Station Wagon
Here Are the Features to Help You Pick a Name
Entirely new with features never before available in the popular
price range. Quick -mounting mast collet permits speedy installation (no loose parts to assemble). Self -centering sawtooth clamps
take masts up to 11" in diameter. Instant locking prevents drift.
Mechanical brake releases magnetically.
Direction of rotation
is instantly reversible.
Rotor makes complete 360° revolution in
45 seconds. Completely weather-sealed, rotor meets rigid MIL salt
water test.
Fits standard towers. Streamlined to reduce wind
resistance. Streamlined control box, non -breakable, impact -resistant case. Better still visit your jobber today and try it.
CORNELL-DUBILIER ELECTRIC CORP.
South Plainfield, New Jersey

THE RADIART CORPORATION

Indianapolis, Indiana

CDR

Antenna Rotors
Old Hands at Dependability
www.americanradiohistory.com

Miscellaneous Tools
In this group are such tools
as tube pullers, slug retrievers,

plastic hammer, bolt cutters, wire
strippers, tube -pin straighteners,
plus hex and spline wrenches.
These are items the technician is
sure to need periodically.
In Fig. 7 we have pictured tools
that can be classed as tube aids,
and for brevity we will consider
all of these as a group. The miniature tube -pin straighteners are
constructed so that they can be
fastened to the bench in a convenient location and are of different colors (9-pin is blue and
7-pin is red) for ease in identification. Since the pins of miniature tubes can easily (and often
do) become bent, these tools are
a must for every shop.,
The miniature tube pullers are
available in both 7- and 9 -pin sizes
as shown. The rubber insert in
each unit grips the tube and per-

IN THIS
Fig. 9. Arrow

tacker Model

T 50.

mits it to be extracted. Pushing
on the top plunger causes a plastic cap to press down on the tube
and free it from the puller. The
plastic cap is hollowed out to clear
the glass nipple on top of the tube.
The long tongs are most useful in removing either octal-based
tubes that have become too hot
to handle, or any tube located in
such a way that tube removal and
subsequent reinstallation would
be almost impossible without a
tube -handling device of this type.
The combination solderless-terminal connector, bolt cutter, wire
stripper and wire cutter (Fig. 8)
is a handy tool for any service
shop. When used with a supply
of assorted solderless terminals,
antenna installations and the replacement of lead wire on indoor type antennas is a breeze. The
bolt -cutter feature is a real time
saver. You've undoubtedly experienced the need for a 1/4" or 1"
bolt and could find none shorter
than 3". With this handy tool, you

LYMOUTH
STATION
WAGON
A-

The name you pick may win
this beautiful 1958 Plymouth Station Wagon

Here's all you do ... There's not a thing to buy. Just
visit your local CDR Distributor and look over the new
TR -16 Rotor then ask the Counter Man for an Official
Entry Blank. Select a name, fill in the blank and mail...
that's all there is to it!

-

GRIPPING

CUTTER

JAWS

BLADE

This contest is open to any person over 21 years of age, and residing in the continental U. S. Officers, employees and members of the sponsoring organization and
advertising agency are not eligible. Contest is subject to Federal, State and local
regulations.
No entries will be returned, and the decisions of the Judges will be final. Contest
closes April 30. 1958.

CORNELL-DUBILIER ELECTRIC CORP.
South Plainfield. New Jersey

o
Fig. 10. Speedex wire stripper kit.

ó

THE RADIART CORPORATION

CDR

Indianapolis, Indiana

Antenna Rotors

Old Hands at Dependability
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25 WORDS
\\\

SPLINE
WRENCHES

HEX

WRENCHEâ

Fig. 11. Assortment of hex and spline
wrenches most often needed.

Tell Why You Like
Tobe Service Capacitors
Your 25 words can win the Ford Ranch Wagon
And Here Are the TSC* Features to Help You Win

No

substandard materials can possibly enter the manufacture of TOBE SERVICE CAPACITORS, because everything is
quality -checked beforehand Highest grade dielectric
materials prevent voltage breakdown in service TSC's
are designed for high -temperature operation will not
dry out or deteriorate in service Copperweld leads
soldered directly to foil insure you against opens
Moisture -tight seals guard against shorts Pigtail leads
will not pull out or break off No danger of hot soldering
iron opening internal connection or melting sealing compound T SC's will maintain specified capacity over entire
TSC's receive 100%
operating temperature range
quality -control inspection prior to shipment Continuous
production -line testing automatically rejects "duds"
Maintenance of large inventories on complete line means
faster delivery to your TOBE DISTRIBUTOR and you.

-

e,T

'Tobe Service Capacitors

CAPACITORS

Tobe Deutschmann Corporation, Dept. C
2900 Columbia Avenue, Indianapolis 5, Indiana

just screw the bolt into the correct hole (10-32, 10-24, 8-32, 6-32
and 4-40 can be cut) and cut it to
the desired length, allowing approximately 1/s" for the thickness
of the top cutter blade. Unscrewing the shortened bolt from the
cutter readies it for use-no filing
or honing of the bolt is necessary.
The hand tacker shown in Fig.
9 is a heavy-duty stapler which
uses 50 -gauge wire staples in
lengths of 1/¢", 5/6", %', %" and
%6". This unit is handy for such
jobs as securing acoustic insulation to hi-fi speaker cabinets, fastening speaker and intercom wire
or cable to wooden beams and
stapling heavy cardboard window
displays together. Another excellent use (and one that should be
considered much more often than
it is) is the restapling of interconnecting cables on the insides
of cabinets.
Wire strippers are often thought
of as production-line tools, and yet
they are very handy items to have
around the service shop. The kit
in Fig. 10 comes with an assortment of cutter blades so that practically any wire size can be stripped. This is the type of tool you'll
need on that P.A. installation, or
when rewiring a complete chassis section or building a kit. The
wire stripper features two sets of

"I prefer Tobe Service Capacitors in my work because

NAME
Fig. 12. Stevens -Walden screw -holding
hex (Allen) wrenches.

ADDRESS
CITY
I enclose a Tobe boxtop

ZONE

STATE
www.americanradiohistory.com

WIN THIS
FORD

Fig.

13. Hunter slug retriever in use.

jaws-one set to grip and hold
the wire and the other to cut and
strip the insulation away. The cutter jaws are removable, and 9 sets
of cutter blades are supplied, expanding the usage to 24 sizes of
wire including twin -lead conductors of both small and large
diameter.
The hex and spline wrenches
in Fig. 11 are most often required
in the servicing of record changers, tape recorders and any number of small electrical appliances.
While not needed as often as some
of the other tools, nothing will
take the place of a hex or spline
wrench, so it's a good idea to be
prepared and always have them
on hand.
The screw -holding units in Fig.
12 feature one split end which
spreads by spring action to grip
an Allen screw and permit its
easy installation. The 90° end may
then be used to tighten the screw
to the desired torque.
Have you ever, in the course of
adjusting the local oscillator slugs
in a turrent tuner, turned the slug
too far and had to pull the chassis
to retrieve it? If you have, then
you know the value of the retriever tool being used in Fig. 13.
This tool can save up to 15 or
20 minutes every time a slug is
accidentally screwed in too far.
Summary
While this two-part series hasn't
covered all of the possible hand
tools a technician might employ
in his daily work, we have dealt
with those most often used. Employing your tools skillfully will
not only save you time and energy, but will also impress your
customers with your craftsmanship, as well as increasing wordof -mouth advertising to your
benefit.

RANCH WAGON
Or one of 49 other valuable prizes
Here's all you do ... In 25 words or less, tell us why you
prefer TOBE SERVICE CAPACITORS.
Then, send your entry to us with the top from any TOBE
capacitor carton, or the plastic box some TOBE capacitors
are packed in.
That's all there is to it. Enter as many times as you wish,
providing each entry is accompanied by a TOBE carton top
or the plastic box. Use entry blank below. Additional
entry blanks can be obtained from your TOBE DISTRIBUTOR.
Contest Closes May 30
Contest is open to all service-men over 21 years of age
residing in the continental United States. Employees of
the TOBE DEUTSCHMANN CORPORATION and their advertising agency are excluded. All entries become the property
of TOBE DEUTSCH MANN CORPORATION. Decisions of the
judges are final. In case of ties, duplicate prizes will be
awarded. Contest closes May 30, 1958. Winners will be
announced June 30th.

RAITIAeT
CAPACITORS

Tobe Deutschmann Corporation, Dept. C
2900 Columbia Avenue, Indianapolis 5, Indiana

"I prefer Tobe Service Capacitors in my work because

NAME

ADDRESS

-ZONE

CITY
I enclose a Tobe boxtop
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STATE
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Latest Information on Application,

Maintenance and Adaptability

ofiervice Instru

ments

by Leslie D. Deane
Checking RF Response
Since the alignment procedure
for TV tuners is often omitted
in service information, many TV

maximum generator output and
to prevent the development of
interfering standing waves. The
network is designed to present
an input impedance that matches
the characteristic impedance of
the output cable (50 to 100
ohms) , and to present an output
impedance that matches the input of the receiver (75 ohms unbalanced or 300 ohms balanced) .
The center frequency of the
sweep generator should be set
midway between the video and
sound RF carriers of the channel selected. The sweep width
should be adjusted for approximately 10 mc, and the sweep
modulation voltage applied to the
horizontal input terminals of the
scope for a synchronized sweep.

service technicians ask the question: "How do I set up my generator and scope to check the
RF response of a tuner?" Here
then, are a few basic instructions and hints for setting up
equipment to perform this particular operation.
The arrangement in Fig. 1 will
serve for most practical applications of this type. In this setup,
the sweep generator is connected
to the receiver antenna terminals through a simple resistive
matching network. Matching and
termination of the output cable
is usually necessary to obtain a

VIDEO

SEPARATE MARKER GEN.

i

---¡

ANTENNA

TERMINALS
COMBINATION

------4-..101MMF

SWEEP AND MARKER GEN.

-LT

SOUND

MARKER`MARKER

.7-H

'MA

TYPICAL RESPONSE

I
TV TUNER

.

LOOKER

POINT

TO AGC

INPUT

OF TUNER

-1.5V

-t
BATTERY OR

BIAS SUPPLY

Fig. 1. Diagram of instrument setup for RF response check of TV tuner.

From the vertical input terminals of the scope, the hot lead
of a direct cable is connected to
the tuner "looker point" through
a 10K-ohm resistor, while the
ground lead is attached to receiver chassis. The series resistor can be eliminated if one is
already incorporated in the tuner.
The "looker point" is usually located in the grid circuit of the
tuner -mixer stage and is often
terminated on top of the tuner
housing.
It is often desirable to clamp
the tuner AGC at approximately
1.5 volts negative. This can be
accomplished by using a .battery
or special bias supply, connecting the positive terminal to chassis ground and the negative
terminal to the AGC line at
the tuner input. If a response
curve of sufficient amplitude
cannot be obtained, however,
the negative supply should then
be removed and the tuner AGC
point grounded to chassis.
To obtain a usable response
curve, especially on the higher
channels, it may be necessary to
operate the generator at maximum output and the scope at
maximum gain. Once the curve
is established on the scope
screen, the frequency response
can be checked by injecting
video and sound carrier marker
signals. A separate generator
should be employed if the
sweep generator has no marker
output of its own. The signal
from the marker generator can
be applied (or loosely coupled)
to the sweep output through a
small series capacitor or by
merely laying the marker output cable across the matching
network to the antenna terminals.
4 -in -1 Capacitor Analyzer
Sprague Products Co., North

Adams, Mass., has recently introduced their Model TO-5 "TelOhmike" Capacitor Analyzer, designed especially for measuring
capacitance, power factor, leakage, and insulation resistance of
capacitors. In addition, the instrument (Fig. 2) will also check
the turns -ratio of certain ironcore transformers.
Specifications and test features

are:

PF REPORTER
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mighty nine

-the

plus
two!
TWO NEW VOLT-OHMMILLIAMMETERS
Now the Triplett Mighty Nine
Has Expanded to A Line of 11
'VOMs Tailored to Meet Your
Preference, Purse or Purpose.
Only Triplett Offers So Com-

DC
A

plete A Variety.

With the new 630 -PL and
630 -APL you get these important new features:
Voltage scales for those
who want ranges reading
by 10's (2.5-10-50-2501000-5000).

a1
3

XXV

..,

630

-PL

'1°°'

5A°CeD0

spread scales; streamlined
case, handsome modern
design.

D.C. Polarity Reversing Switch.
5 to 500,000 Cycles per second frequency response in
A.C. measurements.
5001) ohms per volt sensitivity in A.C. ranges; 20,000
ohms per volt D.C.
Both new testers with the popular continued Models
630 and 630-A-offer these proved Triplett advantages:
One switch will select any range; minimizes chance of
incorrect settings and burnouts.

-

how do

X3s or

DC-

1

vW
COM-

/AA

Instant -vision, wider
New Triplett Model

ACI

SOS.,

Du=

New Triplett Model 630 -APL

Reads from .1 ohm (414 Otan center scale) to 100
megohms; four ranges.
Molded circuit panel for instant component
replacement.

Models 630 -APL and 630-A feature 1/2% resistors for
greater accuracy; long mirrored scales to eliminate
parallax in reading.
Banana -type leads for low contact resistance at jacks.

X lOs

wantit?

Triplett Models 630 and

330-A read volts 0-3-12-60-

300-1200-6000); or Triplett
New Models 630 -PL and
630-A PL reading 2.5-10-50-

250-1000-5000.
Choose yóur preference in

range reading.

MODEL 630 -PL... Dealer Net $44.50
MODEL630-APL. Dealer Net$54.50
MODEL (30
Dealer Net 344.50
Dealer Net $54.50
MObEL 630-A
OAYt10M 014

000ó,
0

AÓ 0

off

Only Triplett offers 11
VOM's-a line complete

r0it3
+003

enough to give you exactly
what you want.
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Triplett Electrical Instrument Co.
Bluffton, Ohio
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Triplett Model

53 Years of Experience
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630-A
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630-A

630 -PL

630 -APL

630 -NA

630-T
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631

310

666-H H

625 -NA

666-R

1.

Power Requirements -115

volts, 50/60 -cycle AC, power
consumption 35 watts.
2. Capacitance
ranges from 1
mmf to 2,000 mfd, special low
range for values from 1 mmf to
100 mmf to obtain greater accuracy, push-button selection
and automatic discharging features included.
3. Power Factor
ranges provided
to 20, 20 to 40, and
40 to 55; direct-reading scale
for all electrolytics.
4. Electrolytic Leakage
adjustable DC supply permits measurement at exact rated voltage
up to 600 volts, monitored by
panel meter on either a 6- or
60 -ma range, normal leakage
values provided in manual.
5. Insulation Resistance -panel
meter provides 2 scales for
direct measurement of from
100 to 20,000 megohms; checks
paper, mica, and ceramic capacitors for leakage with average minimum value given in
manual.
6. Turns Ratio
ranges for ratios of from 1:1 to 100:1 and for
impedance ratios of from 1:1 to
1OK:1, three test leads provided.
7. Size and Weight-87/s" X 145/8"
x 61/s", 121 lbs. net.
Reading over the instruction
manual accompanying the TO -5,
and boiling down some of the unit's
specifications, I found that not
only will the piece of equipment
measure capacities of electrolytics
and small ceramics from 1 mmf
up to 2,000 mfd, but even molded
gimmick capacitors. Other noteworthy features include an electrolytic leakage test at rated
working voltages, an automatic
capacitor-discharge arrangement
after each test, and a provision for measuring turns -ratio of
power and audio -type transformers. A complete operating procedure for all measurements is
given in the TO-5 manual.
One application for which I
used this new analyzer involved
a TV receiver, a 100-watt light
bulb, and a Christmas-tree effect.
Realizing that technicians are always interested in new and different troubleshooting procedures,
I thought I might relate this particular experience.
A two-year old TV chassis
which we often use in our test

-5

faster... easier
more efficient

-0

-

/

-

KRYLON Crystal -Clear

Acrylic Spray Coating

... standard equipment for TV

and radio servicemen.

Prevents corona in high voltage section
Keeps lead-in connections tight
Prevents rusting and pitting of antenna
Goes on in seconds-dries in minutes

KRYLON Spray Enamels

...

(19 decorator colors)
perfect
touchup and maintenance

for

work ... covers practically any
surface
dries in minutes.

...

KRYLON Varnish
'AYLD

"le

Sprays
HIGH -GLOSS and SATIN FINISH (alcohol and hot liquid
resistant) for professional finish

... dries in minutes.

KRYLON Dulling Spray
a "must" in TV, movie and
photographic studios.
Eliminates glare, bothersome highlights
Simplifies lighting arrangements
Easy to apply
sets in seconds
For both black and white and color use

...

KRYLON Foaming

Window Spray
removes finger marks and
dust from TV masks and screens
.
. . good antistatic properties.

KRYLON Rust Release

Penetrating Oil Spray
instantly, easily frees rusty
bolts and nuts and "frozen"
parts .. lubricates as it pene.

trates.

KNYI.DN The

choice

of professionals

Call your jobber or write
KRYLON,

-3

INC.,

NORRISTOWN,

PA.

-2

POWER FACTOR
RANGE SWITCH
RANGE AND
FUNCTION -SELECTOR
PUSHBUTTONS

TUNING-EYE
INDICATOR

POWER FACTOR

DC

INDICATOR

METER

CAPACITANCE

-

ON-OFF

TURNS RATIO
SELECTCR

INDICATOR

CA ACITANCE DIAL

AN

-

IMPEDANCE
TURNS RATIO SCALES

LEAKAGE
CURRENT
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POWER
SWITCH

APPLIED
VOLTAGE
ADJUST

SWITCH

Fig. 2. The Model TO -5,

"Tel-Ohmike"-

Sprague's latest capacitor analyzer.

lab started developing a Christmas -tree trouble whenever it was
left operating for any length of
time. This horizontal instability
was somewhat intermittent and
its cause rather difficult to pin
down.
Having a strong suspicion that
one of the capacitors in the oscillator circuit was changing value
as it heated, I decided to make
a hot and cold check of certain
ones with the Model TO -5. I
planned to remove each capacitor from the circuit and measure
its value while it was relatively
cool then apply heat, using a
100 -watt bulb from a bench lamp,
and measure it again. In this
manner, I thought I might detect
any unusual capacitance drift.
Well, as it turned out, I failed
to notice any change in the first
two attempts, which involved
molded mica units. In my third
try, however, I struck pay dirt.
Removing an .01 paper tubular
from the horizontal oscillator circuit and placing it directly across
the positive and negative test terminals of the TO -5, I first measured its capacitance cold. I depressed the range pushbutton "B,"
rotated the capacitance dial until
I reached the widest tuning-eye
opening, and then noted the value
indicated under the hairline on
the dial scale marked "C3." The
unit measured exactly. 011, which
was well within its fixed manufacturing tolerance of 20%.
Disconnecting the capacitor from
the analyzer and placing it under
the lit bench lamp until I was
sure it was at least as warm as
it would ever get under normal
operating conditions, I again connected it across the test terminals

-
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PUSHBUTTON
moon,

r,"

HOT"

RANGE SELECTED

BETTER BUSINESS

s,
CAPACITANCE VALUE

-u.,en

Pretrmunmuu
CAPACITANCE
VALUE

is in the cards
with the

DIAL SCALE
USED FOR

READING

srOOGOr PRODUCTS

cornee

Fig. 3. Close-up: Model TO -5 panel. Note
various scale calibrations on large dial.

FR -22A

FASTATCH
Control Kit

of the instrument and measured
its capacitance. I once again var-

ied the dial for the widest eye
opening and found that the capacitor's value had changed considerably (see Fig. 3). The unit
now measured .019 mfd, and as
it cooled the capacitance gradually returned to the original
value. Replacement of this capacitor cured the trouble.
Simpson's New "260"
The somewhat familiar -looking
test instrument shown connected
to the circuitry of an ailing TV
in Fig. 4 is a completely new VOM
announced recently by Simpson
Electric Co. of Chicago. Designated the Model 260, Series III,
this volt-ohm-milliammeter contains many design improvements
over its older brother-the 260,
Series II.
Specifications and functions are:
ranges of 0 to
1. DC Voltmeter
250 mv, 0 to 2.5v, 0 to 10v, 0 to
50v, 0 to 250v, 0 to 1,000v, and
0 to 5,000v; sensitivity 20,000
ohms/volt; accuracy --3% of
full-scale deflection.
RMS ranges
2. AC Voltmeter

-7

-6

of 0 to 2.5v, 0 to 10v, 0 to 50v,
0 to 250v, 0 to 1,000v, and 0 to
5,000v; sensitivity 5,000 ohms/

80 to 1 that you
can draw the dual -concentric control you need from this kit. Avoid
delays-avoid extra trips to your distributor. Over 120 different
combinations can be assembled from this small stock!
You'll be flush with new profits when you pair these units
so ante up $30.73 (Your resale price totals $49.55!)-keep a full
house always-and you can bet you'll end up a big winner.
Every control factory assembled and tested-all you do is snap
them together.
Catalog 30 listing the full line of Centralab products is available
free from your distributor, or write us for it.
Centralab products are listed in CONNTERFACTS and PHOTOFACTS.

It's like playing with a stacked deck! The odds are

.

A

942

SWITCHES
CERAMIC CAPACITORS

Fig. 4. Simpson Model 260 "Series
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Ill."

.

DIVISION OF GLOBE -UNION, INC.
B E.

KEEFE

AVE.

In Canada: 804 Mt. Pleasant

CONTROLS

.

MILWAUKEE
Rd.

1,

WIS.

Toronto, Ontario

PACKAGED ELECTRONIC CIRCUITS

SEMI -CONDUCTOR PRODUCTS
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volt; frequency response essentially flat to over 10kc, within
-}1.5dó to 50kc, useful to 500kc.

3.

4.

5.
ACTUAL SIZE

AC

AF Output-ranges of 0 to 2.5v,
0 to 10v, 0 to 50v, and 0 to 250v;
output jacks provided with
blocking capacitor; direct db
scale from -20 to +10, zero db
corresponds to 1 milliwatt of
AC power across a 600-ohm
impedance; on 10v -range add
12db, on 50v range add 26db
and on 250v range add 40db
to scale reading.
Ohmmeter -3 ranges of R x 1
(center -scale 12), 100, and 10,000; zero ohms-adjust provided
on front panel, accuracy to
within 3 degrees of value on
scale arc; ranges operate on 1.5
and 7.5 volts DC, five 1.5 -volt
batteries supplied.
DC ammeter -6 ranges of 0 to

ZERO OHMS
CONTROL

METER

ADJOSTNINT
RANGE

SWITCH
ONE PIECE

for
AUTO TRANSISTOR
RECEIVERS
This new Raytheon PNP alloy junction
germanium transistor helps Service
Dealers do more auto transistor receiver
servicing. Designed especially for the
output stage in automobile receivers, the
2N155 is used in the Ford receiver, and
is an ideal replacement transistor for the
power units in many other car receivers.
Here is a list of the many transistor types
this one, high quality, low cost Raytheon
2N155 transistor can be used to replace:
AR5
2N242
2N176
2N250
TS176
2N257
2N235
2N285
2N235A
2N301
For the complete service dealer profit
picture on Raytheon Transistors, get in
touch with the Raytheon Tube Distributor nearest you.

RAYTHEON

POLARITY SWITCH

FROM PANEL
ASSEMBLY

Fig. 5. Model 260 with case removednote the new printed -board construction.

to interpret readings. The AC
sensitivity of the new meter is
now 5,000 ohms-per -volt with a
usable frequency response of from
5 to 500,000 -cycles.
Since the test procedures are
relatively simple and the servicing applications fairly obvious,
you may be interested in a brief
description of the instrument's
construction. From Fig. 4, one
can see that the front panel has
a 12-position range selector located in its center. The "zero

x

X 7"

AC DC AND

WIRING BOARD

1 ma, 0 to 10 ma,
to 100 ma, 0 to 500 ma, and 0
to 10 amps; separate 50 µa- and
10 -amp jacks provided on front

panel.
Size and Weight-51/4"

DIODE
RECTIFIERS

SELECTOR

50 µa, 0 to

6.

POSITIONS

ADJUSTMENTS

0

POWER TRANSISTOR

BATTERY

CALIBRATION

31/s", 31/2 lbs.

When examining this meter and
making use of it in various test
and measurement checks over a
period of several weeks, I discovered several new features that
are not found in the older 260
line. One is a polarity -reversing
switch which eliminates the need
for lead reversal during DC -voltage or certain resistance measurements. Another is the fact that
the meter scales of the new 260
are wide and the markings well
spread out, making it very easy

"Video Scanner"-a
self-contained TV generator for servicing
monochrome and color receivers.
Fig. 6. The Hickok

a
1

VIDEC

SIGNAL

ADDER

INVERTER

o

CATHODE
FCLLOWER

PHOTO TUBE

VIDEO
OUTPUT

RF

RF

MODULATOR

OUTPUT

4

SYNC
ADDER

SYNC

SYNC

GATE

AMP

RF

OSCILLATOR

SLIDE
;;

BLANKING

AMP
FREQUENCY
COUNT DOWN
CHAIN

FOCUS
VOLTAGE

VERTICAL
SWEEP

HORIZ. SWEEP

CIRCUITS

HV CIRCUITS

AND

315KC
CSC.

w
1

ADDER
NETWORK

POWER
SUPPLY

RAYTHEON MFG. CO.

Receiving Tube and Semiconductor Operations
Newton 58, Massachusetts

Fig. 7. Simplified block diagram of the Model 760 "Video Scanner."
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ohms" adjustment is directly to
the right of the selector, while
the combination AC/DC and polarity -reversing switch is to the
left. Two separate jacks are located in each corner of the lower
panel with white lettering identifying their functions. The carrying handle is attached to each
side of the bakelite case and will
pivot to support the instrument
in a convenient sloping position
if desired.
All circuit components of the
meter are mounted to the front
panel and the entire assembly
can be slipped from its case by
removing only four screws. A
photograph of the instrument's
working parts is shown in Fig.
5. When removing it from its
case, I immediately noticed that
the meter circuitry reflects modern design through the use of
printed -wiring and the neat, systematic placement of components.
Although the instrument is relatively compact, all replaceable
parts are easily accessible as
shown in Fig. 5.

Admiralrated by servicemen as the
most foolproof and trouble -free
of all changers!

March, 1958

-

built into more phonos and
combinations than any other
changer in the world!

Portable TV Transmitter
The relatively complex piece of
equipment pictured in Fig. 6 is
manufactured by Hickok Electrical Instrument Co, of Cleveland,
Ohio. Identified as the Model 760

"Video Scanner," the instrument
is capable of generating signals
that can reproduce pictures or
patterns on the screen of any TV
receiver and is especially suited
for signal -tracing, analyzing frequency response, making linearity
or color convergence adjustments,
and general TV troubleshooting.
Specification features are:
1. Power Requirements -105 to
125 volts AC, 50/60 cps; power
consumption 145 watts at 115
volts.
2. RF Output-video-sync modulated RF carrier for VHF channels 2 through 6; pretuned and
selected by channel switch, variable from 50,000 microvolts
down to snow -producing level;
output impedance 90 ohms.
3. Video Output-video-sync signal in either positive or negative polarity, variable up to 2
volts peak -to -peak; output impedance 75 ohms; controlled
sync to video modulation provided.

Admiral

Beige and Coral
with Golden trim
(Base Optional)

PLAYS ALL FOUR SPEEDS -331/2, 45, and 78 plus "talking book"
16% r.p.m. Has neutral position. Changes 12 to 14 records; intermixes
those of same speed. Automatic 2 -way shut-off after last record. Returns

tone arm to rest, stops turntable motor completely. NOTE: Can be wired
to shut-off radio or amplifier chassis.
HEAVY DUTY MOTOR-powerful 4 -pose constant speed motor operates without hum, rumble or "wows" (as little as 0.15%). Maintains even
speed even if line voltage varies.
RUBBER TURNTABLE MAT-cushions records, prevents slippage.
FEATHERWEIGHT TONE ARM-new resonance -free design. Less
than '% oz. pressure. Positive tracking, no"skip" or "jump" on loud passages.
CERAMIC PICK-UP CARTRIDGE-twin lever hi -fl cartridge changes
with flick of the finger from LP to 78 r.p.m. needle. Impervious to heat
and humidity. High lateral compliance minimizes wear, eliminates hum and
distortion. Smooth even response (± 3 db) over the full high-fidelity frequency range (30-15,000 c.p.s.).
DIAMOND LP STYLUS-separate LP diamond and 78 r.p.m. sapphire
needles for finest sound reproduction, long record life.
ATTACHED 40" SHIELDED AMPLIFIER CABLE-eliminates pickup
of unwanted noise. Cable has phono tip plug for quick easy connection
into standard input phono -tip jack.
SIX FOOT HOUSE CORD ATTACHED.
See your Local Parts Jobber or

Admiral

Write for Illustrated Specification Sheet.

SPECIAL PRODUCTS DIVISION
3800 West Cortland Street
Chicago 47. Illinois
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INDOOR TV ANTENNA
AMPHENOL'S new Vi -Fi is the most practical and functional indoor TV antenna ever designed. Its slender
line styling matches the clean, beautiful look of the
new TV sets and appliances; its colors (three choices)
blend with the set-harmonize with the room.
Equally important, Vi-Fi's Video Fidelity provides
outstanding reception. Through "Slide Rule" tuning,
which inductively matches the antenna to transmitting frequencies, and Matching Transformer Coupling,
which matches impedance between set and antenna,
the Vi -Fi provides sharp, beautiful pictures.
TO HELP YOU MERCHANDISE VI -FI:
COLORFUL COUNTER TOP DISPLAY

'
N000R
TV

I

titf

AMPHENOL ELECTRONICS CORPORATION

chicago 50, Illinois

ANTENNA

AMPHENOL
www.americanradiohistory.com
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Other Features framing frequencies 60 and 15,750 cps crystal -controlled; resolution in excess of 450 lines or bandwidth
in excess of 5 mc; output cable
provided; set of transparent
slides including standard test
pattern, white dot/bar and
crosshatch designs plus blanks
for grease -pencil use supplied
with instrument.
Checking out one of these instruments in our lab the other day,
I found that this picture -pattern
generator is capable of converting any positive transparency of
the correct size into a modulated
RF signal for TV channels 2, 3,
4, 5 and 6. Or, it will provide a
video signal of either polarity for
operational checks of the videopicture tube circuits of any conventional receiver. A block diagram of the Model 760 circuitry
is presented in Fig. 7.
Consulting the manual, I learned
that the instrument operates on
the principle of a flying spot scanner; i.e., when a positive transparency is placed between the
scanner and the phototube as
shown in the block diagram,
the image appearing on the transparent slide is transposed from
variations of light to electrical
impulses. The various voltages
developed as the scanning tube
sweeps the image are similar to
a video output signal from a TV
camera. In addition to generating
this video signal, however, the
instrument also forms both vertical and horizontal sync pulses for
proper synchronization of the receiver under test.
The 60- and 15,750 -cycle sync
is accurately derived from a crystal-controlled 315-kc oscillator circuit. The vertical sync signal is
pictured in the waveform of Fig.
8A, while horizontal sync is represented in Fig. 8B. These waveforms were obtained directly from
the video output cable with the
video polarity switch in its positive position and no slide in front
of the scanning tube. Note the
similarity between these pulses
and those of a standard TV signal. The horizontal pulse contains
a front and back porch, while the
vertical is serrated to maintain
horizontal sync during the vertical blanking interval.
When actually employing the
4.

PRESENTING THE

PINTITE
WRENCHES

(A) Vertical sync at 30 cps.
FINEST QUALITY

WITH THE EASY "FINGER -CONTROL"

SHANK
AND SLEEVE

STEEL

GRIP

o

MIGHT PLATED

RELEASE ACTION

AND

FINISH

FOR THOSE

o

HARD -TO -GET-AT PLACES

STRONG
PLASTIC HANDLE

(B) Horizontal sync at 7,875 cps.

-

STEVENS WALDEN.tNCA

PUSH SLEEVE

TO GRIP

NUT

Fig. 8. Waveforms representing sync signals generated by the "Video Scanner."

"Video Scanner," I first decided
to view a few patterns on the
screen of a normally operating
receiver. In order to check the
receiver's response from tuner to
picture tube, I set up the generator for an RF output on channel 2, and connected the RF output cable to the antenna terminals, turning the RF and video
attenuators fully clockwise. My
next step was to insert the test pattern slide into the slotted cover
surrounding the phototube area,
as illustrated in Fig. 6. I was
careful to note the markings on
"Top Front" before
the slide
slipping it down in front of the
scanning tube.
With the set's brightness and
contrast controls adjusted for normal operation, I immediately detected video information on the
screen. To synchronize the picture, however, I found it necessary to adjust the vertical and
horizontal hold controls of the
receiver. After reducing the generator's RF and video attenua tors slightly, I obtained a very
presentable pattern.
I also set up the unit to deliver
a video output and injected this
at various check points in the detector, video amplifier, and picture tube circuits. In my first attempt, the picture appeared negative on the screen that is, the
blacks were white and the whites
were black. This I quickly corrected by merely flipping the
video polarity switch to its opposite position.
Since the ratio between sync
and video modulation is made
variable by means of a sync -level
control, the Model 760 is also use -

-
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SIZES

PULL

SLEEVE

TO RELEASE

(3

ONE HAND OPERATION-

BY THE MAKERS OF
THE ORIGINAL

spiNrirF

GRIPS nuts or bolts of any material

HOLDS firmly in any position
TIGHTENS nut or bolt securely
RELEASES at the pull of the fingers

WRENCHES
OVER 150 STYLES
AND SIZES

Inc.
STEVENS WALDEN
-

Write for
catalogue

500 SHREWSBURY STREET

WORCESTER, MASSACHUSETTS

MAKERS OF WORLD-FAMOUS HAND TOOLS FOR OVER 50 YEARS

-

-

-

lrf,j9 TIMES

OUT OF 10 IT'S A TUBE!

RIGHTI You can trace most radio and TV troubles right
back to a tube. But which tube? Technician -writer Sol
Heller's new book TV AND RADIO TUBE TROUBLES answers
that question. With a new sure-fire symptom analysis technique he shows you how to put your finger on the weirdest
TV or radio trouble in minutes. This book begins where
tube checkers leave off. Today's complex and interdependent circuits make finding tube troubles a tough, nerve
wracking lob but with TV AND RADIO TUBE TROUBLES it's
easy. This is the first and only book of its kind. Look over
the contents and see for yourself how much you can get out
of this remarkable volume. While you're at it, look over
the other titles. You'll find them equally helpful.

'

MAIL THIS COUPON TODAY
Gernsback Library, Inc., Dept.

TV and RADIO TUBE TROUBLES

By Sol

Heller

Gernback Library Book No. 68
224 pages. Paper cover.
$2.90. Hard cover ed. $4.60

NINE BIG CHAPTERS
Safety

Tube and Component Damage Tube TrouSync
Picture and Sound Troubles

bles in TV

Treubles

Interference

Tube Troubles

Index

Picture Tubes

Tube Replacements

Schematics

Diagrams

P R

28A

154 West 14th Street, New York 11, N. Y.
Please send me the
Here's my remittance of $
books checked below, postpaid.
No. 68 TV AND RADIO TUBE TROUBLES
Paper cover
Hard cover
$4.60
$2.90
Poper cover editions
The VTVM. No. 57 $2.50
Servicing Color TV.
No. 65
$2.90
Sweep and Marker

Transistor Circuits.
No. 63
$2.75
Transistor Techniques.
No. 61
$1.50
Rapid TV Repair.
No. 60
$2.90

Generators
No. 55
The Oscilloscope.
No. 52

$2.50
$2.25

Transistors-Theory
and Practice.
No. 51

$2.00
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'NEW!

ful for checking sync circuit operation. Using a scope, the technician can monitor the input and
output of a sync system under
various sync -to -video ratios and
at different RF signal levels. As
a portable TV transmitter, the
760 is of further value in servicing both monochrome and color
TV receivers not to mention
its applications in checking TV
boosters, antennas, and distribution sytems.

IMPROVED!

SENCORE
TRC4

TRANSISTOR
CHECKER

-

newest,
Ammerica's
test
most popular
instruments
NOW CHECKS:

*

'
'

cludes new
gain test on

power, transistors.

*

Speedy Tube Testing

a

Transistors

for opens, shorts,
leakage and current gain. In-

Crystal Diodes

checks forward to reverse
current ratio on all

diodes.
Selenium Rectifiers

*

checks forward and
verse currents.

re-

Controls ore accurately
set for each transistor
by referring to replaceable set-up chart on rear.
Test leads or socket provides for fast hook-up.'
See your pdrts distributor.
byg

ISE rvC OVEJ

SERVICE

INSTRUMENTS

CORP.

OFFICIAL RD., ADDISON, ILL.

171

Cut out this ad now for further information

,

The piece of equipment shown
in operation in Fig. 9 represents
one of the new pre -wired socket type portable tube checkers. Developed and produced by B&K
Mfg. Co., Chicago, the Model 650
"Dyna-Quik" Mutual Conductance Tube -Transistor Tester is
capable of performing tests on
over 500 tube types, including
those most commonly used in
radio and TV. Due to its compactness and ease of operation,
the instrument is ideal to carry
on service calls.
Specifications and test features
are:
1. Power Requirements -105 to
125 volts AC, 60 cps, line fuse
and automatic voltage compensator provided.
2.

all EYES
are on MERIT
...watch for new
catalog No. 5811
it's terrific!
"COMPARE IT

WITH MERIT"

MERIT COIL

&

TRANSFORMER CORP.

4427 N. CLARK ST., CHICAGO 40,

ILLINOIS

3.

Panel Features -53 pre -wired
tube sockets plus 16 spares for
future modernization; n -p -n and
p -n -p transistor sockets; diode
and rectifier test jacks; 7-pin
miniature and 9 -pin tube -pin
straighteners; 41" meter calibrated in REPLACE -?-GOOD,
two ranges of 0-6,000 and 0-18,000 micromhos, a grid emission
scale, and a GOOD -?-POOR
scale for transistors; heater
continuity and short indicators
also provided.
Size and Weight-portable case

x 15" X 161/2", 191/4 lbs.
net.
4. Leakage, Gas, and Shorts Testtubes are automatically checked
for these defects plus grid emission; leakage and shorts up to
1 megohm are indicated on neon
lamp; gas and grid emission by
meter deflection.
5. Dynamic Mutual Conductance
153/4"

Test-all popular amplifier

tubes including multisection
types are tested in pre -wired
sockets; Gm indicated on RE -

50

Fig. 9. "The Dyna-Quik" Tube and Transistor Tester features pre-wired sockets.

PLACE -?-GOOD or micromho
scale; life -expectancy test also
provided.
6. Heater Continuity Test-rapid
test of filament continuity provided on heater -voltage switch,
neon indicator on front panel.
7. Diode-Rectifier Test-forwardto-reverse conduction ratio for
all germanium and silicon diodes as well as selenium, copper oxide, and silicon rectifiers.
8. Transistor Tests -checks a l l
junction, point -contact, and barrier -type transistors for leakage
and gain; indications shown on
separate meter scale.
In order to familiarize you with
the Model 650, let's see exactly
how a tube is tested in the unit.
As a typical example, I selected
a 12AÚ7 which had been in operation over a year in one of our
lab test receivers. Following instructions, I turned on the instrument by means of the OFF -ON
LIFE switch in the lower righthand corner of the test panel. In
so doing, the red pilot light just
above the switch came on. I noted
that the most popular and frequently used tube types were
listed beside their respective test
sockets on both panels, so I located the appropriate one, set the
heater switch to 12 volts, and
plugged the tube in (making
sure that the test lever was in
its SHORT -GRID EMISSION position before placing the tube in
the socket).
I next set the sensitivity control to the value stipulated beside the tube designation on the
panel. Without touching another
knob or button, the instrument

PF REPORTER
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Feat u r ng

QUALITY

See euet
Dúeeemeat!

Fig. 10. The Model 650 tube -data padflip -open index for quick reference.

TECHNICIAN

a

A

was now supposed to test the
tube for leakage, gas, grid emission and for any direct shorts.
Leakage and shorts are indicated
by a neon lamp located directly
above the panel meter, while any
gas or grid emission was to show
up by a deflection of the meter
needle.
Noting that the tube passed
this first test, I then moved the
test lever up to its next position
marked TEST 1. Since a 12AÚ7
is a dual -triode, only one section
of the tube is tested for mutual
conductance when the test lever
is in this position. I determined
the condition of this triode section
by referring to the REPLACE -?GOOD scale of the meter. In this
particular instance, the reading
was okay, so I then moved the
test lever up another notch to
the TEST 2 position. I found that
this second section was a little
weaker than the first but that it
still registered in the GOOD area.
This completed the tube testing procedure except for a special LIFE TEST which is somewhat of an additional feature in
the Model 650. The life test consists primarily of a mutual conductance measurement under a
condition of low heater voltage.
The tube heater or filament is
operated at a 10 to 15% reduction in line voltage by placing
the ON-OFF -LIFE TEST lever in
its upper position. If a sharp drop
in Gm is noticed, the chances of
continued trouble -free operation
are doubtful.

MUST

Another interesting feature of
the Model 650 is its built-in tube
reference pad. (See Fig. 10.) The
pad is an automatic flip -open index giving complete setup information for. tube types, as well as
an average Gm in micromhos for
all amplifiers.
March, 1958

HAVE

HAND TOOLS

PROPER

...

and

XCELITE DISTRIBUTORS

HAVE THEM!

XCELITE hand tools are made especially for the professional
pliers for example,
Radio, T.V. and Electronic technicians
made of the finest steel, with perfectly matched tips and all cutting edges
fully polished heads and jaws.
induction hardened and hand honed
Available in a variety of regular or special types and sizes for greater
atility and performance .. remember XCELITE for the finest tools first!
get aquainted with the
Call or see your distributor today
complete line of XCELITE quality tools.

...

...

.

XCELITE,

...

INCORPORATED

Dept. Q, Orchard Park, N. Y.
In Canada: Charles W. Pointon, Ltd.
6 Alcina Ave., Toronto, Can.
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FITS:

OXFGRE
SPEAKERS
When you order a speaker (for
replacement or original installation), demand units that meet your
most exacting needs.
Each OXFORD SPEAKER is

"tailor -designed"

to actually "fit the application."
The next time you specify speakers, make certain they fit the job by selecting OXFORD . . .
unsurpassed quality for over thirty years.
Write for
the latest

Oxford catalog

-

OXFORD Speakers are used by
more original set

1 3

manufacturers
find out why)

OXFORD

Corp.

556 West Monroe
Chico
Chicago 6,
Export: loburn Atom.,
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Weather proof speakers
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SAWTOOTH
COMPONENT

HIGH -FREQUENCY RESPONSE
DISPLAYS OVERSHOOT
HIGH -FREQUENCY RESPONSE
SHOWS RINGING AT PEAK

POOR HIGH -FREQUENCY RESPONSE
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PULSE IS
DISTORTED
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"IRONS

our RINGING

'-

POOR LOW -FREQUENCY RESPONSE
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PULSE IS

DISTORTED

Fig. 1. Drive signals observed on scopes
having different response characteristics.
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2. To avoid waveform distortion,
high -Z grid circuits of this type should
be tested using a 10 -to -1 low -C probe.
Fig.

The oscilloscope is one of the
most versatile instruments you can
own-if you know how to use it,
that is. Since many of the troubles
encountered in TV servicing have
to do with the sweep sections, this
article will acquaint the reader
with suitable methods of using an
oscilloscope in making tests of
sweep circuitry and will also inquire into the requirements of
scope characteristics for sweep
servicing. The emphasis is placed
on how to apply a suitable scope
in the correct manner and how to
interpret the patterns which are
displayed.
Oscilloscope
Bandwidth Requirements
While extremely wide -band response is not required of a scope
utilized in sweep -circuit servicing, there are certain minimum
requirements which must be observed if waveform distortion is
to be avoided. A scope having a
flat response up to 2 me is com-

pletely satisfactory and will faithfully reproduce fine details of
sweep waveforms, such as transient ringing and peaking -pulse
detail. This is best illustrated by
a comparison of the waveforms in
Fig.

1.

Medium frequency response in
the vertical amplifier, such as provided by scopes intended primarily for alignment work and which
have a flat response up to several hundred kilocycles, has the
effect of smoothing off and filtering out such waveform details as
transient ringing and tends to distort the waveshapes of pulses. The
shape of such waveforms as saw tooth waves, which are of primary
interest in sweep-circuit work,
may also be distorted noticeably.

52

Poor frequency response (in
terms of sweep -servicing requirements) as provided by oscilloscopes intended primarily for audio -frequency tests, causes the
reproduced waveform to lack important higher-frequency components, and also introduces distortion due to phase shift of these
components. The practical result
of these deficiencies can be seen
from the photographs in Fig. 1.
Waveform
Voltage Considerations

When applying an oscilloscope
in a sweep or high -voltage circuit,
it is sometimes necessary to utilize a suitable probe to avoid overload due to excessive waveform
voltage. Scopes are rated by their
manufacturers for maximum input voltage on any setting of the
attenuator, and the highest voltage which can be applied without
distortion in the reproduced waveform is usually on the order of
600 peak volts.
Not only is waveform clipping
and distortion encountered when
the applied signal voltage is excessive, but actual damage to the
scope may result. The input blocking capacitor may be punctured,
the attenuator resistors may be
charred, and similar damage incurred to the various components of the input system. Suitable probes should be utilized to
avoid these difficulties.
The driving voltage to the horizontal -output tube has a value
from 75 to 150 peak -to -peak volts
in normal receiver operation.
Thus, this waveform may be applied directly to the scope input
terminals without danger of overload or damage. However, there

PF REPORTER
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Fig. 3. Typical voltage waveform obtained
across horizontal deflection coils.

is another consideration in check-
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carton. Write for your copy
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Mallory Vibrator Guide.
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MALLORY 8 CO. Inc.

MALLORY
P.

R.

ing this waveform which must be
heeded in numerous cases the
grid impedance of the horizontal
output tube may be sufficiently
high that direct application of the
scope input cable may load the
grid circuit and produce waveform distortion. For example, the
circuit shown in Fig. 2 is subject
to such loading. The problem can
be circumvented by utilizing a 10 to -1 low -capacitance probe, providing a step-up of input impedance of ten times and reducing the
loading imposed on the grid circuit by the probe to a satisfactorily small value.
The deflection voltage across
the horizontal -output coils, on the
other hand, appears across a relatively low value of circuit impedance, so that the loading imposed
by a direct input cable to the
scope is not a matter of concern.
However, this waveform has a
peak -to -peak voltage value ranging from approximately 1,500 to
3,000 volts. This waveform, illustrated in Fig. 3, will accordingly
overload the vertical amplifier in
a scope which is intended for application at voltages under 600.
The result of such overload is to
clip the waveform, or drive the
input stage into grid current flow,
or both, with the result that the
reproduced waveform exhibits severe distortion, as illustrated in

MALLORY & CO. Inc.,

INDIANAPOLIS 6, INDIANA

Capacitors
Controls
Vibrators
Switches
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Filters
Power Supplies Rectifiers
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... another
MALLORY

MALLORY

service -engineered
product

Push -Pull
Switch

Fig. 4. Deflection waveform shows distortion when voltage exceeds scope rating.

Fig. 4. Again, this difficulty usually can be avoided by use of a
10 -to -1 low -capacitance probe. In

this application, the probe is not
utilized to obtain increased input
impedance, but to take advantage
of the incidental signal attenuation which the probe provides.
Thus, a deflection voltage waveform having a value of 2,500 p-p
volts is reduced to a value of 250
p -p volts. The only limitation in
this regard is the input voltage
rating of the probe itself, which
in some cases is limited to 1,000
volts. If the voltage rating of the
probe would be exceeded, it will
be necessary to utilize a 100 -to -1
capacitance -divider probe with its
typical input rating of 10 to 20 kv.
Technicians sometimes suppose
that the requirement for a suitable probe in such applications
can be circumvented by expedients, such as by holding the exposed end of a test lead near the
yoke terminal. While it is true
that the waveform can be displayed on the scope screen by this
means without scope overload, the
method is incapable of providing
data concerning the peak -to -peak
voltage of the waveform. This information is as important as the
shape of the display, since it is
a general rule in troubleshooting
work that circuit trouble may be
indicated if the waveform voltage
deviates more than 20% from its

"new set" feature

for
replacement
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You've seen this new switch idea featured
in the latest TV sets. Now you can use
it on many control replacements to add
extra convenience for your customers.
Pull the control shaft and the set
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The new Mallory switch far outlasts
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Get controls with this unique new
switch from your Mallory distributor,
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Shaft adapters to fit
any style knob.
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rated value. Some technicians are
under the misapprehension that if
the waveform voltage is far off
value, the waveshape will also be
incorrect. This is a very unsafe
assumption, and one which is not
true in numerous cases. The safe
rule to follow in such work is
to check the waveform both for
proper shape and for 'its rated
voltage within the 20% tolerance.
A particular word of caution is
also in order concerning the use
of such expedients when testing
waveforms in vertical sweep circuits. The repetition rate in the

vertical sweep circuits is 60 cps,
and only compensated probes can
effectively be utilized to obtain attenuation or impedance step-up. If
the technician attempts to use expedients in such situations, severe
waveform distortion will usually
be encountered due to low -frequency loss and phase shift. These
remarks apply with equal force, it
may be observed, to the use of
capacitance -divider probes in making vertical sweep-circuit tests.
Capacitance -divider probes can be
used without imposing distortion
on the waveform only if their ap-

ALL OVER
11144 STANDS for

TO SCOPE
BRAID OF COAX

POLY
POLY
TEST

TIP

3"

~

6"
5 Capacitance -divider which can
calibrated for 100 -to -1 attenuation.

Fig.

be

plication is restricted to circuits
operating at frequencies of 10 kc
or higher.
It should be noted, however,
that certain improvisations which
are somewhat out of the class of
expedients will serve to attenuate
the voltage by a known factor. For
example, the arrangement shown
in Fig. 5 can be improvised and
calibrated by sliding the two lead
sections to obtain the desired 100 to -1 attenuation ratio, following
which the lead sections can bé
bound together with tape.
Current Waveform
Considerations
Most technicians nowadays are
aware of the possibility of viewing
current waveforms in addition to
voltage waveforms. To view a
waveform of the horizontal deflection current, for example, a resistor of approximately 5 ohms may
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(B) Nonlinear rise which causes cramping at right side of raster.
Fig. 6. Deflection current waveforms.
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be inserted in series with the return lead from the horizontal deflection coils and the scope applied
across the resistor. The current
waveform in the deflection circuit
then becomes displayed on the
scope screen, as depicted in Fig. 6.
From this waveform, it is seen
that various irregularities in circuit operation, such as nonlinearity and ringing, are set forth
explicitly in this test. When ringing or other relatively high -frequency detail occurs in the pattern, it is necessary, of course,
that the scope provide sufficient
frequency response to accomodate
the spurious frequency.
The scope can be calibrated in
terms of peak -to -peak milliamperes just as it can be calibrated
in terms of peak-to -peak volts. As
an example of such calibration for
current measurement, consider a
situation in which a 5 -ohm resistor is to be utilized to develop the
current waveform. One milliampere of current through the resistor produces five millivolts of
potential across the resistor terminals. Hence, if the scope is calibrated for five millivolts per
square, it will be calibrated for
one milliampere per square when
utilized in combination with a 5 ohm resistor. The calibration is
thus merely a routine application
of Ohln's Law.
It is worth noting that when
current waveforms are under consideration, it is the peak -to -peak
current values which are measured. The same reasons for using
p -p values apply for current checks
as well as for voltage checks-the
current waveforms in general are
nonsinusoidal, and are best dis -

by faults other than ringing in the
current waveform. If the current
waveform is displayed on the
scope screen and is found to be
free from ringing, then investigation must be directed elsewhere.
It is worth noting that curtain effect will become apparent in the
raster when the ringing in the
current waveform is quite small,
as illustrated in Fig. 7. The results
of this amount of ringing would
be visible at a normal viewing
distance, although usually they
would not be considered objectionable by the average observer.

cussed from a practical viewpoint
in terms of peak -to -peak values.
Note in this regard that Ohm's
Law applies to peak -to -peak values in the same manner as it applies to RMS values or DC values.
Thus, resistance is equal to peak to -peak voltage divided by peak to -peak current.
The technician finds it helpful to
view current waveforms on occasion because various sweep -circuit
faults, such as alternate light-and dark vertical bars which receiver
manufacturers sometimes refer to
as "curtain effect," can be caused

1- it
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Scope

Application Precautions in Sweep -Circuit Tests
The electrical chassis of some TV receivers is coupled to the physical chassis
through an RC branch as illustrated.
The scope ground must be made to the
electrical chassis (or B- bus) to avoid
introduction of hum voltage into the
pattern. To obtain an idea of the values
of resistance and capacitance which
cause difficulty when they occur in
series with the ground -return lead of
the scope, it may be observed in a
typical case that the damper waveform
exhibits a considerable amount of hum
interference when 100,000 ohms, or 0.03
mfd is inserted in series with the
ground -return lead. Even half these
values of resistance or reactance introduce an objectionable amount of hum
interference.

SPECIALLY PRICED DURING MARCH!
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this application. It is possible to use
either an AC or a DC scope in this
ripple test, since a capacitance -divider
probe passes only AC and blocks the
flow of DC. The only precaution is to
utilize a probe having an input voltage
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of the high -voltage filter under test.
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as hum voltage. When used with a DC
scope, the waveform is accompanied by
a DC voltage of 25 or 30 volts, which
may throw the pattern off -screen unless
the scope has wide -range centering controls. When used with an AC scope, the
full output voltage from the high voltage filter will build up across the
blocking capacitor in the scope input
circuit and puncture the capacitor.
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return is possible in
making sweep -circuit checks in some
instances. For example, when checking
the waveform across the horizontal deflection coils, the probe may be
grounded to the "low" side of the deflection coils or to the receiver chassis.
The latter connection has the advantage
of keeping the scope case "cool", i.e., at
true ground potential but the disadvantage of introducing some distortion
into the display, in case the impedance
of the decoupling circuit and power
supply is appreciable.
A choice of ground
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When it is desired to make the scope
ground return to the "low" side of the
deflection coils to obtain undistorted
waveform reproduction, it is a good
precaution to Insert a series blocking
capacitor in the ground return lead to
avoid raising the scope case to B+
potential. It is also necessary to choose
a sufficiently high value of blocking
capacitor that the AC impedance of the
ground lead will be negligible.

In most cases, one side of the horizontal deflection coil system is at or near
ground potential. In some cases, however, as illustrated, both sides of the
deflection system are well above ground
potential. In such cases, it is not possible
to insert a 5 -ohm resistor in either of
the leads to the deflection coils to view
the current waveform, because the scope
case must be connected to a point at or
near ground potential. Failure to observe this precaution will result in
severe impairment of circuit operation
and possible damage to the scope.
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in the range from 1,500 to 3,000 volts.
This voltage is sometimes sufficient to
break down the input circuit of a
10 -to -1 low -capacitance probe. If the
probe happens to withstand the applied
voltage, distortion may be encountered
due to scope overload. Good practice
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vertical -deflection system. The reason
for this limitation is the fact that vertical circuits operate at 60 cps and
100 -to -1 capacitance -divider probes are
uncompensated. Being uncompensated,
such probes distort waveforms at frequencies below 10 kc. This is not a matter for concern, however, since the voltages encountered in vertical circuits
are sufficiently low that a 10 -to -1 low capacitance probe can be utilized. Such
10 -to -1 probes are compensated and reproduce 60 -cycle waveforms without
distortion.
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Remote Control for
TV -Phono Combination
The "Son -r" remote control
available on certain models of
1958 Admiral TV receivers is a
wireless system of the acoustic
type. In it, a hand-held remote
transmitter contains metal rods
which set up ultrasonic vibrations (in the 40-kc range) when
keyed; these are picked up by a
microphone on the TV set and
converted to an electrical signal
which is fed to an 8 -tube control

by Thomas A. Lesh
MANUAL
REMOTE

VOLUME CONTROL

ON OFF

SWITCH AND RELAY

REIN{

Sb";I'CH.,

receiver. Set operation is regulated by relays mounted on this
unit.
There are two versions of the
"Son -r" system. The 8F1 is meant
for use with a deluxe combination
console that includes a 17D1 TV
chassis, a record changer, an FM AM radio tuner, and a hi-fi audio
amplifier which receives inputs
from all other units. The 8G1,
very similar in layout to the 8F1,
but equipped with much simpler
switch and relay circuits, is employed with the 17J1, 16J1 and
16K1 TV chassis which have motorized tuning.
The control relays and their
functions are as follows:

V7

DISCRIMINATOR
ADIuSTMENTS

/
1V

CHASSIS
CHANNEL
SELECTOR
RELAY

Fig. 1. "Son -r" control receiver mounted on

Admiral TV chassis.
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Fig. 2. Schematic of "Son -r" control receiver chassis.
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ON-OFF-Makes and breaks the
AC power circuit to the controlled
chassis. Operation of the relay
throws a switch to the "On" position, where it comes to rest. Another signal impulse must be applied _to the relay in order to
return the switch to "Off."

-

Rotates
VOLUME CONTROL
the movable arm of an unusual
12-contact rotary switch that incorporates printed wiring. The
contacts are parallel -wired into
four groups so that there are
effectively only four switch positions-zero, low, medium and high
volume. The 12 contacts are necessary because the relay moves the
switch arm through an arc of only
30° on each impulse. To produce
the desired changes in volume,
various combinations of resistors
are shunted across the speaker
voice coils (8F1) or the volume
control circuit (8G1).

-

CHANNEL SELECTOR Momentarily closes an AC power
circuit and starts the cycle of the
tuning motor. In the 8F1 only,
this relay circuit passes through
a "TV -Phono" switch so that the
relay can be utilized to reject
records when the TV is not in
use.
TV-PHONO (8F1 only)-Moves a
three -section switch back and
forth between two resting positions. In the first or "TV" position, the channel selector relay
is set up for remote TV tuning,
AC power is applied to the TV
chassis, and the output of the
TV sound detector is connected
to the hi-fi amplifier input. In the
"Phono" position, the channel
selector relay, AC power line and
hi-fi input are switched to the
phono reject trip coil, phono
motor, and radio-phono signal output, respectively.
Fig. 1 is a photograph of the
control receiver chassis, and Fig. 2
is a simplified schematic of that
unit. Signals picked up by the
microphone pass through a selective two -stage amplifier (Vi and
V2A) and are tripled in frequency by the next stage, V2B.
(Input and tripled frequencies
associated with each relay are
listed in Fig. 2.) The 6BN6 tube
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V3 limits the amplitude of the
signals and applies them to a pair
of discriminators, which are iden-

tical except for the tube types
used. Note that the tripled frequency of any one of the signals
will always fall 1.5 kc higher or
lower than the center frequency
of one of the discriminators. This
means that each input signal will
produce an effective response in
one discriminator. For example,
an "On-Off" signal (122.415 kc)
will cause a positive output voltage to appear at pin 5 of the
123.915-kc discriminator V4, and
an equal negative voltage to appear at pin 1. A 125.415-kc "Volume" signal will produce the same
output voltages at V4, but the
polarities will be reversed. Similar
responses take place in the other
discriminator V5 when "Channel
Selector" or "TV -Phono" signals
arrive.
The 6CM7 relay control tubes
V6 and V7 have a fixed -27 volt
grid bias obtained from a bias
rectifier (the third diode section
of the 6BJ7 tube V5). All 6CM7
sections remain cut off until this
bias is overridden by a positive
signal voltage from one of the discriminators. Then one of the
control triodes is driven into conduction, and a relay in its plate
circuit is energized when plate
current reaches the correct pull -in
value. The "On -Off" and "TV Phono" relays require more current than the other two; therefore,
they are controlled by the B sections of the 6CM7's, which are
designed for higher values of plate
current than the A sections.
AC Power and Interconnecting Circuits

The "Son -r" control receiver,
which is fastened to the top edge
of the vertical TV chassis, has its
own power transformer and 6X4
rectifier (V8). The "Manual Remote" switch, a customer control on the back of the TV set,
controls the application of power
to the "Son-r" receiver. IMPORTANT-if the TV is turned off by
means of the remote relay, the
control receiver will continue to
operate until the main on -off
switch on the TV cabinet is turned
off or the set is unplugged.
AC power wiring associated
with the 8G1 is relatively simple.
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and enjoy top TV reception.

Furnished complete: primary cord
and plug; secondary receptacle; accurate meter indicates output voltage; control switch regulates secondary voltage. Compact, inexpensive.
See this at your dealers.
ACME ELECTRIC CORPORATION
94 WATER STREET
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,022%
Caddy.... newly
designed "Pacemaker models for the
thrifty buyer... ruggedly built withArgos
on a genine Argos Tube

wiit

A

TC -100

$1235
Quickly pays for itself. Holds up to
262 tubes, plus tools, meter, etc. Same size
as Argos "Carry -All" Tube Caddy.

The control receiver is connected
to the TV chassis through an
11 -pin plug and socket. During remote operation, the primary power
circuit of the TV set is completed
through the contacts of the "OnOff" relay, across pins 5 and 7 of
the plug. The primary winding of
the 8G1 power transformer is
wired across pins 5 and 3, and the
contacts of the channel selector
relay are connected to the tuning
motor via pins 3 and 9. A shielded
lead from the volume control
switch is plugged into an audio
jack on the TV chassis.
Space does not permit a detailed
description of the complex interconnections between the 8F1 and
other units in the deluxe combination receiver, but the most important features should be pointed
out. The AC line cord is connected
to the 8F1 chassis. The remote receiver, TV, and hi-fi unit have
separate power transformers, and
one side of each is connected
directly to one side of the AC line.
Several switches and relays are
employed to complete the power
circuits to the various chassis. To
operate the 8F1, its "RemoteManual" switch and a separate
"Remote On-Off" switch on the
TV chassis must both be in the
remote position.

Q

2

PHONO
HAD 10

ANTENNA

MOTOR

-

AUDIO
CHASSIS

CHASSIS

Fig. 3. Bottom view of motorboard, Rock-

land transistorized radio -phonograph.

If the 8F1 is operating, an "On Off" keying signal will automatically turn on the power to the
hi-fi amplifier, which in turn supplies power to the radio tuner.
Power is also furnished to either
the TV chassis or the phono motor,
depending on the position of the
"TV-Phono" relay contacts on the
8F1.
The manual TV power switch
operates independently of the 8F1.
When it is turned on, AC power
energizes a special "TV Off-On"
relay which closes the TV and
hi-fi primary power circuits-provided that a special "TV-Radio"
switch on the radio chassis is in
the TV position.
Service Hints

Like their counterparts in other
wireless remote systems, the

5MMF

22K

2

02

AgeemQl.i(eric,

tubelçaddy

TC

-200

$895

o

Low cost Tube Caddy for quick trips.

Holds up to 143 tubes, plus tools, meter, etc.

0

Same size as Argos Tube Caddy "Junior."

®Registered TM of the Argos Products Co.,
originator and sole manufacturer.
Ask your Distributor NOW!

02N217

OC71
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.01

RAD IO-PHONO-SW
SHOWN IN RADIO POS.

YELLOW

6.8K
ON
RF- IF

VOLUME

CHASSIS

YELLOW

82K

50K

B-

TO PHONO

tEG.SIDE
BATTERY

GENOA, ILLINOIS
Also wall and corner baffles, hi-fi speaker
enclosures and kits.

OF

PICKUP

PHONO MOTOR

AUDIO
CHASSIS

L50

ON

VIA
BLACK

ON-OFF SW

I'I

B-

4.7K

TO BOTH

6V

CHASSIS

®IUOMFD

}V

_

Fig. 4. Schematic of Rockland radio -phonograph.
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"Son -r" relay control circuits require a positive signal of predetermined strength in order to
actuate the relays. In case a relay
fails to operate, a quick troubleshooting check can be made by
monitoring the grid voltage of the
control tube while keying the
transmitter. If this voltage does
not rise enough to bring the tube
out of cutoff, your next move
should be to check the transmitter,
microphone, and receiver tubes.
If the grid voltage is OK, check
the relay circuit itself.
Repeated or unwanted relay
operation may indicate a loss of
the fixed bias on the control tubes,
or possibly regeneration or other
troubles in the receiver circuits.
Realignment of the control receiver should be attempted only
as a last resort. It is seldom required after changing tubes, but it
might become necessary if the
critical lead dress of the components in the tuned circuits is
disturbed.
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Designed by engineers for quality,
low cost, small size.

Attractively pack-

aged for quick, easy
selling... consis'tently

profitable.
76 Iern,o-Power
fully

eke-

Series

4!/BíP/Tf

VaV
INN

TV

Tube ß,nen., dedgn
original and unique. It

Lowest

Portable Transistor
Radio -Phonograph

A cordless transistorized radio
and 45 -rpm phonograph powered
by four Size D flashlight batteries
has been placed on the market
by Rockland Precision Mfg.,
Orangeburg, N. Y. As shown in
Fig. 3, all circuitry is mounted on
two printed -board chassis fastened
to the underside of the phono
motorboard. One chassis includes
a converter, two IF stages and a
diode detector, while the other
has a low-level audio driver and
a push-pull audio output stage.
Battery power is applied to the
audio chassis at all times when
the unit is in operation. Depending on the position of the "Radio Phono" switch, power is also furnished to either the RF-IF chassis
or the miniature phono motor. A
second set of contacts on this
switch connects the proper signal
input to the audio amplifier.
The batteries are contained in
a cardboard tube fastened to the
case of the unit, and they can be
taken out by unscrewing a metal
retaining plate on one end of the
case. Mounted in the other end
of the case is a round 3" speaker.
A chassis schematic is shown
in Fig. 4. In the unit studied, all
transistors were RCA solder -in
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Two combination tools that make
your servicing work easier . faster!
e

e

... 5/i"

insulated blade screw
driver with 1/4" nut driver. Pocket clip handle.
No. 2 ... genuine Phillips No. 1 point
driver with 1/4 " nut driver. Pocket clip handle.
No.
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mows
Look for them on this

handsome VACO

Display Card at your
favorite Parts Jobber.
VACO PRODUCTS CO. 317
In

E.

Ontario St., Chicago 11, III.

Canada: Atlas Radio Corp., Toronto 19, Ontario
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HOW TO SELL MORE

RECO TON

REPLACEMENT NEEDLES
JUST TELL YOUR CUSTOMERS
THESE 6 IMPORTANT FACTS...
1.

2.

There is no such thing as
a permanent needle.
There is a RECOTON
needle for every purpose
and every pocketbook.

3.

4. RECOTON needles are

always priced lowest.
RECOTON replacement
needles are mounted on
large, easy -to -read cards.
6. All replacement data and
5.

RECOTON needles are
the finest in fidelity,
quality and value.

installation instructions
are printed right on the
cards.

-

And remember RECOTON backs you up with the most complete line in the industry, compelling advertising and intensive
merchandising; plus most convenient reference,
model numbering and inventory control.
CQTpN
e.
R
Insist on RECOTON.
A RECOTON PLUS: Self-selling
stylus merchandiser. 100 power mi-

croscope lets customers check their
own styli. Increases sales, profits,
turnover!

lt#

14ecoton

In Canada:

Quality Records, Ltd.,

CORPORATION

52-35 Barnett Avenue Long Island City 4, N. Y.

Toronto

PROVEN :
a steady

Soldering tips
last 10 times
as long with

pattern, that is!)

only
$ 19.95
N ET

The MODEL 50-A INDUCTIVE WINDING TESTER
removes all guesswork in
giving you a sharp, continuous pattern which accurately checks as small as
a one turn short in:
1.

2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

A SPECIAL ALLOY

AVAILABLE ONLY
IN

ERSIN
dlé

rr

FIVE -CORE
SOLDER
twat

7500Io1Ms

orá f!úy

solder.

Flyback Transformers
Yokes

Vertical Blocking Osc.
Vertical Output Trans.
Audio Transformers
And many others!

B&M ELECTRONIC MFG. CO.
2516 Dodge Avenue
Fort Wayne, Indiana

This tip
made more

than 10.000

joints

using

SAYBIT.

Copper solder tips

lost 900% longer
when you use

economical SAVBITI
Sold only through rodio ports jobbers
MULTICORE SALES CORPORATION oer wsa.oro... n...

types except X4, which was an
Amperex Type 0071. All are of
the p -n -p variety, requiring that
the collectors be negative with respect to the emitters. Accordingly,
the positive terminal of the battery stack is grounded and B- is
applied to the collector circuits.
DC bias voltages for the bases of
all transistors except the first IF
amplifier are obtained from separate voltage dividers between Band ground. Values of the divider
resistors were chosen to establish
the correct forward bias voltage
between base and emitter as well
as the correct value of base current.
The first IF stage is AGC-controlled. Detector output voltage
is filtered by Rl and Cl and fed
back to the base circuit of the IF
transistor X2. Since the average
DC output voltage of the detector
in this receiver is positive, the
AGC voltage becomes more positive when signal strength increases. This control voltage opposes the fixed negative bias fed
from B- through R3 and tends
to reduce the difference between
base and emitter voltages. As a
result, the forward bias of the
stage is reduced when a strong
signal is received, and the transistor conducts less heavily.
Xl serves as both oscillator and
mixer. A tunable feedback coil in
the collector circuit is coupled to
the oscillator tank in the emitter
circuit. Note that the collector of
each RF and IF transistor is returned to B- by way of a tap on
the primary winding of the inter stage transformer. This is for
impedance -matching purposes, required because the primary impedance of a suitable IF transformer is higher than the output
impedance of the transistor.
A neutralization network consisting of a 5-mmf capacitor and
a 22K-ohm resistor is included in
each IF stage. In addition, the
collector circuits of the converter
and first IF each contain a 220 ohm resistor and a .02-mfd capacitor which are included mainly for
decoupling purposes.
In the audio amplifier, note that
the collectors of the push-pull output transformer are supplied with
B- voltage direct from the battery. The B- supply for all other
circuits is filtered by R2 and C2.
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Shop Talk
(Continued from page 10)
reflector. Variation of either variable will have a direct effect on
the response characteristics of the
combination.
Now, when the reflector is positioned very close to the dipole, the
voltage which the reflector radiates to the dipole is practically
equal to the signal voltage which
the dipole picks up directly, and
is close to 180° out -of -phase with
it.* As a result, the two cancel,
and very little is left for the
receiver to receive via the transmission line. As the reflector is
moved away from the dipole, the
time taken by the signal to travel
to and from the reflector also enters the picture, and this alters the
phase of the reflector signal reaching the dipole. This additional time
lag serves to move the signals
closer together in phase (at the
dipole) and a strengthening occurs, raising the voltage in the
dipole and producing a gain.
Beyond the optimum distance,
the gain starts to drop off because
the phases of the two signals in
the dipole are again tending to
move farther apart. Now, however, the drop-off is slow because
with increased distance, less of the
re-radiated reflector signal reaches
the dipole. In other words. the
coupling between the two wires
decreases and less energy is transferred between them.
If the reflector completely eliminated one of the two original dipole lobes, the gain of the array
would double or rise about 6 db.
Since a small portion of the second
lobe remains, the gain is somewhat less, on the order of 4 or
5

as the reflector is mover closer.
With a spacing of .2 wavelength,
the dipole impedance decreases to
about 40 ohms. If a 72 -ohm transmission line is used, much of the

t_'

(Advertisement )

N

signal gain achieved through the
use of a reflector is lost. With a
300 -ohm line, no gain at all is obtained. In both cases, however,
the unidirectional directivity remains, and in this sense the combination of dipole and reflector is
beneficial.

JAC SON
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Another effect that a reflector
has on a dipole is to lower its
impedance. It was noted previously that a dipole, by itself, had
an impedance of 72 ohms. When
a reflector is positioned near it,
this value drops, becoming lower
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Dipole and Director
If we take a dipole and mount
nearby a second parallel wire
which is somewhat shorter, we
obtain a combination which also
essentially possesses a unidirectional response. Note from Fig. 4,

N

N
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or home calls.
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and
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"Not
At
note
claim
schedule. Promissory note on backer #2 and #3. Guarantee
and performance guarantee on back copy #1. 15 lines on
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It might help the reader to understand this
action by comparing it to two closely coupled
circuits. In such circuits, the voltage in the
primary and the induced voltage in the secondary differ by 180°
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Fig. 4. Dipole with director.
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however, that now the parasitic
element, called a director, is in
front of the dipole. In this position, the director first receives the
incoming signal. This signal is
partially absorbed, then re -radiated, with the dipole receiving
some of the re -radiated signal.
The phase of this signal is such
that it combines favorably with
the directly -received signal at the
dipole, thereby providing a greater
signal than if the dipole had been
employed alone.
As with the dipole and reflector, the gain obtainable using a

ABOUT
THE COVER
Dad is at work and Mom suffers
from acrophobia. Who among us
can ignore a child's tears? March
is traditionally kite -flying month
(although April weather is better),
so you just might run into the
situation pictured on this month's
cover and get a chance to play the
good Samaritan. (All in the cause
of good customer relations, of
course.)

at

LESS

COSE:

Tax== ea, ex M-500
SILICON RECTIFIERS
Will Cost You LESS Than
SELENIUM RECTIFIERS
rated at 200 Milliamperes or higher
.

.

.

and, as an ex-

tra bonus, Tarzian
M-500 Silicons rated
at 500 milliamperes
give you wider safety
margin. Send for your
copy of the latest
Service Information.

,a rkes
arZlan.N,.
la Conada:

Fig. 5. Commercial dipole and reflector
by Channel Master Corp.

director depends on the distance
between this element and its dipole. (We are assuming that the
director length is fixed.) A graph
showing this variation is illustrated in Fig. 3. Note that is rises to
a peak at about 0.1 wavelength.
and thereafter decreases slowly,
for the most part being less than
the gain provided by a reflector.
Thus if we are to use a director
profitably, it must be positioned at
0.1 wavelength from the dipole.
The close positioning, however,
poses a rather serious problem
because at this distance, the coupling between director and dipole
is so high that the impedance of
the dipole is reduced to only 10
ohms. If we attempted to use any
sort of conventional transmission
line with this combination, the
mismatch would be so great that
relatively little signal would be
transferred to the line. For this
reason and also because a dipole
with director provides a uniform
response over a very narrow band
of frequencies, this combination is
seldom found; rather, the dipole
and reflector is used. For the
record, however, a dipole -director
combination will possess a directivity pattern similar to that of a
dipole-reflector assembly.
When using this simple combination of dipole and reflector,
reception is limited to a fairly
narrow range of frequencies. For
example, if we cut the dipole so
that it will be resonant at the
center of the low VHF band
(channel 4), then it will oper-

Division
Rectifier
I, 415
DEPT.

N.

PF

COLLEGE AVE.

BLOOMINGTON, INDIANA

700 Weston Rd., Toronto 9, Tel. Rogers 2-7535

Export:
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Fig. 6. Appearance of
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a

folded dipole.

March, 1958

aôter

TV "HIGH GAIN" TUNED
R.F. DEMODULATOR PROBE
The D-200 VIDEO MASTER
is a HIGH -GAIN (6CB6 I.F.
Stage) Demodulator Probe
arranged with two independently-calibrated
and
adjustable tuned I.F. bands
for both 20 and 40 MC receivers. A frequency -comlow -impedance
pensated,
detector stage provides EXCELLENT FREQUENCY RE-

I/

A
A

by

ISOLATES ANY TV I.F.
PROBLEM TO A STAGE

ei

Allows signal analysis at any
plate, grid, or tube shield.

TESTS

DOSS

ELECTRONIC
RESEARCH

ANY TV TUNER

DIRECTLY

High -gain

al-

lows signal analysis at tuner.

J

SPONSE.

EXCELLENT I.F. ALIGNMENT
INSTRUMENT
Tunable characteristics provide
alignment technique-no gen-

erators.

ate satisfactorily for channels 2
through 6, but on the two end
channels, the gain will be easily
less than half that achievable on
channel 4. If it should happen
that the signals at either or both
extremes are weak, then it might
become necessary to employ two
separate antennas or a single antenna having a broader bandwidth.
The simple dipole, even with reflector, is best reserved for those
localities where the signals are
strong and the over-all bandwidth
(encompassing all desired channels) is not too wide.
Commercially, dipole antennas
with reflectors appear as shown in
Fig. 5. The rods are generally
formed of hollow aluminum and
are usually pinched at their ends
to prevent the accumulation of
moisture and dirt on the inside.
The supporting rod is also constructed of aluminum, although
its diameter is larger in order to
provide the necessary rigidity and
strength for support. Either a 72 ohm coaxial cable or 72 -ohm flat
twin lead should be used for connecting the antenna to the receiver. However, if a mismatch

Model D-200
only $19.95
NET

of impedances is unavoidable, it

should be made in accordance
with the strength of the signal as
indicated in last month's coverage.
The Folded Dipole
The folded dipole is formed
using a conventional dipole with

an equivalent additional section
connected in párallel with it. See
Fig. 6. By this simple act, the impedance, as seen at the antenna
terminals, is increased by a factor
of 4. Thus, the characteristic impedance of a folded dipole is 300
ohms (75 x 4).
The reason for this impedance
increase cannot be explained simply, but the following will serve
our purpose. Resistance of a circuit is determined by the current
that flows when a voltage is impressed across it. In a comparison of the plain and folded dipole,
we find that injecting the same
power in both will produce less
current flow in each section of the
folded dipole. Actually, with parallel paths, the current flow is cut
in half. From the equation for
power (P = I2R) we see that cutting I in half reduces the power
to one-fourth. For the same received power, a current reduction
of 1/2 at the feed point of the antenna means that the resistance
here has increased by a factor
of 4.

"You say you've developed this guilt
complex from using a'cheater cord'?"

March, 1958

TECHNIQUES OF TV
TROUBLESHOOTING

The higher impedance of the
folded dipole enables it to be used
with a high impedance transmission line. This is advantageous because line loss in inversely proportional to line impedance for any
given set of conditions. This is
clearly brought out by the graph
in Fig. 7. In each instance No. 20
A.W.G. wires were used to form

PF REPORTER
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Quickly spots grid errors and leakage

Here's the perfect accessory for every
serviceman! Checks critical "ControlGrid" condition of vacuum tubes
faster, more accurately than any other
tester! As many as eleven simultaneous
checks-automatically! Stops guessing,
substitution checking, and costly rechecks. Electron -eye tube indicates
following faults at a glance: Control
Grid Emission Excl., Grid -to -Cathode
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repairing TV sets ?
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suitable open wire transmission
lines having the impedances indicated. Note that with increasing
impedance, the line loss at each
frequency drops.
Another advantage of a folded
dipole is its broader bandwidth.
While it still produces maximum
output at the frequency for which
it was cut, the drop-off from this
point is not as sharp as for a
simple dipole. This is desirable for
all types of television signals and
is especially significant when color
signals are to be received.
Finally, a folded dipole can be
attached directly to the antenna
supporting mast without upsetting
the electrical balance or the operation of the unit. The connection
should be made at the center of
the folded rod; it is here that the
voltage is zero and a ground at
this point does not disturb the
voltage or current distribution in
the array.
The over-all length of the folded
dipole is governed by the same design formula used for the simple
dipole. The spacing between the
two rods is not important as long
as this distance is small compared
to the over-all length of the array
In commercial units, this spacing
is on the order of two or three
inches. The figure-eight response
pattern of the folded dipole is often converted to a unidirectional
pattern by the addition of a reflector (Fig. 8). The latter element
has the same effect on a folded
dipole that it does on the simple

Fig. 8. Photograph of a commercial folded
dipole and reflector made by JFD.

high -low VHF coverage, wherein
the large folded dipole, being positioned behind the small dipole,
serves as its reflector. Then a reflector rod is placed behind the
large dipole and serves as its reflector. The two sections are connected by a short length of transmission line to combine their signals, and then a single 300-ohm
line carries the full signal to the
receiver. Fig. 9B shows another
high -low arrangement whereby
two antennas are mounted on the
same mast and properly matched
with a connecting harness.
The higher impedance of the
folded dipole makes it attractive
for use in larger arrays (such as
the yagi) where the addition of re-

dipole.

Popular versions of this array
are shown in Fig. 9. Fig. 9A shows
an in -line assembly designed for
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it's easy
to solve your

TV SYNC
problems
with this new

Fig. 9. Folded dipole in -line (Amphenol)
and (high -low (Cornell-Dubilier) arrays.

VIBRATORS
docte evuuute Stark $ta.cezd
A COMPLETE LINE
OF VIBRATORS
Designed for Use in Standard
Vibrator -Operated Auto Radio
Receivers. Built with Precision
Construction, featuring Ceramic Stock Spacers for Longer
Lasting Life. Backed b7 more
than 22 years of experience in
Vibrator Design, Develop-

I

flectors and directors would soon
reduce the impedance of a simple
dipole to a value too low to be
practical. By starting with the
higher impedance of a folded dipole, it is possible to achieve a
final value which is still within
a workable range. We will investigate such arrays later.
One final word about reflectors.
These can be made more effective
if a mesh screen is employed in
place of a rod. The only reason
screens are not used very much
at VHF is because they tend to
be quite bulky. A mesh structure,
incidentally, is as effective as a
solid metallic sheet, provided that
the mesh openings are on the order of 0.2 of a wavelength or less
at the highest operating frequency.
Screen dimensions are not critical,
but the edges should extend for a
short distance beyond the dipole
elements.

"Servicing TV Sync Systems"
by Jesse Dines

Valuable time -saving book for Service Technicians. Covers fully the
theory of operation, circuit function
and circuit variations of the 18 different types of sync systems used in
TV receivers. Explains various types
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circuits used in sync systems. Methods of analyzing and troubleshooting
these circuits are supported by actual
picture tube photos and waveforms
illustrating types of sync troubles.
Includes valuable data on oscillator
coils, transformers and printed electronic circuits used in sync systems.
Has chapter on practical servicing
hints. This book will definitely help
the technician to better understand
and more easily service any type of
sync system trouble. Written clearly
and simply for quick and easy understanding. 320 pages; 221 illustrations, 51A x 81A".

$395
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GUIDE
TO AUTO
BATTERY POLARITIES

Most

Often
Needed
Components
At YOUR

This chart provides two basic items
of information about the batteries in
late -model automobiles: (1) the voltage; (2) the terminal (+ or
grounded to the car frame.
These simple facts, which can so
easily slip a person's mind, are good to

Fingertips!

-)

3 pole, 12 position switch individually
selects one of the "36" components

for direct substitution.
Contains:

*

*
*
*

*
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12-1 watt

10%

rooters

from 10 ohms to 3600 ohms
12-V. watt 10% resistors

from 10K ohms to 3.6
meyohmt

10-600

vole

Iton Completely isolated
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1-10m/d., 430V Electrolytic
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AVAILABLE AT ALL PARTS
DISTRIBUTORS:

SERVICE
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this ad
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POPULAR
SENCORE
PRODUCTS

Ttonsistor
Tester
Leokoge
Checker

Filament
Tester

Voltage
Regulator
Bias Supply

now for further information.

have at your fingertips when you are
planning a car radio installation or connecting a radio to a bench power supply.
In the chart, the number 6 or 12 opposite each make of auto indicates the
correct battery voltage, and the + or
sign designates the terminal that should
be grounded.
You'll note that listings of American
cars are given only for 1954 and 1955
models, and here's why: Starting in

J

U. S. CARS

'54

'55

Chevrolet
Pontiac

6

Packard

6+ 12+

12

Buick

Cadillac
Metropolitan
Oldsmobile

12-

Practically all
U. S. Passenger
Cars for '56-'58

(Current Models)
Romeo

Austin
Austin -Healey
DKW
Ford (English)

Hudson

Hillman

Lincoln
Mercury

Jaguar
MG A
Mercedes-Benz
Morris

Nash

Plymouth
Rambler
Studebaker

Willys
Chrysler

Porsche

Renault

66+ or 12-
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12+
12+
12+

6-

12+
12+
12+
12+

1212+

66-

Simca

12-

Triumph
Volkswagen
Volvo

12+
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12-

SOME POPULAR
FOREIGN CARS

Alfa

DeSoto
Dodge
Ford

"You're using my
Jensen Needle again, I see."

the U. S. auto industry greatly
simplified matters by standardizing on
a 12 -volt, negative -ground electrical
system. The only exception is Willys;
6 -volt batteries have been used on all
passenger vehicles of this make except
the '58 station wagon.
As many foreign cars as possible
have been included. Information is
given only for current models, which
account for the great majority of foreign
autos in use in this country. Here's a
tip on installing radios in foreign cars:
Dealers caution that the car should be
brought in to them for adjustment of
the voltage regulator. Failure to do so
has been known to cause trouble in
the car's electrical system.
1956,

66-
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Signal Tracing RF & IF
(Continued from page 15)
check for the presence of signal
at all points between the tuner
output and the video detectorlimited only by the loading effect
of his instruments and the sensitivity of his scope and the receiver
itself. With a direct probe, we
might first examine the composite
signal across the detector load,
point "A" in Fig. 4. If the signal
at this point is weak, distorted,
or absent entirely, the next step
should be to clamp the AGC line
at approximately -3 volts, thus
eliminating the possibility of AGC
trouble.
Using a general purpose scope,
the technician may find it impossible to detect a signal ahead of
the 2nd IF stage even in a nor -

(A) Signal at grid of last IF stage.

(B) Signal at grid of first IF stage.
Fig. 5. Waveforms obtained with a detector probe and an oscilloscope.

mally operating receiver. With the
use of a suitable scope preamplifier, however, a signal can often
be detected at the antenna input
terminals, particularly when homing in on a strong local station.
Although this procedure is usually limited by the sensitivity of
the scope, in many cases the technician may be able to obtain a
usable signal up to the output of
the tuner. Fig. 5A represents a
typical signal found on the 3rd IF
grid of a normally operating receiver while Fig. 5B represents
that obtained on the grid of the
1st IF. Notice the reduction in signal amplitude even with the scope
gain set at maximum. Using this
detector probe method, the technician should try sampling the
signal at various IF points in a
normally operating receiver before signal tracing a faulty set.
March, 1958
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Signal Substitution

Rather than depend on a signal
from a local TV station, the technician may prefer to use a signal
generator in his signal tracing
technique. Regardless of the type
of generator used, the technician
will have two general procedures
to choose from. One is where he
uses a direct scope probe at the
video detector load and moves the
generator lead from point to point,
and the other is where he uses a
scope detector probe at various
points, leaving the generator connected to the input of the RF or
IF section. Perhaps the one achieving most success is the method
whereby a direct probe is employed and the signal generator
applied to various key positions.
Let's first consider the method
using a single -frequency generator. Requirements of such an instrument are that it cover the RF
and IF range and contain provisions for internal modulation by
a lower frequency such as 400
cycles. To trace a signal through
the RF circuits of a receiver,
checking the operation on all channels, the generator should cover
both the high and low bands
54 to 88 mc and 174 to 216 mc.
To check only the IF section,
however, the instrument need
cover only frequencies in the 20 -

PARTS
SOLDERING

S StN-OUT
Q.;

di

Easily

with

Has
1001 Uses.'

E -Z -Hook

"SUB"

Connectors
Connect a
speaker, or

Substitute a
transformer
capacitor
resistor,
In

u

Seconds!:.,

,

-

and 40 -mc bands.

In connecting the generator for
a check of an IF system, the generator frequency is adjusted to
approximately the center of the
receiver's intermediate frequency
and a direct probe from the vertical input terminals of the scope
is connected across the video detector load. Internal modulation of
the generator frequency is used
and a capacitor of from 20 to 50
mmf is placed in series with the
"hot" generator lead, the ground
lead being connected to the receiver chassis. The series capacitor
will lessen the loading or detuning
effect of the generator and will
also block DC. Never, under any
circumstances, connect the generator lead directly to an IF plate,
screen or other point of high potential. If you do, a low -voltage
resistor or an IF coil may go up
in a puff of smoke due to the low
impedance path to ground offered
by the generator's output circuit.
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SPOT
INTERMITTENTS
Fig. 6. 400 -cycle signal at detector load.

FAST!

NEW

INTERMITTENT
CONDITION
ANALYZER
Makes any TV or Radio Super Sensitive to Intermittents & Noisy
Components .. .
NO

WAITING
NO

NO

`COOKING"

"FREEZING"

Save valuable time and bench
space when troubleshooting in-

termittents. Just connect output
of Model 828 to Radio or TV
receiver antenna terminals, and
use exclusive "Electro -Wand"
(for tubes) or "Electro -Probe"
(for components) to quickly pinpoint intermittent or noisy tubes,
capacitors, resistors, coils, transformers, defective connections,
etc. No direct circuit connection
needed.
Special Wintronix circuit immediately makes any receiver
super-sensitive to intermittents.
Lets you hear intermittents
through built-in speaker. Reduces callbacks by detecting
borderline components before
they fail.
See the Wintronix Model 828
at your local parts distributor
or write for free literature.

WINSTON
ELECTRONICS INC.
4312 Main St., Phila. 27,

Pa.

The technician might begin the
procedure by first placing the hot
generator lead at the input of the
video detector, which is shown as
point "B" in Fig. 4. If the detector is passing a signal at all, the
400 -cycle modulation will appear
on the scope screen as shown in
Fig. 6 and, providing the video
section of the receiver is functioning properly, sound bars
should appear on the picture tube
screen as pictured in Fig. 7.
Stages preceding the detector
can be checked in a like manner
by injecting the signal into the IF
and mixer grids, points "D," "F,"
"H," and "J." Under normal conditions, the output of the generator can be reduced as the point
of injection is moved closer to
the tuner because of the gain produced by each additional IF stage.
It may be necessary, however, to
vary the frequency of the generator to obtain a satisfactory indication on the scope or picture tube
when switching the lead from
point to point. The relative amplification of each IF tube can be
checked by comparing the peak
signal values obtained at the grid
and plate.
Operation of the tuner can be
checked by adjusting the generator to the center RF frequency of
any given TV channel. As an example, suppose we adjust the
tuner to receive channel 6, then
set the generator frequency to approximately 86 me and again modulate the carrier with a 400 -cycle
signal. With the scope connected
across the detector load, we then
apply the signal to the receiver's
antenna terminals, and if the
tuner and all succeeding circuits
are operative, the 400 -cycle modulation will appear on the scope
screen as well as on the face of
the picture tube.
Using a VTVM
If the technician has a signal
generator without provisions for
internal modulation, he can sub -

Fig. 7. Sound bars on TV screen produced
by generator signal modulated at 400 cps.

stitute a vacuum -tube voltmeter
in place of the scope and obtain
a relative signal indication by the
DC voltage developed at the video
detector. In this arrangement, the
VTVM is connected across the detector load and the unmodulated
RF or IF signal from the generator applied to test points "D"
through "K" of Fig. 4. A low DC
voltage range of the meter is used
and the generator frequency is
varied for a maximum signal indication at each point. With the
AGC line clamped at a -3 volts,
this method of signal tracing is
very effective in locating an inoperative stage in either the RF
or IF section.
The Sweep Method
While the foregoing procedures
are relatively simple and require
only a minimum amount of test
equipment, they are principally
useful in locating weak or completely inoperative stages and are
quite limited when it comes to
pin -pointing causes of other troubles, such as regeneration, smear,
loss of picture detail, etc.
A more complex, yet highly ac -

(A) Sweep input at 1st IF grid.

(B) Sweep input at 3rd IF grid.
Fig. 8. Normal IF response curves obtained across the video detector load.

PF REPORTER
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FOR

TOP-O=CNAS'SIS

SERVICING
Diagram of generator to antenna matching pad and resistance table.

Fig. 9. Abnormal response curve resulting from overloading in the IF strip.

Fig. 10.

curate, means of tracking down
RF and IF troubles is to pass a
sweep frequency signal through
the system while monitoring the
resultant response curve with a
scope. This operation is the same
as that used for a conventional
RF or IF alignment check. The
AGC line is clamped, the generator is set to sweep the RF or IF
band, a direct scope probe is connected across the detector load
and the synchronized sweep voltage from the generator is applied
to the horizontal input of the

resistor might also be placed in
series with the scope probe at this
point, although this component is
often present in the tuner. In this
operation, the signal generator
should have an output of at least
100,000 microvolts and the scope
should have fairly good sensitivity.
(Its frequency response need not
be considered at all.) For optimum
performance, the sweep generator
cable should be terminated and
matched when connected to the
antenna input terminals of the re-

scope.

When checking the IF strip, the
RF oscillator should be disabled
and a small capacitor placed in
series with the hot generator lead.
Injecting the sweep signal into
the 1st IF under normal conditions, the technician might obtain
a response curve similar to that
shown in Fig. 8A. Moving the generator lead to the 2nd or 3rd IF
grid, the response will change
somewhat and will naturally be
of less amplitude, as pictured in
Fig. 8B.
Using a suitable detector probe
with the scope, the frequency response of individual IF circuits
can be checked by placing the
generator lead on the grid of one
stage and the scope probe on the
grid of the following stage. If the
generator output is too high or if
the generator lead is placed directly on an IF grid, the stage
involved, or one following, may
tend to overload. This condition
will usually cause the response
curve to reverse in polarity and
take on a weird shape such as
that shown by the waveform of
Fig. 9.
Using a direct probe, the RF
response of a tuner can also be
determined by placing the scope
probe on the grid test point of
the mixer stage which is usually
made available on top of the tuner.
To prevent detuning, a 10K -ohm

March, 1958

ceiver. This can be accomplished
by placing a resistive pad in series
with the generator leads as illustrated in Fig. 10. The output impedance of the generator cable is
represented by "Z" in the small
table of Fig. 10, and values of the
series and shunt resistors Rl and
R2 are given for three typical impedances.
When. merely signal tracing, the
technician should not attempt to
compare his findings with the response curves given in the receiver's alignment instructions.
With a little practice on normally
operating receivers, however, he
should be able to easily locate a
defective stage using this sweep
signal method.
Other Instruments

Rather than to employ a conventional generator, the technician may prefer to use an instrument especially designed for signal tracing. Generators of this
nature often provide simulated
TV signals for operating RF, IF,
sync, and even sweep circuits.
Specialized scopes incorporating
preamplifiers and using an indirect method of coupling or sampling of the signal are also ideal
for troubleshooting the RF and IF
sections of a TV receiver. Instruments of this select group, however, have distinctive operating
procedures too specialized to be
covered here.
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TWO NEW
TRIAD
CATALOGS

Now let's go back to point "A"
and see what is happening to the
positive half of the signal wave
available at the output of the amplifier section. The positive portion of the wave is coupled
through C6 to the plate of V1B.
The rectified voltage is equal to
the peak value of the input signal.
Using the VTVM circuit to measure the voltage across C7 will indicate the velocity of the vibration, thereby providing the value
of a second factor in the formula
for vibration characteristics.
The magnetic pickup previously
described is used principally in
high frequency sensing units. As
shown in Fig. 5A, a permanent
magnet is usually used to provide
the field for a soft iron core. As
long as it is under the influence
of the permanent magnet, the core
can be used to induce a voltage
across the coil. Ultrasonic displacement reverses direction so
many times a second that the
movement cannot be transmitted
to the probe by actual physical
contact; instead, shock waves are
produced in the coil. Figure 5B
shows the compression -expansion
effects of shock waves, and under

PLASTIC CASE

GROUND
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QUARTZ

(A) The simple crystal.
PLASTIC CASE

GROUND

OUTPUT

,v

ri,

/v

QUARTZ

(B) Crystal plate used to reduce wear.

PLASTIC CASE

OUTPUT

.....,

GROUND

BARIUM
T ITANATE

QUARTZ

(C) Barium Titanate crystal with protective wear plate.

Fig. 6. Three types of crystal pickups.
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ence books: the TRIAD
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(Courtesy Branson Instruments, Inc.)
Fig. 7. Ultrasonic senser being used to determine thickness of cylinder.
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Crystal Transducers
Another type of ultrasonic trans-

FLYBACK CIRCUIT
and INDUCTANCE
ANALYZER

.

their influence, the core of the
coil changes diameter. In this case,
induction by the magnetic field
takes place as a result of the coil
windings moving through the field
rather than through motion of
the field; however, frequency and
magnitude of vibration are transmitted by the field to the coil
just the same.

ducer is the crystal. Transducers
use either quartz or barium ti tanate; but unlike the frequency controlling crystal used in communications, the ultrasonic crystal
is relatively thick, with diameters
ranging from 1/2" to 11/2". Fig. 6
shows three common constructions
for crystal transducers. Fig. 6A is
the simplest, with a quartz crystal
imbedded in a molded plastic case
and silvered on top and bottom to
provide contact surfaces for the
output leads. Fig. 6B shows a
quartz plate used as a contact
plate to reduce wear. The sensing
element in Fig. 6C is barium ti tanate, but the protective quartz
contact plate is retained.
The signal developed by a crystal is due to the effect deformation
has on crystals. A small voltage is
formed when a crystal is compressed, twisted, or bent. The
crystal develops enough voltage to
drive a single stage amplifier
which can be used to control a
recorder or produce a correction
voltage. The reverse is also true;
if a voltage is applied to a crystal,
it will change its shape or dimensions.

For thickness measurement the
crystal is driven by an FM sweep
generator. As the resonant frequency of the material is passed
over, there is a sharp rise in output current. This signal can be applied to the vertical input terminals of an oscilloscope, and by using the FM modulation signal for
horizontal deflection, a frequency
response curve of the crystal circuit will be obtained. Each division of the screen along the horizontal axis will correspond to a
different frequency; thus, when
the generator passes through the
resonant frequency, the trace will
rise very rapidly and then return
to the base line. (This is the same
procedure which is used to obtain
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the book, plus' small delivery cost, or return postpaid.
We pay delivery costs if you remit with this coupon,
same return privilege.
Name
Address

City

Zone....

State

(outside U.S.A. priced slightly higher)
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on the right side of the instrument. The pickup is similar to that
illustrated in Fig. 6A; however,

THICKNESS
FLAW]

MARKER PULSES

OF

the crystal and case has been
shaped to fit the curvature of the
tank.
Flaw Detection

(Courtesy Sperry Products, Inc.)

8. This instrument tests
right on the production line.
Fig.

Fig. 9. Waveform obtained on unit of
Fig. 8 shows depth of flow.

A slightly different approach is
required for flaw detection. Resonance is very useful in thickness
tests, but flaws do not affect resonance unless they are fairly large.
The Sperry "Reflectoscope" shown
in Fig. 8 operates on a time base

formula, T = 1/F shows that one
operation will yield the time between marker pulses; thus, when
the speed of sound through the
substance under test is known,
the thickness of the substance and
the depth of any flaws can be determined. The markers in Fig. 9
are spaced one microsecond apart,
and the speed of sound through
this substance is one cm per microsecond. The flaw is located 1.75
cm below the surface, and the
piece under test is 3.25 cm thick.
This is only one type of thickness measurement; there are many
more. Thickness, width, length,
height, and curved dimensions are
all extremely important in industrial work. Electronic instruments
used to determine these characteristics will be described next
month.

rather than the frequency base
used in the instrument of Fig. 7.
Pulses of a particular frequency
are transmitted through the unit
under test. The pulses travel at a
predictable rate through any ma-

quality

IF response curves in TV work.)
The ultrasonic thickness gauge
being used in Fig. 7 to indicate the
thickness of the tank wall is a
sweep generator and oscilloscope
all in one. The scope face is covered by a scale, but the two white
lines are the vertical pulses representing particular frequencies.
The first line is the fundamental
resonant frequency of the tank
wall. Several scales are provided
to enable the operator to check
his first -line reading by observing
the harmonic line which appears

terial, and by sensing the time
lapse between the transmitted and
reflected pulse, the depth of a flaw
can be directly measured. Notice
from the scope waveform in Fig.
9 that the flaw stands out almost
as well as the reflection from the
bottom surface of the piece under
test.
While the markers are spaced
by frequency, it is a simple matter
to convert frequency to time. The

SO SAFE!

`NEW

YEATS "Shorty

STATION WAGON & PANEL PICK-UP

appliance dolly
YEATS Model No.

5

Aluminum alloy
Height 47"
Weight 32 lbs.

t damage glass --

let alone wire or cable!
ARROW STAPLE GUNS

can't damage wire or
cable because driving blade automatically stops staple at
right height! That's why Arrow Staple Guns are proved
safer on jobs all over the country. And Arrow staples have
tremendous holding power because they're rosin -coated,
have diverging points that lock into wood.
T-25 (shown) for wires up to 14" in diameter. (Hi-Fi wire, radiant
heating, bell, thermostat, telephone, intercom, etc.) tapered striking
edge gets into tight corners. Uses %", %,", and %," staples, List $15
T -25B For burglar alarm wiring. Drives staples flush
List $15
T-75 For non-metallic sheathed cable, Romex cable or any other
object (such as copper tubing) up to %" in diameter. Uses %,",
", and %" Arrow staples
List $15
.

-

.

ARROW FRSTENER COMPRNY, /NC.
ONE JUNIUS

STREET. BROOKLYN

12, N.

Y

Only 47" tall, this new YEATS dolly is
designed for TV and appliance men
who make deliveries by station wagon
or panel truck. No need to detach appliance for loading into the "wagon" or
the YEATS "Shorty" will
pick-up
.
slide into your vehicle with ease.
Has aluminum alloy frame with
padded felt front, quick fastening
1
(30 second) strap ratchet, and
endless, rubber belt step glide.
New YEATS folding platform attachment, at left, saves back breaking work handling TV
Folding platform
is 131/2" x 241/2"
chassis or table models. Call
instant-attaches
ly. (Platform your YEATS dealer today!
only) $9.95.

litt

»

COVERS & PADS

-fitted covers are
made of tough water repellant
fabric with adjustable web
YEATS semi

straps

Furniture Pad

and

soft,

scratchless

white flannel liners. All shapes
and sizes-Write.

SEND postcard for full information
on our complete line TODAY!

1 1

2103 N. 12th St.

9

Qlvace

dolly
sales co.
Milwaukee, Wis.

PF REPORTER
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Which one can prove her

QUALITY?

Also, the
Most brands of twin lead look alike!
of quality
price brands make the same claims
brands.
and performance as the top quality

Subminiature Electrolytics

What Reason

Type EC aluminum foil electrolytic capaci-

:6eaPERMALINE
Your Customer has the reason
So GOOD that

DISTINCTIVE APPEARANCE

HIGH MOLECULAR WT. POLYETHELENE
DEVELOPED AFTER YEARS OF RESEARCH
Ask

JFD

Electronics

Corp., Brooklyn, N. Y.,
is now making its Fireball, Junior-Helix, and
Super -Helix Colortennas available in kits
that contain all hardware needed for installation. Accessory parts
furnished include an aluminum mast with "Tri Mount" base, 50 feet of twin lead, 6 assorted standoffs and 3 "self-sealing" nails. Model numbers and
retail prices of "Colortenna-Paks" are as follows:
Standard Fireball, FB500TP, $29.95; Gold Anodized
Fireball, AB500TP, $34.95; Standard Super-Helix,
RX511TP, $29.95; Gold Anodized Super -Helix, AX511TP, $34.95; Standard Junior -Helix, JX311TP,
$24.95; and Gold Anodized Junior -Helix, AX311TP,
$29.95.
For further information, check 48P on Literature Card.

March, 1958

hire

Repot

yJobber

-

about Permaline
and ask to see the Laboratory
on weathering studies of Polyethelene.

Once you "Try" COLUMBIA .. you'll want to always
"Buy" Columbia ..Because only, but only COLUMBIA

gives you

AVAILABLE

AT

complete guarantee for 25 YEARS.

o

ALL

LEADING DISTRIBUTORS

2850 IRVING
PK. RD.,

WIRE & SUPPLY CO.

CHICAGO 18

REAL VISION
FOR YOUR NEEDLE BUSINESS

The twin

Outdoor Antenna Kits

it's

GUARANTEED up to 25 YEARS!

For further information, check 47P on Literature Card.
Chassis -Holding Jig

For further information, check 49P on Literature Card.

What Proof

something better
for twin lead,

tors made by CornellDubilier Electric Corp.,
South Plainfield, N. J.,
are new subminiature
units designed for transistorized equipment or
low -B+ vacuum-tube circuits. These components are
available in working-voltage ratings from 3 to 75
volts DC and in capacitance ratings which range
from 1 to 250 mfd, depending on voltage rating.
Housed in tubular ceramic cases, they are sealed
with a moisture and heat resistant resin. Stable capacitance value, low DC leakage current, and long
shelf life are obtained with the use of special materials and processing techniques.
An improved type of
chassis jig for use in
bench servicing, the
"Phono and Radio Repair Stand" (Cat. No.
5212), has been introduced by General Cement Mfg. Co., Rockford, Ill. The chassis to
be serviced is suspended between two
upright braces which can be adjusted to hold chassis
of any length up to approximately 18". The clamps
that grip the chassis are secured to the braces by
large locknuts; when these are loosened slightly, the
chassis can be rotated to any desired position. The
opening between the jaws of the clamp is adjusted
by turning a knurled locknut, and one jaw is equipped with a rubber insert to provide a non -marring
grip.

...

that he is getting
Can you give your customer
when he pays a little more

mil needle at the same
price as the 3 mil -1 mil double
another "first" from the company of "firsts"
1

-

...

Just what you would expect
Duotone was first
1 mil twin needle.
For Duotone foresees
your needs and meets them first. Real vision that

with the

brings you scores more needle sales! The Duotone
1 mil twin needle for every type cartridge
teven foreign makes
sells for the same price as

-

-

the 3 mil -1 mil double.

DUOTONE COMPANY, INC.
Keyport, New Jersey
In Canada

PF REPORTER
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Signal -Boosting TV Set Coupler

Blonder -Tongue

FOR A

bri hte

Labs., Inc., Newark,
N. J., has announced
production of a Model
B-23 Two -Set Booster
>*
which couples a single
antenna to two or three
TV sets through a one -tube broadband amplifier.
When connected to two receivers, the unit provides
a gain of 2 to 6 db instead of the loss encountered
in passive couplers. The 61/4" x 33/4" X 21/2" booster
is designed to operate continuously, drawing 120 ma
at 117 volts AC to supply power to the 6BK7A amplifier circuit. List price is $23.95.
For further information, check 50P on Literature Card.
CRT Rejuvenator
A redesigned Model
RE -2 "Rejuvatube,"
featuring facilities for
testing and rejuvenating 110° and color picture tubes, has been
introduced by Central
Electronics, Inc., Chicago, Ill. Another new
feature of the RE -2 is
a gas-test circuit for
picture tubes. All cir-

cuitry for handling
color and 110° tubes
is contained in a 23/4"
cube -socket adapter that plugs into the main chassis
of the unit. This adapter is also available separately
as an accessory for Model RE -1 rejuvenators.
For further information, check 51P on Literature Card.
Self -Holding Connector

TV

picture
Rely on the tube that has always been specified by leading independent set makers.

E -Z -Hook Test Products, Covington, Ky., is
marketing a new item
in its line of self-holding test prods and connectors. Called the
"Sub," the unit is 21/2"
in over-all length and
is equipped with "E-Z Hook" spring -loaded
connectors at both ends.
The principal use of "Subs" is to permit temporary
circuit connections, such as component substitution
during testing, to be made quickly and easily. These
plastic-bodied connectors are supplied in 6 colors at
a cost of 69¢ each.
For further information, check 52P on Literature Card.

pur

DC

Microammeter
A portable vacuum-

tube microammeter

TUNG-SÖL
Magic Mirror Aluminized

PICTURE TUBES
TUNG-SOL ELECTRIC INC., Newark 4, N. J. Sales Offices: Atlanta,
Ga.; Columbus, Ohio; Culver City, Calif.; Dallas, Tex.; Denver, Colo.;
Detroit, Mich.; Irvington, N. J.; Melrose Park, Ill.; Newark, N. J.;
Seattle, Wash.

78

(Type WV -84B) has
been introduced by the
Components Division of
RCA, Camden, N. J. A
bridge circuit consisting
of two 3S4 tubes and
two 221/2 -volt batteries
is employed to measure
weak currents, and a choice of 6 meter ranges with
full-scale readings of 0.01 to 1,000 µa is offered. The
meter produces only slight loading of the circuit
under test; voltage drop across the instrument at
PF REPORTER
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full-scale deflection is only 0.5 volt. Leads from the
external circuit are attached to the "High" and
"Low" jacks on the front panel, with the lead
carrying the higher potential being connected to
the "High" terminal.
The instrument can be used as a voltmeter when
external multiplier resistors (supplied with unit)
are placed in series with one of the test leads.
Extremely high input resistance of 100 megohms
per volt on the 1- and 10 -volt ranges and 10 megohms per volt on the 100 -volt range minimizes loading of critical circuits.
By adding an external 90 -volt battery, the user
can operate the WV -84B as an ohmmeter to measure
extremely high resistances up to 90,000 megohms.

hter
rigFORA

For further information, check 53P on Literature Card.
Feed -Through Resistor -Capacitor
Ilra

r

ig

1P-1

tg

r.

Centralab, A Division of Globe -Union,
Inc., Milwaukee, Wis.,
has introduced a new
feed -through version of
its Tube-R -Cap combination resistor and ca-

pacitor-Cat.

No.

732-

designed principally for
antenna filter applications in TV tuners. Both the
resistor and capacitor are incorporated in a ceramic
tube 746" long and .190" in diameter. Capacitance
ratings available range from 400 to 1,000 mmf (guaranteed minimum value) at 1,000 WVDC, and resistance values from 300K ohms to 1 megohm can be
supplied.
For further information, check 54P on Literature Card.
Low -Ripple DC Supply

profit

Electronic Instrument
Co., Inc. (EICO) , Long
Island City, N. Y., offers a new Model 1060

Battery Eliminator and
Charger which features

improved filtering of
the output voltage. The
following specifications
apply to the 0-16 volt
DC range: Output rating-continuous, 6 amps; intermittent, 10 amps. Ripple at 10 amps-1.5%. Specifications for the 0-8 volt DC range include: Output
rating-continuous, 10 amps; intermittent, 20 amps.
Ripple at 10 amps-4.5%. Price is $38.95 in kit form
or $47.95 if factory-wired.

icture

For further information, check 55P on Literature Card.

Soldering Tips

e

®

O

®

Hexacon Electric Co.,
Roselle Park, N. J.,

has developed a new

"Xtradur" replacement
tip for heavy-duty sol-

dering irons, which is
put through a special
multiple -coating process that enables the
shank of the tip to repel solder. This feature prevents solder from running off the working surface of the tip onto the
shank, and thus enables the tip to last longer under
hard use. Shown in the picture are several of the
40 different sizes and shapes of tips available.
For further information, check 56P on Literature Card.

March, 1958

Rely on the tube that has always been a
favorite with leading independent service

dealers.

(x4/w42
TUNG-SOL®
RECEIVING TUBES
TUNG-SOL makes All -Glass Sealed Beam Lamps, Miniature Lamps,
Signal Flashers, Picture Tubes, Radio, TV and Special Purpose
Electron Tubes and Semiconductor Products.

PF REPORTER
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CATALOG and LITERATURE SERVICE

REPORTER
INDEX TO ADVERTISERS

Advertisers

Acme Electric Corp.
Admiral Corp.
American Television and
Radio Co. (ATR)
Amphenol Electronics Corp.
Argos Products Co.
Arrow Fastener Co., Inc.
Astron Corp.
B & K Mfg. Co.
B & M Electronic Mfg. Co.
Blonder -Tongue Labs.
British Industries Corp.
Bussmann Mfg. Co.
CBS-Hytron
Centralab, A Div. of
Globe -Union, Inc.
Chicago Standard
Transformer Corp.
Clarostat Mfg. Co., Inc.
Columbia Wire & Supply Co.
Cornell-Dubilier
Electric Corp.
Delco Radio Div.,
General Motors Corp.
Doss Electronic Research
DuMont Labs., Inc., Allen B.
Duotone Co., Inc.
EICO
Electro -Voice, Inc.

ACCESSORIES
1P.
convenient reference
E -Z -HOOK
sheet titled "How to Build the Five
Most Useful Scope Probes," with schematic, mechanical component layout, etc.
See ad page 71.
Brochure describing
2P.
PERMA-POWER
new 110° tube briteners. See ad page 63.

-A

March, 1958
Page No.

61
47

ANTENNAS
3P.
AMPHENOL-Sales aids and technical

6

4P.

7, 26

5P.

catalog. See ad page 1.
TELCO (G-C) -Catalog No. A-58 shows
a complete range of over 100 different
types of antennas. See ad page 58.

21

data on new "VI -FI" indoor TV antenna. See ad page 48.
JFD ELECTRONICS-1958 TV antenna

ANTENNA DISTRIBUTION
BLONDER -TONGUE-Master TV
6P.
ification folder,
page 33.

form

AS -18.

SOLDER

BRITISH INDUSTRIES -Brochures on
Multicore "SABIT" Alloy and Multicore

24P.

5

-core Solder. See ad page 64.

SPEAKERS
ELECTRO -VOICE-Bulletin #211 gives
25P.
complete story on CPD's, coaxial P.A. projectors. Includes data on diffraction horns,
increased coverage, polar patterns and
features of the CDP line. See ad page 11.

OXFORD COMPONENTS- 1958 general catalog. See ad page 51.
16 -page S-157 catalog
UTAH RADIO
plus ABC's of Reproducers catalog. See

26P.

specSee ad

-

Complete data on "Tote a new convertible master tube
box with room for over
tool
tote
and
360 tubes plus tools and equipment. See
57.
page
ad

master,"

-

69
48
62
76

64
33
64
19

SERVICE CASE
23P.
MASTRA

-

27P.

45

ad page 56.

BOOKS
59
35
77
37, 38, 39
25
67
27
77
32
11
24
71

Electronic Publishing Co.
E -Z -Hook Test Products
58
General Cement Mfg. Co.
49
Gernsback Library, Inc.
75
Hexacon Electric Co.
International Resistance Co.
2nd cover
(IRC)
1
JFD Electronics Corp.
Jackson Electrical
65, 68
Instrument Co.
70
Jensen Industries, Inc.
31
Jensen Mfg. Co.
44
Krylon, Inc.
4th cover
Littelfuse, Inc.
54, 55
Mallory & Co., Inc., P. R.
57
Mastra Co.
Merit Coil & Transformer Corp..... 50
65
Oelrich Publications
51
Oxford Components, Inc.
63
Perma-Power Co.
28
Pyramid Electric Co.
Radiart Corp.-Cornell38, 39
Dubilier Electric Corp.
RCA Electron Tube Division.. 3rd cover
65
R -Columbia Products Co., Inc.
9, 46
Raytheon Mfg. Co.

64
Recoton Corp.
Sams & Co., Inc., Howard W... 29, 69, 75
66
Sarkes Tarzian,Inc.
36, 68, 75
Seco Mfg. Co.
24, 50, 70
Service Instruments Corp.
South River Metal Products Co..... 71
2
Sprague Products Co.
49
Stevens -Walden, Inc.
40, 41
Tobe Deutschmann Corp.
74
Triad Transformer Corp.
Triplett Electrical Instrument Co. .. 43
78, 79
Tung -Sol Electric, Inc.
68
United Catalog Publs., Inc.
56
Utah Radio Products Corp.
63
Vaco Products Co.
23
Ward Products Corp.
8
Webster Electric Co.
53
Westinghouse Electric Co.
4-5
Winegard Co.
72, 73
Winston Electronics, Inc.
36
Workman TV, Inc.
51
Xcelite, Inc.
Yeats Appliance Dolly Sales Co..... 76

7P.

GERNSBACK-Descriptive literature on
Gernsback library books. See ad page 49.

BUSINESS FORMS
OELRICH-24-page catalog pictures and
8P.
describes 29 popular business forms, sales
aids, and record systems. See ad page 65.

CAPACITORS
9P.
CENTRALAB-Bulletin on new "Ultra Kap," micro -miniature ceramic-disc caIOP.

pacitor for low-voltage uses which require extremely high capacities and low
power factors. See ad page 45.
Free kit of
CORNELL-DUBILIER
molded "MYLAR" capacitors. See ad

-

--a

page 37, 38, 39.
11P.

"The ABC's of Ceramic
brochure covering both
Capacitors"
theory and applications of these components. See ad page 2.

SPRAGUE

COMPONENTS
IRC-DLR-57A, Form S -035A Replace12P.
ment Parts Catalog. See ad 2nd cover.

CHEMICALS
13P.

14P.

-

KRYLON
Catalog pages describing
crystal-clear rust release, dulling spray,
spray enamels, varnish sprays, and metal
primers. See ad page 44.
R -COLUMBIA -Bulletin #23 on Fono
Magic, a compound of special rubber
and carbide that eliminates turntable
slipping and dragging and keeps automatic changers cycling .properly. See ad
page 65.

FUSES

15P.

BUSSMANN -Complete TV Fuse Guide,
Form TVC, shows types and ampere
ratings of fuses used in various TV

TEST EQUIPMENT
28P.
AFFILIATED TV LABS Catalog
sheets, literature, and sales plans for
servicemen about U -Check-Em "40"
automatic tube testers.
29P.
B & K-Bulletin APIO gives information
on B & K Dyna-Scan Model 1050 Portable Video and Audio Generator that
transmits picture or pattern and sound at
any time to any number of TV sets.
Also bulletins on other B & K equipment.
See ads pages 7 & 26.
B & M MFG. -One -page flyer describing
30P.
the inductive winding tester and its
functions. See ad page 64.
Details on D-100 Sweep AnaDOSS
31P.
lyzer, D-200 Video Master and D-500
Slave Oscillator. See ad page 67.
EICO-12-page catalog shows how to
32P.
save 50% on electronic test instruments
and hi-fi equipment in both kit and
factory -wired form. See ad page 32.
HICKOK-Descriptive brochure on new
33P.
"Cardmatic" portable tube tester priced
for the TV technician.
34P.
SECO MFG. -Information on TV tube
testing and analyzing TV deflection circuits See ads pages 36, 68, and 75.
35P.
SERVICE INSTRUMENTS -New LC3
Leakage Checker literature. See ads
pages 24, 50, and 70.
TRIPLETT-Literature describing new
36P.
630 -APL volt-ohm-milliammeter. See ad

-

-

page 43.

WINSTON-One-page flyer on full line

37P.

of equipment. See ad pages 72 and 73.

TOOLS

sets. See ad page 19.

16P.

LITTELFUSE -Up-to-date cross reference card showing LC fuses and
prices. See ad 4th cover.

list

GENERAL CATALOGS
17P.
UCP
Information on "1958 Radio Electronic Master," detailing the 150,000

-

products catalogued in this buying guide.
See ad page 68.

PICTURE TUBES
DUMONT
18P.

-

39P.
40P.
41P.

-4

42P.

Picture

See ad page 27.

tube

data chart.
43P.

POWER SUPPLIES
ACME-Variable Voltage Adjustor Cata19P.
log VA -312. See ad page 61.

PHONO NEEDLES
20P.
JENSEN INDUSTRIES
Dealer Aids. See ad page 70.

- Assorted

RESISTORS
21P.
CLAROSTAT-No. 58 Distributor catalog of resistor products for radio, TV
and other electronic applications. Form
No. 755300010. See ad page 35.
#CS 40 replacement
WORKMAN TV
22P.
guide on CANDOHM resistors. See ad
page 36.

-

TRANSFORMERS & COILS
MERIT-Catalog No. 5811 illustrates and
44P.

describes more than 900 replacement
items. See ad page 50.
100 -page TV
CHICAGO STANDARD
Transformer Replacement guide, crossreferenced for over 7,000 chassis of 98
manufacturers. See ad page 59.

-

45P.

WIRE
46P.

-

Catalog sheet and
folder including description and sizes of
wire strand.

WRIGHT STEEL

PF REPORTER
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-

16-page multicolor catalog No. 13 of complete Arrow
line, giving full details on stapling machines, gun tackers; hammer tackers, gun
tacker kits and staples. See ad page 76.
CBS-HYTRON-New CBS Tool Catalog
PA -6. See ad page 21.
STEVENS -WALDEN -Catalog on
"Spintites" and "Grip Spintites." See ad
page 49.
VACO-Catalog on specialty service tools
for radio-TV work. See ad page 63.
-page catalog describing apYEATS
pliance dolly and padded covers for delivering TV sets. See ad page 76.
XCELITE-Illustrated catalog on full
line plus literature on new products.
See ad page 51.

ARROW FASTENER

38P.

March, 1958

..
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SUPPLEMENT TO SAMS FEBRUARY 1958 MASTER INDEX
Covers PHOTOFACT Set Numbers 390 through 393 Released

MARCH,

in

1958

-

This Supplement is your index to new models covered by PHOTOFACT in March 1958. For model coverage prior
to this date see the Same Master Index dated February 1958. Use this Supplement with the Sams Master Index
together they are your complete Index to PHOTOFACT coverage of over 30,000 receiver models.
Set

No.

Folder
No.

ADMIRAL

392-5

Chassis 311

Chassis 17F1
367-13-S
TI 8A11,T18Al2,718A13 367-13-S

392-5

3114, 3116 (Ch. 311)

AIRLINE
GAA -26428, GAA -2643B 384-6
GTM-1109A
392-6
WG -4041A
376-20-S
WG -4051A
376-20-S
W G-5041 A
WG -5051A

376-20-S
376-20-S

ARVIN

391-5
393-6
391-5
393-6

95611 (Ch. 1.42400)

5578 (Ch. 1.43500)
Ch. 1.42400
Ch. 1.43500

CHALLENGER

Folder
No,

Set

No.

GENERAL ELECTRIC -Cent.
2111539, -UHF, 2171540, -UHF,
2111541, -UHF, 2171542, -UHF,
2171543, -UHF, 2171544, -UHF

("U2"

24C1660,

("U2"

24C1670,

("U2"

Line)
-UHF,
Line)
-UHF,
Line)

391-1

24C1661,

-UHF

24C1671,

-UHF

391-1

391-1

No.

7144

(Ch. 332, U)....393-1
(Ch. 332, U)....393-1
(Ch. 332U, 333).393-1
83081 (Ch. 419)
321-15-5
83311, U (Ch. 332, U)....393-1
B3321, U (Ch. 332U, 333).393-1
83364, U (Ch. 332, U)....393-1
.K1231, U (Ch. 332, U)....393-1
K1241, U (Ch. 332, U)....393-1
U
U

U

Folder
No.

(Ch. 528.50060, 62, 63, 64,

389-3

65, 66, 67)

7145

(Ch. 528.50070, 71, 73, 74,

389-3

75)

7146

(Ch. 528.50060, 62, 63, 64,
65, 66, 67)
389-3
(Ch. 528.50070, 71, 73, 74,

7147

389-3

75)

HOFFMAN

81231,
B1241,
B1251,

Set

METEOR

7180

(Ch. 528.50060, 62, 63, 64,

389-3

65, 66, 67)

7181

(Ch. 528.50070, 71, 73, 74,

389-3

75)
Ch. 528.50060,

528.50062, 528.50063, 528.50064, 528.50065,
528.50066, 528.50067, 528.50070, 528.50071, 528.50073,
528.50074, 528.50075 389-3

Folder
No.

Set

No.

OLYMPIC-Cont.
17TU93, 17TU94 (Ch.

GU, GUU)

378-14-S

391-2

Ch. DY
Ch. GT, GTU
Ch. GU, GUU

378-14-S
378-14-S

PACKARD-BELL
RM

393-3
392-2
393-3
(Ch. 8853)
392-2
AM Tuner
392-2
392-2
392-2
393-3
392-2

-200 (TV Remote Control)

373

21DC5,

215C6, 21SC7, 21$C8
21SK3 (Ch. 8853 and
373)
21513 (Ch. 8853)
21VT2 (Ch. 8853)
24DC4 (Ch. 9803)
24SC2 (Ch. 8853)

USE IT

U, 21CD8727, U (Ch.
CTC7A, B)
379-15-S
CD8775, U, 21C08776, U, 21 CD8777, U (Ch. CTC7A, B)

379-15-S

21CD8865,
8867,

U, 21CD8866, U, 21CD-

(Ch. CTC7C, D)

U

379-15-S

391

DAVID BOGEN

391-8
392-8

EMERSON

1282
1283
1284
1285
1286
1287
1420
1421
1424
1425
1426
1428

(Ch. 12038011)...386-15-S
(Ch. 120381M)...386 -15-S
(Ch. 12038011)...386-15-5
(Ch. 120381M(...386-15-5
(Ch. 120388H)...386 -15-S
(Ch. 120389M)...386-15-5
(Ch. 120377C(...386-15-5
(Ch. 120370G)...386-15-5
(Ch. 120377C)...386-15-5
(Ch. 120370G)...386-15-5
(Ch. 120369C)...386 -15-S
(Ch. 120369C(...386-15-5
Ch. 120369C, 1203700.386-15-S
Ch. 120377C
386-15-S
Ch. 120380H, 120381M 386 -15-S
Ch. 12038811, 120389M 386 -15-S

393-8

FISHER

391-9

GENERAL ELECTRIC
17P1326, 1791327 ("M3"

8307,

383-3

17P1333, 1791334, 1791335 ("M3"
Line)
383-3
21C1545, -UHF, 21C1547, -UHF,
21C1548, -UHF, 21C1549, -UHF,
21C1550, -UHF, 21C1551, -UHF,
21C1552, -UHF, 21C1553, -UHF,
21C1554, -UHF, 21C1555, UHF,
21C1556, -UHF, 21C1560, -UHF,
21C1562, -UHF, 21C1564, -UHF
("U2" Line)
391-1

2108282,

U,
B)

2108306,

U,

(Ch. 332, U)....393-1
(Ch. 332, U)....393-1
(Ch. 332U, 333).393-1
M3081 (Ch. 419)
321-15-5
M3311, U (Ch. 332,
M3321, U (Ch. 332U, 333).393-1
M3364, U (Ch. 332, U)...393-1
91231, U (Ch. 332, U)....393-1
P1251, U (Ch. 332U, 333).393-1
P3081 (Ch. 419)
321-15-5
93311, U (Ch. 332, U)....393-1
P3321, U (Ch. 332U, 333).393-1
93364, U (Ch. 332, U)....393-1
W1251, U (Ch. 332U, 333).393-1
W3081 (Ch. 419)
321-15-S
W3311, U (Ch. 332, U)...393-1
W3321, U (Ch. 332U, 333) 393-1
Ch. 332, U, 333
393-1
Ch. 419
321-15-S
U

MOTOROLA

U
U

711-898,

U)....393-1

HOTPOINT

17S305, 175306 ("M3"
215400 ("M3" Line)
215405 ("M3" Line)
215505, 215506 ("M3"

Line)

390-1
390-1
390-1

Line)

390-1

MADISON FIELDING

393-9

FM -15

MAGNAVOX

24
25

Series
Series

Chossis

392-1

383-14-5

U24-01AA, {124 02AA, U24-

03AA, U24-04AA, U24-06AA

392-1

03AA, U25-04AA, U25-05AA,
U25-06AA,
U25-07AA,
U2508AA, U25-09AA, U25-10AA,
U25-11AA
383-14-5
Chassis V24-01AA, V24-02AA, V2403AA, V24-04AA, V24-06AA

392-1

Chassis V25 -0I AA, V25-02AA, V2503AA, V25-04AA,
V25-05AA,
V25-06AA,
V25-07AA,
V2508AA, V25-09AA, V25-10AA,
V25-11AA
383-14-S

T

Control

Y21F8B, BA, W, WA (Ch.

Y21K73B,

Unit)

393-2
TS -544Y)
393-2

BA, M, MA, Y21K75B,
BA, CW, CWA, M, MA, 721K768,
BA, CW, CWA, M, MA, 121K7713,

8608,

M, 721K80, CW, CWA (Ch.
TS -544Y)
393-2
Y21K818, M (Ch. WTS-544Y)

390-2

4213,

BA, M, MA

Y21V1W, WA

21F8B,

(Ch.

F4216,

(Ch. 75-5447)

F4626,

393-2
393-2
75-544)
393-2

BA, W, WA

(Ch.

21K738, M, 21K758, CW, M, 21K768, CW, M, 21K77B, M, 21K80CW, CWA (Ch. T5-5441 390-3
21K818, M (Ch. WTS-544) 393-2
21T40BG, MG, 211428, M (Ch.
TS -544)
393-2
21V1W, WA (Ch. 75-544) 393-2
54LIA, 54L2A, 5413A, 5414A,
5415A, 54L6A (Ch.
HS -468)
Ch. HS -468
Ch. TS -544, Y
Ch. WTS-544, Y

266-9
266-9
393-2
393-2

8142)

381-17-S

(Ch. 8L71). .
381-17-5
SM (Ch. 8L41) 381 -17-S
L, F4624 (Ch. 8143)

L

F4620SL,

F4622,

7S -544Y)

381-17-S

(Ch.

STN

(Ch. 8141)

L

381-17-S
381-17-S
381-17-S

(Ch. 8173)
F4632 (Ch. 8143)
F620651., SM (Ch. 8951, A)
L

381-17-S
F66205L (Ch. 8951, A) 381-17-5
F66241, TL (Ch. 8172) 381-17-S
UF4210,

E,

L,

UF4212,

81410)
UF4214STM, SIN (Ch.

(Ch.

Series
Series

352-12
352-12

UF4622, L, UF4624 (Ch

381-17-5

UF6602SL,

SM

(Ch.

8P51U)

H-25
H-50
KX-25

381-17-5

8L72U)

390-7
393-10

Ch.

391-1.0

OLYMPIC

"Kobold" 5720W
"Meteor" 5781W
"Moderna" 5783W
17Y951 (Ch. DY)
14T191, 141192 (Ch.

NOTE: PCB Denotes Production Change Bulletin.

UF6624T, TL (Ch.

390-8
392-9
392-9
391-2
GT,

GTU)

378-14-S

Denotes Television Receiver.

8171, U, 8L72, U,

Ch. 8951, A, U

RCA VICTOR

381-17-S
370-16-S
370-16-5
8L43,

U

8173,

U

381-17-S

381-17-5
381-17-S

(Also See

Record Changer Listing)
8EY31HE, KE (Ch. RS -165 (2nd
Prod.)
383-11
8RF13 (Ch. RC -1168A)
390-9
S

Denotes Schematic Coverage Only.

D)

390-2

393-5) 347-14

U,

(PCB

.2117157,

393-5) 347-14

(Ch. KCS98A, C)

U

393-5) 347-14
21T7375, G, GU, U, 2117377, G,
GU, U (Ch. KCS981, K, L, M)
(PCB 393-5) 347-14
2118202, U, 21 T8205, U, 2118207.
U (Ch. KCS 113A, B)..375 -18-S
2178265, U, 2118267, U (Ch.
(PCB

KCS113A,

21T8395,

381-17-S

D)

KCS116C,

(Ch. KCS98A, C)

U

(PCB

2118375,

8143)

KCS108C,

2117153, U (Ch.
KCS98A, C) (PCB 393-5) 347-14
2117352, U, 2117355, U, 2117357,
U (Ch. KCS98E, F)

381-17-5

UF4626, L (Ch. 8L73U). 381-17-S
UF4632 (Ch. 81.43U)
381 -17-S
UF62065L, SM (Ch. 8P51U)

Ch. 8E11, U, 8E13
Ch. 8H20, U, 8H22
Ch. 8L41, U, 8142, U,

NEWCOMB

(Ch.

(Ch.

U

21T7152,

81420)

381-17-S
UF4216, L (Ch. 81.71U) 3131-17-5
UF46205L, SM (Ch. 8141U)
381-17-S

MUNTZ

724
727

L

2108607, U, 211)-

U,
U

382-15-S
21RD852$ (Ch. KCS108H) .390-2
21818202 (Ch. KCS113H)375-18-5
21 R78425 (Ch. KCS113K) 375-18-S
2117112, U, 2177113, U (Ch. KCS98A, C)....(PCB 393-5) 347-14

2117I17,

F42145TM,

393-1

Y21T40BG, BGA, MG, MGA, 1211-

374-17-5

F4212,

L,

B)

382-15-S

21D8605,

PHILCO
E,

(Ch.

21E/-

21D8565, U, 2108566, U, 211)8567, U (Ch. KCS108E, F) 390-2
21D8588, U (Ch. KCSI08C, D)

392-2
392-2

(Ch. 8853)
Ch. 8853
Ch. 9803

F4210,

U,

390-2

24VT1

(Remote

U

382-15-5

U, 2108526, U, 2108527, U, 21D8528, U (Ch.
KCS108C, D)
390-2
.2108545, U, 2108546, U, 211)8547, U (Ch.
KCS108C, D)

21D8628,

M1231,
M1241,
M1251,

379-15-S

(Ch. KCS116A,

U

(Ch.

U

379-15-S

(Ch. CTC7E, F)

U

2108305,

WITH THE FEBRUARY 1958 MASTER INDEX!

Chassis U25-01AA, U25-02AA, U25Line)

379-15-S

U, 21CD8927,

21D8281,

ALL OTHER SUPPLEMENTS

392
H-21LPKBF, H-21LPKBU (Ch. 468,
469) (See Photofact Servicer)

Ch. 414, 414-1 (See Photofact Servicer)
390
Ch. 468, 469 (See Photofact Serv-

U, 21CD8886, U, 21CD(CTC7C, D1 379 -15-S
U, 21CD8907, U (Ch.

U

21CD8947,

THROW AWAY

390

TR -1

21

21D8525,

G -2008D, EY, MY, WT (Ch 200GA,
GT)
(See
Photofact Servicer)

FIRESTONE
4-A-174

21CD8725,

KCS116A,

Ch. 414, 414-1 and Radio Ch.
362-3) (See Photofact Servicer)

390

B)

CTC7C, D)

391-7

391
H-21LPKMF, H-2IPKMU (Ch. 468,
469) (See Photofoct Servicer)
391
Ch. 2000A, 20001 (See Photofact
Servicer)
392
Ch. 362-3 (See Photofact Servicer)

17978072,

U,

109A,

C7C7E, F)

CROSLEY

L330

KCS

21CD8926,

FOR COMPLETE PHOTOFACT LISTINGS

392-3
U (Ch.
392-3

109C, D)

17P78071,

21CD8906,

THIS IS YOUR LATEST INDEX SUPPLEMENT!

F-24PDBH, PDBU, PDMH, PDMU (TV

L60

U, 17908094, U, 17PD8096, U, 17908099, U (Ch. KCS-

8888,

TV3-9402A
385-13-S
TV3-9450A
382-15-S
TV3-9455A, TV3.9456A 382-15-5
TV3-9460A, TV3.9461A 382-15-S
TV2-9465A, 1V2.9466A 384-17-5
TV2-9470A, TV2-9471A 384-17-S
TV2.9475A, TV2.9476A 384-17-S
TV2.9480, TV2-9481A
384-17-S
TV2.9485A, TV2.9486A 380-12-S

icer)

392-3

17PD8093,

21CD8885,

CORONADO

CRESCENT
A -640A, B

KCS111C, D)
371-15-S
14P18021, U, 1491.8022, U (Ch.
KCS111A, B)
371-15-5
1708185, U, 1708186, U, 171)8187, U (Ch. KCSIO9C, D)

21DC6, 21DC7 (Ch. 9803)

391-6

CHA33, Y

Set Folder
No.
No.
RCA VICTOR-Cent.
14PD8053, U, 14908054, U, 14908055, U, 14908057, U (Ch.

U

375-18-S

B)

U, 2178376, U, 2178377,

(Ch. KCS113P,
U,

KCS113P,

2118405,

-.375-18-S

2178397,

R)

U,

KCS113P,

R)

2178407,

R)

U

(Ch.

U,

(Ch.

375-18-S

375-18-5

2118425, U, 2178426, U, 2178427,
U, 2118428, U (Ch. KCS113E, FI

375-18-S

2118445,

U, 2178447, U, 2118448,
(Ch. KCS113E, F) 375 -18-S
2118465. U, 21 T8466, U, 2178467,
U, 2118468, U (Ch. KCS113E, FI
U

2118485,
U

375-18-S

U, 2118486, U, 2118487,

(Ch. KCS113E. F)

2408655.

U.

2408657,

375 -18-S
U.

24D8676,

U, 2408678,
Ch. KCS108C, D. E, F, H
Ch. CTC7A, B, C, D, E,

Ch.
Ch.
Ch.
Ch.
P,

(Ch.

390-2
(Ch.
390-2

KCS108C, D)

U.
F

379-15-S

KCS108C, D, E. F, H..390-2
KCS109A, B, C,
KCS111A, E. C, D 371-15-5
KCS113A, B, E, F, H. K.

D....392-3

R

Ch. KCS116A, B, C, D
Ch. RC -1168A
Ch. RS -165

375-18-5
382-15-S

390-9
383-11

Folder
No.

Set

No.

SHERWOOD

390-10

S-1000 II

SILVERTONE
7114 (Ch. 528.51040)
tact Servicer)
7116 (Ch. 528.51040)
fact Servicer)
7120 (Ch. 528.51040)
fact Servicer)
7122 (Ch. 528.51040)

(See Photo -

393
(See Photo-

393
393
(See Photo -

fact Servicer)
393
7130 (Ch. 528.51040) (See Photo fat} Servicer)
393
7136 (Ch. 528.51040) (See Photo393
fact Servicer)
7172 (Ch. 528.51040) (See Photo 393
fart Servicer)
7190 (Ch. 528.51040) (See Photo393
fact Servicer)
7192 (Ch. 528.51040) (See Photo 393
fact Servicer)
391-3
7777 (Ch. 528.53190)
8009, 8010, 8011, 8012 (Ch.
391-12
132.42800)
8021, 8022, 8023 (Ch. 528.53040)

392-10

8104CH,

CO

YL

(Ch. 528.50125)

389-3

(Ch.

8157

528.50125)

389-3
389-3
8106 (Ch. 528.50125)
8110, 8112 (Ch. 528.50144)
389-3
8114 (Ch. 528.51100, 102. 104)
390-3
8115 (Ch. 528.51110, 112. 113)
390-3
8116 (Ch. 528.51100, 102, 104)
390-3
8117 (Ch. 528.51110, 112, 113)
390-3
8150, 8152 (Ch. 528.50144)
389-3
8154 (Ch. 528.51100, 102, 104)
390-3
8155 (Ch. 528.51110, 112, 113)
390-3
8156 (Ch. 528.51100, 102,

104)

390-3

No.

155A
1276
1290

113)

Ch.

102,

104)

Ch.

390-3
143)
390-3

8160

(Ch.

528.51140, 142,

8161

(Ch.

528.51150, 152,

8162

(Ch. 528.51140,

8163

(Ch.

8182
8183

153)

390-3

142, 143)

390-3

528.51150, 152,

SPARTAN
24 Series
25 Series
Chassis AMP-158AA

528.51100, 102,

104)

(Ch. 528.51110, 112,

113)
143)

(Ch.

390-3
390-3

8184

(Ch.

528.51140, 142,

8185

(Ch.

528.51150, 152, 153)

8186

(Ch.

528.51140, 142,

143)

8187 (Ch. 528.51150, 152,

153)

390-3

390-3
390-3

390-3

8188

(Ch.

8190,

8190A (TV Ch. 528.52100,

101,

528.51140, 142, 143)

102

390-3

and

528.53190)

Radio

101,

102

and

Radio

Ch.

528.53190)
391-3
8193, 8193A (TV Ch. 528.52110,
111,

112

and

Radio

Ch.

528.53190)
391-3
Ch. 132.42800
391-12
Ch. 528.51040 (See Photofact
Servicer)
393
Ch. 528.50125
389-3
Ch. 528.50144
389-3
Ch. 528.51100, 528.51102,
528.51104
390-3
Ch. 528.51110, 528.51112,
528.51113
390-3
Ch. 528.51140, 528.51142,
390-3
528.51143
Ch. 528.51150, 528.51152,
390-3
528.51153

H-21T221B,
H-2112228 (Ch. V-2372)

383-14-S

06AA

V25-01AA,
V25-02AA,
V25-03AA,
V25.04AA,
V2505AA, V25-06AA,
V25-07AA,
V25-08AA,
V25-09AA,
V25-

384-17-S

tOAA, V25-11 AA

STROMBERG-CARLSON

391-13

AU -62

SYLVANIA
1-534-1,

A2250M,
EU,

EU,

R, RU,

(Ch

A2330, H,
R,

391-14

A3000E,
A3001E,

R,

(Ch

392-11

384-16

Denotes Television

Receiver.

(Ch. 17A21Q)
R,
(Ch.

A3004,

E,

A3006E,

H,

R

R

(Ch.
(Ch.

S

(Ch. 19A200)

AUTO RADIOS
BLAUPUNKT

"Frankfurt"

"Koln"

393-7
392-7

BUICK
981902 (See Photofact
Servicer)

393

CHEVROLET
987724, 987727, 987730 (See
Photofact Servicer)
393
3748611 (See Photofact
Servicer)
393

MOPAR

390-6

845, 846

TRUETONE

350-I6

DC46238

393-4
17A20,
393-4

RECORD CHANGERS
CO LLA RO

19A20)

393-4
393-4
393-4
17A21(2)
393-4
17A20Q)
393-4
393-4

"Conquest''

390-5

RCA VICTOR
RP -208-2, -3, -4, -5

391-11

ZENITH

17A200)

S-14078, S-14079, S-14082,
S-14083, S-14084, 5-14085

392-14

RECORDERS

WEBCOR
2812, 2816
2822
2892, 2896

....377-19-S

Denotes Schematic

393-4

357-14-S
377-19-S

388-3

A3008E, R (Ch. 17A200)
A3010E, H, R, A3011, E, Y,
A3012H, R, A3013H, A3014H,
R

357-14-S
373-17-5

17A210

Ch. 17233, Q
Ch. 19A20, O

377-19-S

H,

357-14-5

392-4

A2359E, H, R, A2362M,
R
(Ch. 19A20)
377-19-S
A2673E, EU, R, RU, (Ch. 17A20,
R

357-14-S

Ch. 15A25
Ch. 17A20, Q, U,

A2251E,
17A20, U)

(Ch.

A2358E,

Auto Radio Listing)
D28328, D2834E.

(Ch. 17Z330(

RU,

R,

RU,

A2329),

TRUETONE (Also See

NOTE: PCB Denotes Production Change Bulletin.

MU,

R,

391-4
391-4
391-4
390-4
390-4

TRAV-LER
TR -250-A, TR -251-A

RZ

393-4

U)

1930N
2430N

Z4006EZ,

Y, YU,
(Ch. 17A20, U)
393-4
EU, R, RU (Ch. 17A20, U)

A2245E,

TECH-MASTER
21

(Ch. 17Z330(

376-5

U)

1-534-1,

RZ

A2223E,

JU,
Y,
YU,
HU, R, RU,

H,

A2282E,

310606 Series (Ch.
-2)
31T304 Series (Ch.
-2
Ch. 1-534-1, -2

Z4000EZ,

Changer Listing)
A15101, A1511G, A15121,
A1515W (Ch. 15A25) .373-17-S
A1815P, PU (Ch. 15Z31, U)
EU,

Folder
No.

(Ch. 19A20Q) 377-19-S
(Ch. 17Z33)

RZ

ZENITH (Also See Record

A22211,

R

Z2675EZ,

H-58075, H-58175, H-58375,
(Ch. V-2259-3)
392-13
Ch. V-2259-3
392-13
Ch. V-2373-1
392-4
Ch. V-2383-1
392-4

383.14-S

Chassis

A4007E,

391-15
392-12

H -21T2198,

U24-06AA

U25-01AA,
U25-02AA,
U25-03AA,
U25-04AA,
U2505AA, U25-06AA, U25-07AA,
U25-08AA,
U25-09AA,
U25IOAA, U25-11AA
384-17-S
V24-02AA,
Chassis V24-01AA,
V24-03AA,
V24-04AA,
V24-

Ch.

528.53190)
391-3
8192, 8192A (TV Ch. 528.52100,

U24-04AA,

Chassis

391-3

8191, 8191A (TV Ch. 528.52110,
111,
112
and
Radio
Ch.

383-14-S
384-17-S
390-12

Chassis U24-01AA, U24-02AA, U2403AA,

393-11

H-171241, H-177242, H-177243,
H-177244, H -17T245 (Ch. V.
2373-1)
392-4
H-17TU241, H-17TU242,
H-17TU243, H-17TU244,
H-17TU245 (Ch. V2383-1)

390-11

465

Set

No.

ZENITH -Coot.

WESTINGHOUSE

SONIC

153)

390-3

No.

528.52100, 528.52101,
528.52102
391-3
528.52110, 528.52111,
528.52112
391-3
Ch. 528.53040
392-10
Ch. 528.53190
391-3

112,

Folder
No.

Set

V-M

(Ch. 528.51110,

390-3

Folder
No.

Set

SILVERTONE-Cont.

8158 (Ch. 528.51100,

(See Photo-

fart Servicer)
393
7124 (Ch. 528.51040) (See Photo fart Servicer)
393
7128 (Ch. 528.51040) (See Photo-

8102AQ, CL,

Folder
No.

Set

No.

SILVERTONE-Cont.

393-12
393-12
393-12

Coverage Only.

1958 TELEVISION TUBE LOCATION GUIDE

SUBSCRIPTION

YOUR NEW 1958
SUBSCRIPTION INCLUDES:
1/

40 Charts plus index and new

binder

RAITURt CHECK CHART

/

40 Charts -new index mailed
April 1958

/

40 Charts -new index mailed
July 1958
40 Charts -complete cumulative
index mailed Oct. 1958
.

.

.

all for $3.95

START RECEIVING TUBE LOCATION CHARTS ON
CURRENT MODEL TV'S ALMOST A YEAR IN
ADVANCE OF THE PAPER -BOUND EDITION! ! !

...

with a subscription to the new 1958 Television Tube
Location Guide. Receive your new binder and first 40 charts almost a year in
advance of the bound volume. Remember, this special and exclusive service
costs you less than a penny -per-new -model for coverage you need today!

Start the year right

AVAILABLE NOW FROM YOUR SAMS DISTRIBUTOR

www.americanradiohistory.com

You're in the spotlight for the

BIGGEST SHOW
OF ALL TIME!
service -dealer a "front -row -center" ticket to a
service -selling program! You are the "star" in this big performance:
RCA

offers every

TV

National Television Servicemen's Weekand you can win valuable prizes in the exciting
RCA " : tery Shopperon:est!
+

..... ,, ry..s

.

!

4th Annual NTSW
March 24-29, 1958!
"Na tional Television

Servi:emen's Week""showing" for the 4th
consecutive year in national
magazines such as Life and TV
Guide, teLvision and radio
commercials, nation-wide
publicity . _local newspaper
advertising and special attentiongetting displays and promotion
kits-gives you the "star" billing.

Valuable Prizes Offered!
See the "RCA MYSTERY -

SHOPPER CONTEST" ad
appear:ng in other trade
magazines this month. You
can win one of 192 big
awards Every service -dealer
who enters receives a
gift, just for entering. Contact
your RCA tube distributor
for full details.

fr

Attention Getters! Traffic Stoppers!
Busir ess Builders!
A dazzling "cast" of NTSW stickers,
streamers, cards, displays, premiums,
mailers, broadsides, signs of
all kinds -all available thrcugh your
R JA TUBE DISTRIBUTOR.
See him now!

Never before in the history of the TV
service -industry has there been such a
tremendous "cast" of feat ted "players"
to back up a "star" performer-you, the
independent TV service -dealer.
Yes, RCA is putting you in the spotlight
to help you gain greater public
recognition than ever before build
customer good -will promote
your still and experience
merchandise your saes and
service business.
Take a bow! You're the
"star"! Contact your RCA
TUBE DISTRIBUTOR
now for full details!

RADIO CORPORATION OF AMERICA
Electron Tube Division
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Harrison, N. J.

.
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LITTEL
-
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PUT YOUR MONEY
WITH THE WINNER

LITTELFUSE
Quality, Service, Range, and
such winning service aids as
the Fuse Caddy, One -Call
Kits, LC Fuse Caddy, Pak aged. Snap-On: Holders, Fuse Retainer Assortments, SingleFuse Channels, participation

in Howard Sams Photo f act
Folders.
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